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ABSTRACT
This thesis takes the form of an editio princeps, w ith transcriptions,
translations and commentaries, of thirty previously unedited papyrus
texts, dating from between the first and seventh centuries of our era.
The papyri have no unifying theme other than their discovery at the
site of Oxyrhynchus in M iddle Egypt during the excavations of
B.P.Grenfell and A.S.Hunt at the beginning of this century. A ll are
written in Greek, the lingua franca of the Eastern provinces of the
Roman Empire.
An eclectic collection of material is represented. On the literary side,
there are four Homeric papyri which increase our knowledge of the
text of the second book of the Odyssey, and a new sub-literary prose
work, unfortunately very fragmentary. The documentary papyri
which constitute the bulk of the thesis range from formulaic texts of
well-represented types, such as receipts and leases of land, to items
such as personal letters, dinner invitations and inventories, which as
well as illuminating private life in provincial Egypt at the time of the
Roman hegemony have provided us with some hitherto unattested
words and technical terms.
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Papyrological works referred to in the text are designated by the standard
abbreviations, as listed in A Checklist of Editions of Greek Papyri and
Ostraca (BASP Supplement 1, 1978), pp. 1-38, to which I note the following
additions:
O.Cairo

J.Cerny, Ostraca Hieratiques (Catalogue
General du Musee du Caire, 1935)
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P.Turner

Papyri Greek and Egyptian, edited by
various hands in honour of Eric Gardner
Turner on the occasion of his 70th
birthday (London, 1981)

The only exception to the BASP checklist is that papyri published in the
Oxyrhynchus Papyri series are here referred to by volume and publication
number, in bold type, thus: xliv 3160.
I have used the following abbreviations to designate the
Proceedings of the various papyrological Congresses:

Akten des X III Kong.

Akten des XIILInternationalen Papyrologenkongresses, Marburg, 1971

Proc.XIV Congress

Proceedings of the X IV International
Congress of Papyrologists, Oxford, 1974

Actes du XVe Congr&s

Actes du XVe Congrfcs International de
Papyrologie, Quatrikme Partie:
Papyrologie Documentaire, Brussels, 1977

References to periodicals are in accordance w ith the standard
abbreviations in L'Annee Philologique, with the following exception:
BAR(IS)

British Archaeological Reports
International Series (Oxford, 1974-)

Introduction to Homer Fragments

The four fragments of Homer here published all come from rolls of the
second book of the Odyssey, and date from the first to the fourth centuries
of our era. They increase the number of edited fragments of this particular
book to thirteen: see P.Mertens, V ingt anneesde papyrologie odysseenne,
CE 119(1985), pp.194-5, thus making it among the better-represented books
of the Odyssey in the papyri without achieving the popularity of books
nine and ten. Although one cannot prove a school origin for any of our
texts, this book was undoubtedly popular in the schoolroom, as Pack2 1030
and the jejune hypotheseis and glossaries to (3 at xliv 3160 and P.Antin.ii
69 demonstrate.
These papyrus fragments do not add very much to our knowledge of
the textual transmission of this book. Most of the variants are vulgate and
well-attested: an unattested and unmetrical variant must be ascribed to
scribal error.1 Fragment 4 gives us the first evidence in the papyri for the
omission of a line which has long been suspected as a post-Aristarchean
interpolation.2
The fragments were collated w ith the Oxford Classical Text of T.W.
Allen (Oxford, 1912), with additional information from the apparatuses of
Ludwich (1891) and Von der M iihll (1962). A ll sigla are Allen's. I shall also
list here all the papyri which coincide with any parts of these fragments:

1 N o.l line 35
2 line 429

Fragment 1

Pack 2 1027 (27-47,53-73)3
Pack 2 1029 = P.Lit.Lond.29
(34,39-41)
P.Berol.Inv.16995 (38-43)4

Fragment 2

Pack 2 1027, Pack 2 1029

Fragment 3

Pack2 10305 (127-40,152-66)

Fragment 4

Pack 2 1033 = P.Merton ii 52
(428-431)

3 In Arch.Bibliograph. 1 (1926), pp.91-92 [non vidi]
4 In Archiv 24 (1976) p.205
3In Studi Classici e Orientali xxii (1973), pp.41-43.
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31 B.91 /F (1-2) a
HOMER, ODYSSEY p, 22-46

r

i

•r

i AD

P.Oxy.Inv.31 B 91/F (l-2)a
1. Homer, Odyssey B
(10.8 x 17.7cm)

A mid-brown papyrus which presents us w ith twenty-five substantially
complete lines of Odyssey P, 22-46. The lower margin of the roll is
preserved and measures 3 cm. W ith the upper margin absent, it is difficult
to be sure about the format and dimensions of the original roll. The most
likely possibilities are that we have the second column of a comparatively
small roll containing about twenty-five lines per column, (similar to the
contemporary xxxiii 2654 and PSI Od.5), or alternatively the first column of
a fairly large roll w ith forty-six lines per column, like P.Ryl.iii 541 and
P.Lit.Lond.6, which are of similar dimensions to this text. The latter
reconstruction is perhaps more probable. If we assume the former, then
the first column would only have had twenty-one lines, and thus would
have been considerably shorter than the second unless there were at least
four plus-verses, which is improbable. Variations in the numbers of lines
contained in a column are, of course, not unusual, but a four line
discrepancy is unlikely in what was obviously a good quality text.
Therefore I w ould guess that the roll probably contained Odyssey p
w ritten in ten columns.
It is also feasible that we have here a fragment of a roll containing the
first two books. The preceding column would have preserved the end of a,
followed probably by some indication that the end of the book had been
reached, such as a coronis or end-title. The opening lines of p would have
followed immediately after: exactly how many we cannot determine, since
the upper margin of our fragment is lost. However, this arrangement
w ould be rather unusual, (see W .Lam eere, Apergus de paleographie
Homerique

p. 10) and the first example of it I can find is from the third

century A D (P.Mich.Inv.5760d, Odyssey %528-533 w ith end-title, followed
immediately by the first five lines of o, published as no.37 in N.E.Priest,
Homeric Papyri in the M ichigan Collection , Michigan PhD, 1975). It is

much more usual for a blank space to follow the end-title and the next
book to start w ith a new column.
The hand is of some interest. It is very similar to that of the first
scribe in xxxiii 2654 (i AD) who wrote formal round capitals of medium
size, rather narrow in relation to their height, w ith serifs at the feet and

heads of many strokes. A particular point of similarity is the epsilon,
where the cross bar is detached from the loop. Our scribe does display
some cursive features, such as jj. in three strokes, and occasional ligatures
between letters. A useful parallel for dating purposes is ii 246, an official
letter dated to 66 written in a comparable hand. I would therefore assign
this text to the second half of the first century AD. The calligraphic hand of
the scribe of the fragment of Iliad E, which I discovered in the Institute of
Classical Studies in 1989, offers an even closer parallel: I hope to publish
this text at some point.
There are no traces of any lectional signs. Iota adscript is written
correctly when it occurs (lines 27, 35 and 37). The three minor variants are
all vulgate, and are discussed in the notes.
The back is blank.

i/

22

[H]x>p'ov[o]|xo[q]

23

[a ]7Ck odS coq to [o >.]T|0eT o8i)popevo<; Kai ax[e\)cov
•
••
•• •
•• •

24

xoiq o ye S a K p o %ecov a y o p rja a T O Koa

p e x e e [i 7ce
•

25

•

•

I

I

o d xe 7io0 r|p £ [T £ ]p rt a y o p rj te v e x o w e 0ocoko[<;
•

27

•

KEKX/DXE 5r| V1)V |1£1) lOaKTjaiOl OXXl KEV 8l[7CC0
•

26

•

•

•

*

[e]£ oo o5i)aa[ei)<; 8]io<; e(5ti koi^tjk; ev[i v]r|uo[i
• •• »
• •
•

5e nq co5 iiTEipe xiva %[p]£ico xo[aov i ] k [e i

28

vdv

29

TIE VECOV avSpCOV T| 01 TCpOTEVEGTEpOl ElGl

30

tje tiv ayyEXiriv axpaxoi) ekXdov Epxop£vo[io

31

tjv % [Tj]pi[v] aoa})a eircoi oxe 7cpox£po^ te 7cd0oix[o

32

Tje xi [8r|pi]ov aXXo Tui^aoaKExai rj5 ayopEoa

33

EG0X[oq p] 01 5oKEI Eiv[ai 0]vnpEV0q E10E 01 a[l)XCO

34

^Eoq a v a O o v x e X eo eie v o x i (|)p£CTiv r jo i p £ [v o iv a
• •
\

35

ax; <|)axo xapE 8e

36

oi)8 ap exi 8r|v *noxo pevoivnaev 8 a 7 0 pei)£[iv

37

axTj 8e pEotji ayopTp oiciiJixpov 8e 01 eppo&e[ %£ipi

38

KTjpD^

39

icpcoxov ETCEixa T E p o v x a K aO ajcxo p evo q 7cpoa[£Ei7U£v

40

co TEpov o o x £K aq o o xo q a v r jp p a ta x 8 e io E a i a fu x o q

41

o<; k a o v U T E ip a p a X ia x a 8e p

oSoaarioq <()iXoq m[o<;

TCEiarjVCOp 7l£7CVl)p£Va pr^Ssa

e i 8 co[<;

aXyoq ik o c v e i

42

ow e xiv ayvEXirjv axpaxou

ek^dov

epxop[evoio

43

tjv %upvv aa<(>a eijcoi oxe rcpoxepoq [y]e 7cu0o[ipev
m

44

ow e xi Snptov ccXXo 7U<t>auaKopa[i o]u8 ayo[pei>co

45

ctXk ep[ov auxou xpeioq o |ioi] kokov e[p]7teo[ev oikg)

46

Soia [xo pev rcaxep eaGXov a]7ccoA£aa oq tcox[ev upiv
(Foot of the column)

24: xoiq] xou ailoq

40: paka] xa%a fh l M on

Com m entary
24. xoiq is a common vulgate reading instead of xou, found in five
manuscripts of Allen's edition. It is glossed as xiveq, xouq o ye in the H Scholia: see D indorf, S cholia G raeca in H o m e ri Odysseam S ch o lia I,
p.77.
35. xape: read xocTpe. Scribal error.
40. p a X a : most manuscripts have x a /a , though fragm ent 2 below
/
^
supports xaxa as the vulgate reading. paXa also appears as a variant for
x(xx<x in Odyssey o 537, but not in the same group of MSS which gives
paXa here. Perhaps this is an instance of the influence of glossography:
x(xxtx is not a prose w ord and could conceivably be glossed as pdtXa,
though none of the scholia minora on either Ilia d or Odyssey, including
the so-called Didymus scholia, ever actually does this.
43. The variant eitcoi for the usual eucco is not previously attested and is
presum ably mere scribal confusion w ith line 31, which is v irtu a lly
identical. True, the subjunctive

E in iu

is gram m atically anomalous here

(see H .M unro, Homeric Dialect , p.258 section 282), but the optative efotoipi
would not fit the metre unless the line were further altered.

2.H 0M E R , ODYSSEY p, 37-57
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^ W c U u a Total

1 ^ . U f K ( i) + ( j )

ii AD

P.Oxy.Inv.41 B.61/ H (d)-(f)
2.Homer. Odyssey B
(7.4 x 13.8 cm.max.)

These four very rubbed and mutilated fragments roughly join together
to give us the ends of twenty lines from the second column of a roll of
Odyssey P .The upper margin of approximately 3 cm. is preserved. The
book was w ritten in twelve columns, probably w ith eleven columns-of 36
lines and a slightly shorter final column. The scribe wrote a neat, upright
capital of medium size, comparable w ith x 1249 and x v iii 2161, which are
rather more carefully w ritten than our papyrus; here the e is frequently
ligatured (eg to i in 41 and to v in 46). The smaller omicron and the
higher cross-bar of e would incline me to place this papyrus later in the
second century than x v iii 2161. p and u descend below the line, but
otherwise the script is bilinear, although none of the letters that frequently
descend, such as \\r and <j>, has been preserved. The general effect is of a
pleasing, rounded hand, fairly form al though stopping short of being
calligraphic, and the whole roll must have been a well-produced one, as
the wide upper margin and generous intercolumnium witness.
As far as the exiguous scraps extend, there are few textual novelties.
The papyrus supports the previous text in the vulgate reading of p6c>.a
instead of t <x

i n line 40, a variant already w ell-know n from the

manuscript tradition. There are frequent lectional marks in the form of
accents, circumflex, smooth breathings and tremata to indicate word
beginnings, all seemingly added by the original scribe. Accentual practice is
consistent and correct as far as the scraps extend. Iota adscript is not
written. Punctuation is by the high and m iddle stop (41, 49 and 53).
The very damaged state of the papyrus seems to render a dual
transcript advisable, and dotted letters should be regarded as more than
usually dubious. The back is blank.
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]eooei

[

j.Ge^o'oan

] . e . . a 8 [J .[

]

i y a a [ . . ] ------

] .cSaaiioGu .

.

] .e x a p ia p iv o o e . .01

] ' \ X £ .. [J n n a . . [ . ] . [

] .a [J 7ciovaaa .ya .

]. .[.]n a io i[.]o v
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Top of column ii

37

axri8epeoria7opria]icri7cxpov6£Oi[ejip(xX£%eipi
•

•

38

KTip'o^7U£iorivcop7ce]7uva)}i£va|iTi8[ecxei5co(;

39

7tpcoxovemxa7Epov]xa[K]a0a[7cx]6[p£v]ogtpoa££i7t[ev
•

40

•

•

• •

•

•

ayyEpovouxeKaqouxoq] avrjppa^aSeiaeaiauxotc;
•

+

•

41

o<^aovTi7Eipapataa]xa8epa^YO<;iKavei

42

ouxExivayyE^irivox] paxoueKAA)ovep%ofievoi[o

43

T|vx\)}iivoa(()aEi7icooxE7cp]6[xepOQTB]7UU0oijj.riv
•

44

oa)xexi8ri|iiovaX><07a())auaKo[|ia]io[u8a]Yope['u]co
•

45

•

aXXEpovauxoxpeioqopoiK] aKoveiircecevoiKco
•

46

• •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

5oiaxop£V7iax£p£o0Xova7i]co>t£oao[c^7iox'£VTj)i[iv]
•

•

•

•

•

•

47

xoiaSeaaiv Paai>x\)£7iax]'n pWco[q]Tpn.oqft£v

48

v'i)v8a\)Kai7coX'opei^ovo]8T]xaxaoiKOva7cavxa
•

•

•

•

49

7caYX^8ia7C7caioeipioxov8a7i:o7cap7iovoX]eoaei.

50

pr|X£pip.oi|ivnaxTipTi<;e7C£Xpaovo'OK]80eXo'6ori

51

xcov8ccv8pcov<J)iXoim£<;o]iev0a8[e]Y[eiaivapiaxoi
• *

52

oiTiaxpogiEVEqoiKOVcat]£ppiyao[iv]££O0 [a i]
•

53

•

•

iKapiouox;Ka'uxoqe£8]vcoaaixo0'6Yoc[x]pa
•

54

•

«

«

Soir|ScoK£0£^oiKaiot] KExapiapevoqeXOoi
•

55

«

*

•

oiSeqn jiExepovjccoXeu] p£voir{paxa[7i] a[vxa]
»

•

•

•

56

Po\)g,epeDOVT£<;mioi£l Ka[i]7obva(;aiya<;
•

57

•

•

EiX,amva£oumv7ttvoumx£a]t0[o]7uaoi[v]oy

(about 15 lines missing to foot of column)

Commentary
39. The tops of about 5 letters, mere specks of ink, remain: probably
Ta[K]a0a[7cx]o[|i£v]o<;. The accent on the first o has survived.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

40. This line was apparently not placed in ecthesis. paX.a instead of xa%a
appears in four manuscripts dted by von der M iih ll and Allen: see note on
line 40 of the previous text. One of the fragments of p which coincides
w ith this, the unpublished P.Berol.Inv.16995 (see Archiv 24 (1976) p.205)
preserves parts of 38-43 and 76-81, w ith "schzvache Reste von Scholien
hinter 40 und 41 ," which could relate to this textual variant. However,

when I examined this papyrus in Berlin in March 1990, the remains of the
scholia completely eluded transcription.
43. The entire top surface lost by fibre-stripping; only the first accent of
jcpoxepoq remains.
45. o i k © - the scribe wrote the soft breathing but seems to have omitted
the accent.
49. O f the £ in oXiaaei, only the stroke ligatured to the first a has survived,
but the accent remains.
55. The accent on jucoX.eup.evot has survived.

2.b

3.H 0M ER , ODYSSEY p, 127-42 + 159-69
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P.Oxy.Inv.25 3B.55/D(h)

iii/iv AD
3.Homer, Odvssev B
(7.7 x 12.6 cm)

This fragment of good quality papyrus contains the remains of two
columns preserving the ends of lines 127-142 and the beginnings of lines
159-169 of Odyssey P; line 172 is represented by one damaged letter. The
upper margin measured at least 2.7 cm. and the intercolumnium at least 2
cm. The edges of the papyrus are very sharp, apart from the bottom right
corner which has suffered some worm damage, and one wonders whether
the text was cut up deliberately, perhaps for use as scrap paper. It is written
in a typical formal mixed hand of the severe type, showing some 'sloping
oval' characteristics, such as the narrow epsilon, theta and sigma, and the
tin y high om icron. Com parable in these respects, though more
exaggeratedly w ritten, is xi 1365 which the original editor dated to the
third century Perhaps closer parallels are P.Chester Beatty xi 964 (= Seider
ii, no.57), assigned by Kenyon to the iii-iv century, and i 23, datable from a
document on the back to sometime before 295. The back is blank.
Our fragment probably represents the fifth and sixth columns in book
two from a roll bearing the first two books of the Odyssey. Each column
contained about 31 lines, and therefore P would have been w ritten in
fourteen columns. An attempt to reconstruct the approximate length of
the entire roll gives us about 180 cm., if we assume a columnar width of 11
cm. and an average intercolum nium of 2 cm. If the ro ll originally
contained the first two books, then the total length would be about 360
cm., more or less the standard length of a papyrus roll as posited by
T.C.Skeat in ZPE 45 (1982) p.170.
N o textual surprises are sprung. There seems to be a minor vulgate
variant in line 160: see the note ad loc.. The scribe has a tendency to itacize
(see Gignac i, pp.190-191) in lines 132 and 135: cxrcoTeiveiv for &7coiiveiv and
epeivuq for epivuq. The high stop is used for punctuation (lines 128, 129,
133,137,140). Elision is marked the only time it occurs (132). Iota adscript is
correctly w ritten in 127, though it seems to have been added later: it is
omitted in 128. There is no evidence of critical marks or paragraphus to
indicate a speech. The text is correctly accentuated, probably by the original

scribe, with the marks concentrated in places where the reader might find
d ifficu lty w ith the scriptio plena, such as enclitics (line 127) and
ambiguous sequences of letters, particularly at word boundaries (128 and
135).

column v

colum n vi

127

Tcapoq y i]jiev ow e tctji akXiyi

159

opv[i0aq

128

A%aicov ]coi K'eOe^rjai •

160

oq o[(|)iv

129

7C£7cvu|ievo]c; avxiov TjuSa *

161

KE[Kta)X£

130

aeKouaJav arcSaai

162

pv[rjoxripaiv

131

e\io]q aM .o0i yairiq

163

xoia[iv

132

8e pe] rcoXVa7iox£iv£iv

164

8r|[v

133

jirjlxepa 7C£p\j/co *

165

£yy[u<;

134

aXXa ] 6e Saipcov

166

7ca[vx£aaiv

135

apTta]et'epeivu<;

167

OlV[£|i,OJJ.£O0l0aKT|V
•

136

]poi

137

pu0o]v evvyco •

av0pco7ccDV

•

168

(})pa[^(O|i£o0(jLK;

169

TC[aU£O0(OV
•

138

ve|i£ai^e]xai au[x]cov

170

[

139

aXeyv)] vb x e 5a[i]xaq

171

[

172

<a[q

•

140

•

•

•

apeipopev]oi Kaxa

o ik o d c ;
•

141

K]ai ajieivov
•

142

•

m

oX]e[o0]ai

160: oq M 3 : post correcturam Pal, M on

Commentary
127. owe - presumably accentuated thus to indicate enclitic 7rri, which is
regularly regarded as such in post-Herodianic papyri: see B. Laum, Das
alexandrinische Akzentuationssystem , p.247 .

139. A ll that remains of the v of a^eyuvexe are specks of ink from the right
hasta on two horizontal fibres.
142. There are 16 lines missing from the bottom of the column.
160. Apparently oq o[<|>iv] not o

a<t>[tv]

was written: the letter before the

lacuna is unlike the <|>in line 168. oq was probably the vulgate reading,
though Allen om itted this variant from the apparatus of his Oxford
Classical Text. According to Ludwich’s apparatus, Aristarchus read o c<j)iv,
which the scholia justify by the explanation:
xou

m o x a ic riK o u .

xo

o

T tp o K a x a p x iK o v e a x iv a v x i

4.H0M ER,ODYSSEY p, 424-434

i

m

i

b

OpYSSEY1*2M26*4-30
-

O c ^ W u -U u s 1 m A - U f i l i a . )

M

Early iv AD

P.Oxy.Inv.86/ 82(a)
4.Homer, Odyssey p
(19.8 x 8 an)

This tattered, dark brown papyrus preserves the remains of the final
ten lines of Odyssey p. Whether this fragment was part of a roll or a codex
is an interesting question. The back is blank, but this need not necessarily
indicate that it came from a roll, since we could be dealing w ith the final
leaf of a codex. Also, there are examples of papyrus codices written on only
one side of the leaf, such as P.Lit.Lond.5.
The handwriting suggests a date in the early fourth century, a time
when the codex format was gaining in popularity. Among texts dated to
the iii-iv century, codices and rolls occur w ith almost equal frequency,
while for the fourth century codices outnumber rolls by about three to
one: see T.Skeat and C.Roberts, The Birth of the Codex, p.37. Their samples
are fairly small, however: 54 texts for the third/fourth century, and 36 for
the fourth.
The evidence afforded by the proportions of the fragment is similarly
equivocal. Our papyrus is broken on three sides, w ith three or four letters
missing from the beginnings of the lines. A t the top, the margin of 3.2cm
is preserved, and the blank space after the last line was at least 11 cm.
These measurements could suggest a codex w ithin the dimensions of
group 6 as defined by E.G.Turner in The typology of the early codex, pp. 1819. Other Homeric papyrus codices w ithin this group are P.Antin.iii 158
and the fragments published by J.Schwartz in BIFAO 61 (1962) p.151, both
of the same date as this fragment, and to which we shall have reference
later.
On the other hand iv 773, an early fourth century papyrus roll of
Odyssey P, was reconstructed by W.Lameere in Aperqus de Paleographie
Homericjue p. 114 as originally comprising eighteen columns, seventeen

w ith 23-25 lines, and a slightly shorter final column. It is possible that we
are dealing here w ith the eighteenth column of a roll. The blank space at
the bottom of this fragment would accommodate at least thirteen lines of
text, which could give us a hypothetical eighteen column reconstruction
very sim ilar to Lameere’s. The general dimensions of 773 are also
comparable, w ith the upper margin 2.5 cm., each column averaging 16
cm., and the lower margin 5.5 cm. Lameere posits a total roll length o f

about 3.5 m., very close to the length of a standard twenty sheet papyrus
roll as calculated by Skeat in ZPE 45, op.cit. If this scrap was part of a roll, it
might well have been written on just such a standard length papyrus.
Assuming an eighteen column text with average columnar width of about
13 cm. and intercolumnar margins of about 7 cm as in 773, we arrive at the
sum 18 x 13 plus 18 x 7 = 360 cm., a figure on the larger side of Skeat's
calculation.
The most unusual feature of this fragment's arrangement is the
apparent absence of any indication that the end of the book has been
reached. In Ptolemaic times, texts of Homer were usually w ritten
continuously, with the first line of the next book following directly the last
line of the previous one, eg P.Heid.Lit.2. An examination of 58 postPtolemaic fragments, both rolls and codices, which preserve the ends of
books of Homer revealed only three examples of texts which definitely
had no coronis, colophon, or end-title. Interestingly enough, two of these
exceptions are papyrus codices of similar date and leaf size to our text:
P.Antin.iii and the Iliad fragments in BIFAO, op.cit. It is unlikely that the
end-title would have been written at the bottom edge of the papyrus:
colophons and end-titles always follow the last line of text in both rolls
and codices. It is possible that the end of the book was marked merely by a
coronis, as in PSI xi 1185. This would have been written in the left-hand
margin, which has not survived on our papyrus. The coronis begins to
become less frequent in literary texts in the fourth century: see G.Stephen,
The Coronis, Scriptorium 13 (1959), pp.9-10.

On balance, I think it is slightly more likely that this fragment
originated from a roll. If each column did contain twenty-five lines per
column like iv 733, it would be on the small side for an early codex, which
tend to have larger line capacities: Turner, op.cit., p.95. P.Antin.iii 158 had
between 33-44 lines per leaf, P.Lit.Lond.5 between 48-54, and the BIFAO
fragments probably 45. The parallels between Lameere's reconstruction of
773 and this fragment should not be ignored.
The hands of this fragment and 773 are also very similar. Both are
written in large, well-formed hands typical of the 'biblical majuscule' style
in the early fourth century. The script is bilinear except for p and <j> which
both have long verticals descending below the line. <J>has a flattened circle,
a characteristic feature of the style at this date: see F. Cavallo and H.
Maehler, Greek Bookhands of the Early Byzantine Period A D 300 - 800,
p.34. Points of difference between 773 and this fragment are a smaller o

and q, the more rounded circle of <|>and the angular p. Another closely
analogous hand is xxii 2334, particularly in the formation of a (three
strokes w ith the middle bar rising left to right) and the horizontal
extension of \i and co. F.Cavallo, in Ricerche sulla maiuscola biblica p.50
note 4 ascribes this to the iv, Turner in GMAW to the iii/iv centuries.
Also very similar is iv 661, which Turner re-assigned to the fourth
century.
Collated with Allen's edition, with additional information from the
apparatuses of Ludwich and La Roche, the fragment shows no variants
apart from the omission of line 429. Although no mention of its dubious
status was made in Eustathius or the scholiasts, this line has long been
suspected as a post-Aristarchean interpolation, and Bolling correctly
predicted its omission in vulgate texts of Homer in 1916: see The latest
expansions of the Odyssey AJP xxxvii, p.453. This text is the first papyrus

to support his theory, though the line is omitted in six manuscripts cited
by Allen, p 427-429 = A 481-3, and the interpolation of the line here
illustrates the late tendency to pad out the text by assimilating parallel
verses. For the relation of the vulgate to the text of Aristarchus see S.West,
The Ptolemaic papyri of Homer, pp.15-17. There are no lectional marks on

the scraps that remain. Iota adscript is correctly written on the single
occasion it appears in line 428.

JO

423

O7iX]cova7cxe[a0a] i [t] o[i ]

424

iaxo]v8£iXaxiv[ov

425

axria]ocv(X£ipavx[eq
•

•

•

426

eA.Ko]v8iaxia[

427

epjcp]T]aev8avE[po<;

428

CT£ip]Tlt7t0p<|)[\)]p80[V
•

•

•

430

8rioa]pevoi8a[pao7i^]a0o[Tiv

431

OTna]cxvT[o]Kp[Tix]ripaqe7c[iaTpe<t)ea(;

432

Xeipo]v8a0avaTOiai0eo[iq
•

•

433

£K 7ca]vxcov8£paX,iota8[ioc;

434

7i]aw ,uxiTipevpri7E Kairj[o)

/

•

•

429: om. L4L6M 2Pal.R5T: post 430 pon.V1

II. NEW SUB-LITERARY TEXT

5.MEDICAL PROSE

*

Inventory N um ber U nknow n
M EDICAL PROSE

Inventory Number Unknown1

early iv AD

5. Unidentified Medical Prose
(5.9 x 6.5 cm. max)

Here we have two adjoining fragments from the left hand side of a
column: the margin as preserved measures 1 cm. The scribe had a pleasing
hand, writing fairly heavy capitals displaying some characteristics of the
mixed style of sloping oval type (such as the narrow 0 and o and ’floating'
o), and some of the 'Biblical majuscule' style. To the latter belong the a in
three strokes, p w ith a curved bow, and square t\. Script is strongly
bilinear, w ith only <|> and y descending below the line. Very similar is
xxxiv 2699, which one might attribute to the same scribe: idiosyncratic
features paralleled are the small, high, rounded co, the angular bow of <J),
and ligatured u and x. The original editor assigned xxxiv 2699 to the early
iii, Eric Turner in G M AW p.88 to the iv century, xvii 2098, which the first
editor of xxxiv 2699 cited as palaeographical parallel, has a far more
exaggerated contrast between broad and narrow letters and no 'Biblical
majuscule’ traits. Accordingly I would agree w ith Turner’s reassessment
of the date of xxxiv 2699 and place our text w ith it early in the fourth
century of our era.
The content of this fragment is interesting. So little of the text is
preserved that it is difficult to say exactly what the subject matter was, but
the vocabulary would certainly seem to point to a medical origin,
particularly axivcov (line 6), laxpoi (line 7) and possibly 0o^oupeva (line
9). However, I have been unable to identify this fragment in any writer of
the Corpus Medicorum Graecorum. Perhaps the text was originally a sort
of materia medica giving the properties of various plants. The most
analogous papyrus would then be P.Ross.Georg. i, 19, a treatise on the
distillation and application of different sorts of resins.
As is often the case w ith papyri, a pleasing external aspect is no
guarantee of textual quality. The scribe itadzed (lines 6,10) and lines 9 and
11 as preserved make very little sense unless we emend in some way. M y

1 This fragment, along with numbers 15,20 and 26 of this thesis, were found by J.Spooner and
me in the Library of the Institute of Classical Studies in October 1989. They bore dockets in
the handwriting of Sir Eric Turner, who had apparently left them there sometime in the
1970’s.

guess is that considerably less than half the original column width
remains. Sub-literary prose papyri of this type often have wider columns
than would be normal in literary rolls. Among medical texts, P.Ryl.iv 631
has at least 30 letters per line and sometimes more than 40; v iii 1088 has
30+, as do the fragments of medical treatises published by J. Bams in CQ 43
(1949), pp.4 ff.
Medical texts on papyrus have been collected and analyzed fully by
M .-H . Marganne in Inventaire Analytique des papyrus grecs de medicine
(Geneva, 1981), and its update in ZPE 65 (1986), pp.175-86. Other possibly
congeneric papyri since published are P.Coll.Youtie i, 4, P.Prag.i 88 and liii
3701 (both materia medico): P.Turner 14 and l i i 3650 (types of medical
catechism).
The incomplete state and ambiguous nature of the text makes a
dual transcript advisable. In the first, the established conventions for
diplomatic transcriptions have been followed. The second is informed, as
far as possible, by analogy to medical writers, but much still remains
suppositious. The back is blank.

1

[............... ] M E [

1

[

2

[............. ] 'F E . [

2

[ .................. ] y e . [

3

[............. ] IMETO[

3

[

4

. . . [___ ] THE . [

4

8 . . [ ........... ] xT\q tc[

5

XON
•

5

% o v p e v o [

6

N [. .] NZXEINQN[

6

v [xcb]v o%ewcov[

7

OYNAIATPOinOA[

7

c ftv 5’ l a x p o i 7coX[Xoi

8

OQ . AEAH [.]YTA . .[

8

[,

] MENO[

]

] i p exo [

<t>coq 8e 5rj [ e ] d xaa)x[
•

• •

9

©OAOYMENANT . [

9

0 o ta n )|ie v 'a v T .[

10

0O Y . TYXETEKA[

10

0O\) ETVXE T£ K a [l

11

NATONX . . ATO[

11

vccxov xcovaxo[
•

12

. . . AYTHZ [.] ATQ[

12

•

x o i a u x fiq xaxoo[v
« • m

«

13

[.] . . KATAP [
•

13

[.] . . K a x a p [p

14

. OI2ENTO.[

14

xoiq evxoifq
•

15

[___ ] EIAZ[

15

16

[.........] AYT[

16

•

[ -------- ] e ia q [

[

] aw

[

17

, ] QNE [

17

[ .............] cove[

18

[.........] . • . A [

18

[ .............] o r p a [
•

19

[.........] NA[

19

[

• •

] va [

4

7i or 7 equally possible

6

1. oxivcov

8

a more likely than o after ©

8

1. 5ei

11

p also possible before second alpha

12

perhaps 7 not z at start
of line

Commentary

3. oxivoq, Pistacia Lentiscus,

the mastic-tree, is well-represented in the

Greek pharmacopoeia, though probably not in Pharaonic medicine: for the
latter, see A.Lucas, Ancient Egyptian Materials and Industries ed.J.R.Harris
p.321, and R.Germer in Untersuchung iiber A rzneim ittelpflanzen

im

A lien Agypten, p.173. Galen, in de simpl.med. xi, 135 gave a resume of the

wide-ranging properties of the shrub, particularly its value as an astringent
and in treating internal problems. Medical papyri which mention it are
PSI x 1180; P.Antin. iii 125, fr.3 and xi 1384, where it is used as a purgative.
The noun is rare in the plural, and then usually in compound forms, eg
Aetius Amidenus, latricorum 1 ,131,35, oxivavGcov, so perhaps we should
imagine x\)Xo]v x[65v] oxivcov or something similar here.
N ot surprisingly, there is a frequent confusion between oxivoq and
oxoivoq 'rush' in medical papyri; see L.C.Youtie in ZPE 27 (1977) p.146. For
the differentiation between cxivog oxivivoq and ilkxotixti, see H.Harrauer
and P.Sijpesteijn, Medizinische Rezepte und Verwandtes 10, notes

6

and 7.

7. The paragraphus is very common in medical papyri of all kinds,
particularly in'^materia medica (eg ii 238, v iii 1088 and P.Ryl. i 29) and
didactic texts in dialogue form. If we assume a word such as vuv missing
from in front of ouv, the paragraphus would confirm the implied change
of subject matter. Occasionally textual divisions are marked by a diple in
medical writings, eg P.Mil.Vogl. i 15.
8

. (pcoq is more likely to be the end of an adverb like oa<|>CQ<; than the noun.

See Gignac i, pp.239-40 for 5rj = 5ei.
9. OoAdco is another common medical word, usually used of cloudiness in
the urine, eg Aetius Amidenus, la tric o ru m

v, 34, 1. No medical writer

uses axivoq in connection w ith any complaint involving cloudiness or
turpidity of blood or urine. PJloss.Georg.il9, 21-25 gives an account of the
general properties of resins including axivivoq and recommends their use
as diuretics, purgatives and laxatives, axivoq is said to be the second most
efficacious type of resin after terebinth, another plant of the same family.
Perhaps our text discussed the use of axivoq-resin as a diuretic. On the
other hand, line 9 as it remains might be divided as KajefoXou pev 6tv[xi...
10. The reading exuxexe seems certain. Tuyxavco w ith the genitive meaning
'to be ill' is common late Greek but the second person plural is puzzling
and would only be suitable for a medical questionnaire or catechism.
Perhaps the text could be more convincingly divided as -0ou eru%e xe Ka[i,
assuming that -0ou is the end of the object of exuxe, in which case a
suitable medical noun such as a%ivav0ou could be supplied.
11. I find this line impossible to construe w ithout m aking some
emendation. Palaeographically, the co is certain and the next letter must
either be v, p or p. There are a number of solutions, none entirely
convincing. %2pa for %upa is unlikely, since metathesis of u>co is very
uncommon: see Gignac i, p.294, where only one example is cited, -naton
must surely be the end of an adjective, unless we assume a double scribal
error and read something like ]va xo<v> xcopa xo[u. The m inimum
emendation would be to assume interchange of

> x (Gignac i, p.64). This

k

opens the way for several possibilities. We could then read Kcbpa or Kwva,
an alternative name for n ia o a , 'pitch' (see Dioscorides Pedianus, de
materia medica

I, 72, I)

who relates its properties. Alternatively, one

might even read something like %copaxov =

kcci

opaxov (I am indebted to

Professor Maehler for this interesting suggestion).
1 2 .1 think that the remains of a second paragraphus are visible.
13. The commonest words beginning thus in medical texts are Kocxappeco
and its derivatives, and Kaxappo<|>ecD 'to swallow down a medication.'
y

\

14. Probably xoiq evxoiq, unless what I have taken as the horizontal topstroke of x is another paragraphus.

ffl. DOCUMENTARY TEXTS
(a) DOCUMENTS RELATING TO THE CAPITATION TAX

6.DECLARATION OF DEATH
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P.Oxy.Inv.72/71(a)

16 December 74
6. Declaration of Death
(21.2 x 7 cm)

On this long, narrow papyrus, substantially complete apart from some
holes and fibre-stripping, Nicius declares the death of his father Theon.
The adjective urcepexriq is not applied to him, so presumably he was under
sixty years old when he died. His i8 ia in the Temgenouthis quarter is
given, but there is no mention of his occupation or cause of death. The
text then continues in the format standard for the Oxyrhynchite nome (see
Mertens, pp.68-9) with the request that Theon be removed from the tax
lists, the oath by the declarant, and the subscription by one of the two
scribes to whom the notice was addressed.
This document closely parallels x lix 3510 (originally published by
R.Hiibner in ZPE 30 (1978) pp.198-200), which was addressed to the same
two officials and was also countersigned by Diogenes, the ypappaieuc;
peTpO7io>.£C0<;, but is probably four years later than our text. Unfortunately,
the better-preserved subscription to this document does not help us to
reconstruct the damaged end of xlix 3510 which contains the exact date.
There are a few minor differences of phraseology, for instance xlix 3510
employs the more usual phrase fcv xr| xa£ei xexeteux'nKoxcDV instead of ev
xoiq xexeXeuxTiKOOi, but there are no surprising features. The text forms a
useful comparison w ith the following one, and indicates how many
unusual elements the latter contains.
The first hand is a fluent, rounded cursive: 0 is almond-shaped and
often unusually large (lines 3 and 6): x has a dip in the middle of the
horizontal stroke and often looks more like a cursive u. PS I v 459
(=Norsa ii, Tav.xv) of 72 is very similar, though less idiosyncratic. The left
hand margin is 2 cm. wide and the blank space at the bottom 5.5cm.

The

back was originally blank, though at some point recently the figures 3029
were written in black ink.

Aioyevei kcci *A7toX[A.o<|)(<xv£i) Yp]a(|apaxe6ai)

1

"O^'Dp'O'YxCcov)

2

rcotecix;

3

m p a N ik io 'u xo\> ©efcovoq] xcov

4

a7c"O5”DpTJ7X(0V [7coXe]coq •

5

o orjpaivopevo<5 [po\)] m xr|p

6

0ecov NiKicovoq ctTtoypa-

7

$opevoq erc’bcp^loSox)] Tep-

8

^EVO'uOeax; £TeX£[m]r|ae ev

9

xa> 5ie^t|A,x)06xi [exe]i. Aio

10

a£ico avaypdy[aa0a]i

11

xoxkov ev Xoftq X£]X£-

12

texmpcbai ox; etu xwv

13

opoxcov Kai opvxxo

14

AmoKpaxopa K aiaapa

15

OueaTWxaiavov lepacxov

16

aXTjOri eivai xa 7tpoye-

17

ypappeva *

18

(m.2) AioyEvrji; G£ar|(pEicopai) (exoxx;) e[p]8dpox)

19

AxnoKpaxopos Kaioapcx;

20

Oueorcaaiavox) Lepaoxox)

(vac)

48

21

X oi( cxk) 10

1. O^'op'oY pap.

ypa pap.

18.

cteg1!

pap.

21. X 01 pap.

Translation
To Diogenes and Apollophanes, scribes of the city of Oxyrhynchus, from
N icias son of Theon, from the city of Oxyrhynchus. M y aforementioned
fa th e r

Theon

son

of

N ic io n ,

registered

fo r

the

p o ll-ta x

in

the

Temgenouthis quarter, died in the past (year). Therefore I request that he
be inscribed among the dead, as in sim ilar cases, and I swear by the
Emperor Caesar Vespasianus Augustus that the above declaration is true.
(2nd hand) I, Diogenes, have countersigned in the seventh year of
Emperor Caesar Vespasian Augustus, Choiak 19.

Commentary
1. Diogenes1 and Apollophanes' long tenure of office is discussed in
Hiibner's editio princeps of xlix 3510 in ZPE, op.cit. Here one should note
that Hiibner dated year 11 of Vespasian to 79/80, whereas in fact it was
78/79; see Bureth, p.37.
2. Ypapjiareuoi ptiTpOTtoXecoq would be more usual, though xlix 3510 uses
the same title. The difference does not seem to be very significant; see
N.Lewis, Inventory of Compulsory Services , p.19.
5. oripaivoVevoq only occurs twice in declarations of death: once in the
Oxyrhynchite nome (i 79) and once from Ptolemais Euergetis: see BASP 14
(1977), p.2. When a child declares the death of the father, the most usual
phrase is simply o m rn p pou (eg xii 1550, ix 1198) or o rcpOYEYpocppevoq
pou Tcairjp (eg P.Ryl.ii 105).
/

^

6. Nuckovoq seems to have been corrected from MiKiovoq, both rare names
at this date.

7-8. Other death notifications from this quarter are ii 262, x li 2957 and
P.Merton ii 84. The name occurs in several forms: T e p ie v o u x i^ ,
TeupevouBn;, Teupevouxiq. Rink, p.35, observed that the use of the district
name was similar to that of districts bearing theophoric names, eg ev x©
Eapccm©, ev x© ’Iaeicp and added: "das sind alles entweder Tempel oder
grossere offentliche Bauten.
sein ."

Temgenouthis w ird

also etwas Ahnliches

If the name Temgenouthis is a Hellenization of t3 -w m (t)-n -n tr

"the gateway (or wall) of the god," Rink's theory would be corroborated.
9. [exe]i: [prjvfi is equally possible.
10. a v a y p a x jra a B a i used in this sense is apparently unique to
Oxyrhynchus and is very common in death notifications: xlix 3510 uses
the future, but I have restored the aorist here, since the more common
aorist passive cannot be read. For the exchange of aorist with future, see
Gignac ii, pp.332-333.

7.DECLARATI0N OF DEATH
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26 February 311

P.Oxy.Inv. 18.2B.69
^ Declaration of Death
(11.8x25.6 cm)

In this document Aurelia Eirene, acting without kurios, informs the
systates of the death of her husband Isidorus son of Hierax. This
notification - the latest dated example to have so far reached publication has a number of interesting features unparalleled in this class of text, not
all of which may be explained by its late date.
Notifications of death have received considerable attention from
scholars. Most recently they have been exhaustively treated by L.Casarico
in volume ii of the Corpora Papyrorum Graecarum series. She gives a full
edition of all the texts and an excellent general introduction, with a second
volume of plates. Her work supersedes most of the earlier work on the
subject, which is cited by G.Browne in P.Mich.x p.7, note 7. Three more
death notices, none from the Oxyrhynchite nome, were published by
R.Duttenhofer in ZPE 79 (1989) pp.227 ff.
These documents were an important instrument of social control,
helping administrators to keep up to date the census and the records of
those eligible for poll-tax. In the metropoleis, additions to these lists could
be made easily by U7io|ivfi}iata eTciyevviiaecoq, epicrisis and census
declarations. If a taxpayer left his legally registered address (l8 ia ) or died,
an emendation of this list was required: hence these declarations, which
were very probably obligatory (see note on line 14 below).
The most usual addressee of the Oxyrj^nchite examples was the
grammateus, comogrammateus or the collector of a tax. Hitherto, the
latest examples of death notices (which display the greatest numbers of
parallels to this text) are x liii 3141 and xii 1551. Like our papyrus, both of
these are addressed to the systates, an official attested from 287 who took
over some duties of the phvlarch, though a novel responsibility of his was
A

y

’

W

A.

J

to collect the ^7tiKe<()d>.aiov Tto^ecoq, a new form of city poll-tax: see
Mertens, pp.39-41 and xxxi 2578-9. Presumably this is the reason why
fourth-century death notices are addressed to him. Apart from several
peculiarities of phraseology, which I shall discuss in the notes, a significant

departure from the standard format is the omission of the oath, always
induded at the very end of the text just before the date. The omission is
certainly intentional, since no mention of the declarant having sworn an
oath is made in the subscription, as was customary when one had been
sworn (cf lii 3689,25 and v ii 1030, 23). Whether the exclusion of the oath
represents a whole new formula for this class of text is impossible to say,
since x liii 3141 contains the oath (though much Isss fully expressed than
previously) and the end of xii 1551 is too damaged to reach a condusion.
We shall have to w ait to see whether any death notices later than 311
come to light. Other divergences are that the tax-status and legal residence
of the deceased are not mentioned, though this is probably because
Isidorus had been working away from his idia.
I am inclined to regard this papyrus as somewhat transitional within
the corpus of death notices. From the two fourth century Oxyrhynchite
examples that we possess, it seems possible that the more rigid formulae of
the third and second century were relaxed slightly, especially in the reason
for submitting the document.
Also noteworthy here are the unusually fu ll subscriptions of the
dedarant and witnesses, which are frequently not included in this class of
document (see Browne, op.cit., p.7) and thus show that this is the actual
memorandum sent to the systates, not a copy like v ii 1030, P.Bouriant 26
and SB i 5136. Female declarants are not particularly unusual ( six out of
twenty-three Oxyrhynchite examples), though only two of them act
without a KUpioq: x liii 3141, where Tineus declares the death of her son-inlaw, and lii 3689 where Ammonarous declares the death of her brother. In
all examples of similar kinds of hypomnemata for erciyevvrian; and
eiciKpioiq given by RTaubenschlag in La competence du Kvpiog (Opera
Minora ii 370) the women have guardians, though for m x* o iK ia v
arcoypa<|>ai, there are women with and without kurioi.
The general proportions of this complete document are comparable
with those of other notifications, eg v ii 1030 and BGU xi 2021. The first
hand is generally rapid, angular and cursive, sloping to the right and
showing frequent itadsms. A generally analogous hand is x liii 3120 (310),
fV»rviirrr» Aiir epriV»r» it? li-»t?t?
TV.
VilU,

ik /U

ACOJ

Uk/Ci.

UAU*

1J

C
4.

O llL U ll

U lll U U A lb

VI

V
VV A U l

damage along the foldlines in the top half of the document: their pattern
suggests that the document was folded up tightly into a small parcel.
The back is blank.

1

'Y m x e ia xa>v Searcoxcbv T][icbv r a t e p io o

2

O b aX ep io 'D M a ^ ijiia v o G

3

O u a X e p io o M a ^ ip ,iv o a ) Z e p a a x o b xo p -

4

A h p r^ ic p (m .2 ) B rja a p |ic o v i X a ip f]|io v o q

5

( m .l) a u a x a x T iq xfjc; kap.rcpd<; ic a i A.ap.TCpoxaxrn; , 0 ^('opo 7xixcov)

6

tcoXeclk; (v a c .)

7

m p a AT)pTjXia<; E ip riv riq ,A |xp.covio\) (xtco rr\q

8

a tm iq n o te cx;. o T^fiexepoi; a v t |p ’ iaiScopog

9

fIepaK o<; x ip io x r]? ttjv x e x v rjv T e v o p e -

Z e P a a io o to r j - kcci r a io a )

•

•

10

vo q ev xt] >.ap7cpoxdxr| ,A X < e> ^ cxv6p ia tm o o x a q

11

v b a o o c ro a x a o e iq xo v P io v iiexriXXcx^ev

12

m i m e p to u to t ) xo b xo o v o fia ev xf| [x a ]^ [e i]

13

^

t

^

^

•t•i

•

x<cx>yT]vai 8 ia xa>v v n o o o v e7n.8i8o|ievcov
•

•

•

14

p i{X ,}pX icov t o o £tuik£(J)(xA.io \). xaS e x a P ip X ia

15

e7u5i8copi Tupoq xo p r| a y v o ia v m o x i-

16

p .T ]o a o 0 a i.

(v a c .)

17

(m .3 ) *Y m x e ia q xriq 7cpOKi|i£VT]q OapevobO p

18

A o p T iX ia ’Ip T ivn erciSeScoica. A o p rjta o q

19

ET)8aipcovoq A io t ) e p a x j/a m e p a b x riq

20

7 p d |ip a x a |iT] i 8 t)it |<;

21

(m.4) eX^aaoxyn;

22

[,I]cn5copo'o flepajKoq (xeipiaxris). aGaica
•

*

1.1. raXripun) 5.1. <roGTaTT|
9. 1. xeipioxriq
10. l/Ate^avSpeia
14.1. buKE^akaioo
15.1. <5i>ayvoiav
17.1.7cp0Kei|iEvri<;
18.1. Expfjvri
19.1. E{)5ai|icov
20.1. ei8mT]q
21.1. e^aaocoaic;
Translation
In the consulship of our lords Galerius Valerius M axim ianus Augustus,
consul fo r the seventh time, and Gaius Valerius M axim inus Augustus,
consul fo r the second time. To A urelius Besammon son of Chaeremon,
systates of the illu striu s and most illustrious city of the Oxyrhynchites,
from A urelia Eirene daughter of Ammonius, from

the same city. M y

husband Isidorus son of Hierax, form erly a tax-collector by profession in
the most illustrious city of Alexandria, departed this life after succumbing
to an attack of illness, and because of this that his name be entered in the
lis t by you when the po ll-tax records are presented. I
memorandum

accordingly,

so that

I

may

not

present this

be w rongly

assessed

(through) ignorance.
(3rd hand) In the aforesaid consulship, Phamenoth 2 (?). Aurelia
Eirene presented this. Aurelius Eudaimon son of Dius wrote on her behalf
because she is illiterate.
(4th hand) Deletion from the tax-records of Isidorus son of Hierax,
tax collector, .........

Commentary
4. A blank was left for the name of the current systates to be filled in.
6.

One would expect the name of the amphodon over which Besammon

had jurisdiction to be inserted here: cf x liii 3141, which has a gap in exactly
the same place.
9.

xeipicxriq: the tax status of the deceased and his idia is the usual

information given here. The profession is normally mentioned only

when relevant, for instance if the death notification is being presented to
the collector of a trade tax, as in ii 262 and xli 2957.
The cheiristes was an assistant to the praetor in the collection of poll-tax
and other taxes: see Wallace, p.310. One of their particular functions was
the collection of taxes from individuals living outside their l5 ia (see
P.Princ.8, introd.). SB v 7461 and vi 9237 both indicate the difficulties local
officials had in exacting taxes from non-residents. Isidorus was probably
employed in getting tax payments from Oxyrhynchites resident in
Alexandria, although an Oxyrhynchite himself.
10. This is the only instance of a cause of death being specified. An
exception is x liii 3104, a report of accidental death, which Casarico, op.dt,
treats as anomalous. The inclusion of the phrase is puzzling. Perhaps it
represents a new format for death notifications or perhaps, as in x liii 3104,
the circumstances of the death were sufficiently unusual for them to be
noted. However, the description of the cause of death is so loosely termed
that the latter argument is more convincing, voooq is a very general word
indicating any kind of disease, and an adjective is usually added where
more precision is required, eg SB i 4312, P.Strasb.73. I should like to
interpret this phrase as a bureaucratic cliche on the lines of xov Piov
p.exriM,<x£ev, but have not been able to parallel it elsewhere. For the
meaning of voaoq in the papyri, see G.Casanova, Epidemie e fame
nelVEgitto, Aegyptus 64 (1985), p.168. u^o xajiai in the sense of 'endure,

succumb to1is found in medical texts (see LSJ sv), though the use is fairly
unusual.
12. xov piov pexqMa^ev is found only in the two death notices of the
fourth century, x ii 1551 and x liii 3141, though P.Sijpesteijn in his re
edition of iv 826 in ZPE 57 (1984) p. 121 suggests we read this phrase at the
beginning of a damaged declaration datable to AD 2, the earliest extant
example of this kind of U7c6^iVT|(ia.
13. The usual phrase in Oxyrhynchite death notices is

xayrjvai auxov

ev xrj xcov xexetauxTiKoxcov xa£ei, this preceded by the clause about the
presentation of the memorandum. An example of a 'lafy.q xexeXeuxrjKoxcov
may be found in P.Lond.ii 259 (pp.39-42), and possibly in the Hawara
papyrus published by M ilne in Archiv 5 (1913) p.395. However, his
identification of this papyrus as a list of the dead rests on resolving the

abbreviation xeX( ) as xeXCenx'naavxeq): there is nothing to prevent one
expanding it as xe^(obvxEq) and interpreting the text as a list of living tax
payers.
8ia xGv k o aoaj: xou is equally possible, but I regard oou as more likely
in the light of the analogous phrase 8ia xcov {mo oou KaxaxcopiCo^ievcov in
PSI vi 691, i 173 and be 1198, all death notices.
14. pipXia is more usual at this date than PipAaSia: cf x liii 3140 and Milne
in Archiv 5 (1913) p.262, though Casarico restores pipXtSia in her re
edition of xii 1551.
The question of whether death notices were obligatory or not has
provoked some debate. Wilcken Chrest. i, p.196 thought that they were
not, on the assumption that the taxpapyer's survivors would be naturally
anxious to report the death, in order to avoid having to pay the taxes.
More recent scholars, notably O.Montevecchi (Aegyptus 26 (1946) p.119),
P.Mertens and G.Browne, op.cit., have all questioned this on the grounds
that the notifications were used for purposes other than removing the
dead from the tax lists, and that such an important administrative tool
would not have been left to chance. Casarico agrees w ith them, citing
P.Mich.Michael 18-19, which ends the phrase iv'w dvccixioq KOcG&Ttep m i
eipi, i.e., that the purpose of filing the obligation is so that the declarant
w ill not incur a penalty for failing to do so. Our text provides a new means
of expressing the reason for submitting the declaration w ithout
contributing anything to the question of obligation.
17. P seems the most desirable reading for the day of the month. A
descender and what resembles the remnants of the upper bow of p are
present. One could perhaps read ip or

10

which although less convincing

palaeographically might make more sense. If 2 Phamenoth is read, it
would mean that the declaration would have been made on the day after
r
Isidorus' death presumably occui)jed, which would seem extraordinarily
prompt. Long delays between the death and its notification to the
authorities are common, and this is corroborated by the high
preponderance of death notices submitted in Mecheir, the end of the tax
half-year,when neglectful relatives hurried to report the deaths of tax
payers: see W.Brashear in BASP 14 (1977), p.7. The fact that Isidorus had
been a tax collector sheds an interesting side-light on this: perhaps his wife
informed the systates of his death with particular promptness because she

was more familiar with the bureaucracy. Unfortunately the text does not
tell us the exact date of Isidorus1 death, but he probably died early in
Phamenoth and his heirs were thus liable for his half-years tax obligation.
21. eAAaacomq: the only other occurence of this word in this sense is also in
a fourth century death-certificate, x liii 3141, where it seems to be the name
of the specific type of UTCop.vruia. Compare also PSI vi 691, where the verb
eX aaaouv is used to mean 'strike out from the tax records.' On the
phonology of eXaaaouv and its compounds in the papyri, see Gignac i,
pp.147-8. In general, nouns tend to be spelled with a double sigma by this
date unless specifically Attic, although the spelling in x liii 3141 is with
double tau.
22. For this abbreviation of %eipiOTq<^ see A.Blanchard, Sigles et
abreviations dans les papyrus documentaires, p.6.

ccGam - This is puzzling. There are traces of another letter before the
a , so that ’AGuCp) Ka cannot be read, but there is no room for [coq]
ko&0t] ke (i

), and a0aKa for eOr^Ka would not make sense. One could

perhaps read [K]a0ape as an abbreviation of Ka0ap£i, from Ka0aip© ,
though there does not seem to be any sense of the verb that would be
suitable here.

8.APPLICATI0N FOR EPICRISIS

prob.Jan-Feb. 189

P.Oxy.Inv.91 B.173/c(b)

8.Application for Epicrisis
(7 .2 x 3 2 cm.)
This papyrus is complete and the areas of damage do not seriously
hinder our reading of the text. The autograph subscription of the presenter
shows that this is the original document, not a copy. There is a blank space
at the bottom of 13cm., and the back is likewise blank.
The text preserves the application for epicrisis into the metropolitan
class of Harpocration, also called Ischyrion. The circumstances of the
application are novel. Harpocration's father, whose name is now illegible,
was deceased and the application was presented by one Thonis: his
relationship to the boy is not stated, but he was evidently not a blood
relative, being the son of a freedman who does not appear in the
geneaology of either side of Harpocration's family. Possibly the boy's
mother was also dead and Thonis was his guardian, in the absence of any
close male relatives. The three other Oxyrhynchite epicrisis declarations
for orphans are all made by their uncles.1 For what were probably similar
family histories, one might compare PSI x 1109, a declaration by the legal
guardian of a boy that his ward's dead parents had both been of the
metropolitan twelve-drachma class, and xxxviii 2855 (291), an application
by Aurelius Cornelius to register the son of his deceased friend into the
gymnasial class.
Apart from this variation, the document is a conventional application
for admission to the metropolitan class: see C.Nelson, Status Declarations
in Roman Egypt, p p .ll andl6-19, for a full list of examples, analysis of

their form at and bibliography. On the epicrisis in general, see
O.Montevecchi, Vepicrisis dei Greco-Egizi, Proc.XIV Congress, pp.227-232.
Harpocration's maternal ancestors are listed at least as far back as his
great-grandfather, and down to the sixth generation on his father's side,
that is, about 150 years. Therefore the earliest paternal ancestor mentioned,
Sibus, may have been included in the original list of privileged
metropolites, apparently drawn up in the 34th year of Augustus, or at the
1 xii 1452 (127/28): iii 478 (132); PSI v 457 (176). One wonders whether the boy in vi 926
who was the host at his own epicrisis-feast was also an orphan.

time of the first 14-year census, probably in 33-34.2In epicrisis declarations,
paternal ancestors are regularly enumerated as far back as the original list,
particularly in applications to the gymnasial class: see Nelson, op.cit., p.28.
The information given in the document allows us to reconstruct the
following family tree, where females are indicated by italics.

Sibus

I
[ name illegible ]

I
Sibus
[L]amprous = Ischyrion

Phi[...]
(examined c.157 ?)

=

Sarapion
Sarapion

[...] apias

Ischyrion also called Harpocration
(examined 188-189)

2 G.Hombert - C.Preaux, Recherches sur le recensement dans VEgypte romaine,
P.Lugd.Bat.v, pp.47-52.
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1

Ila p d 0cavioq xo\) ’icnScopoi) ajce-

2

Xe'uGepo'o 'ApGcovioq ’art’O^upbyxrov

3

TcbXecoq. kocxcx xa keAe'uoGevxcc xce-

4

pl £7UlKp{o£C0q XG)V 7CpOOp(atv8vXCOV) Eiq
(xpiGKaiSeKaieTt;) ei

5

d|j.<j)ox£pcov yovecov |ir j-
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4. rcpooP pap., IT - pap. (also 13)

6. IB - pap.(also 19 and 24)

9. apparently illegible supralinear letter before tod
23. Sapajricov pap.
25. Xaoypa pap. (also 19), ap<j>o8pap.

Translation

From

Thonis son o f Isidorus, freedman o f H a rth o n is, fro m

the c ity of

O xyrhynchus. In accordance w ith the orders concerning the s c ru tin y of
those entering the class of thirteen-year olds to discover i f they are born of
parents both o f the m etropolite twelve-drachma class, H arpocration also
known as Ischyrion , son o f the deceased Ph.... son of Ischyrion son of Sibus
son of I... I son of Ischyrion son of Sibus, paternal grandmother Lamprous,
from the same c ity , his mother being I...]apias daughter of Sarapion, was
registered in

the Temgenouthis quarter as having entered the class of

thirteen-year olds in the past 28th year. Therefore I have presented myself
fo r his s c ru tin y , and I declare that he is rated at twelve drachmae and the
father o f the same Isch yrio n , who died lin

the X th . year] was rated at

twelve drachma in the p o ll-ta x lis t of the tw e n tie th year o f T itu s A elius
A n to n in u s in the same d is tric t, and the [aforementioned ?] father of the
same boy's mother Sarapion son of Sarapion [son of

?] was registered fo r

the poll-tax in the Anamphodarchon d is tric t, and I swear by the genius

of

the Emperor Commodus A n to n in u s Caesar the lord that I have not lied.
Year 29 o f Em peror Caesar M arcus A u re liu s A n to n in u s

P ius [F e lix ]

A u g u s tu s

G erm anicus

A rm e n ia cu s

M e d ic u s

M axim us B rittanicus, Mecheir
I, Thonis son of Isidorus [

P a rth ic u s

S arm aticus

[..]
] presented this and swore the oath.

Commentary
1. The name of the addressee is omitted, as is frequently the case. For the
officials to whom these documents were directed at Oxyrhynchus, see
Nelson, op.dt., p.16.
8. The traces of the father's name are too scanty to suggest any

very

plausible restoration. The letter after O could be a rather stumpy i. The
next letters could be a p ligatured to another letter, so that it does not
descend below the line (cf. the p of Xaoypfa^iaq) in line 25). If this is
correct, the only possibility in Preisigke NB or Foraboschi would be
Oipji[ou], which would just fit the traces.
9. Sibus is a new Egyptian name. The only derivation I can suggest is s3-b3
'son of the ram,' though this name does not appear in Ranke. It could be a
contraction of a name such as s3-b3-nb-dd.t (cf Ranke, p.281, no.18).
Another related name is Eipuyxiq (SB xvi 12702, 16, 27), which must be s3b3-(nh 'the son of the ram lives.' The names reflect the cult of the ram-god

Mendes (b3-nb-dd ), whose great centre of worship was in the Delta: his
cult is only previously attested at Oxyrhynchus from 1 3592, a lease of
land where the lessor is a priest of Mendes.
The name of his father is illegible: the first letter resembles 0 ligatured to
ep or up: the next letter is almost certainly %• The name seems to have
been abbreviated, as there is a supralinear letter after the lacuna.
12-13. [ZapjarciaSoq is the most likely contender for the mother's name.
18. After xexeXeoxriKevai are the exiguous traces of about 14 letters, which
probably contained the date of the father's death in the form xco 5ieX0ovxi x
exei: cf. xiil452 col i.
20. Titus Aelius Antoninus, although names of Hadrian, are so far only
attested in the titulature of Antoninus Pius: see Bureth, p.66, though what
I have read as the second x of Tiroir looks much more like e or a. [Ixojuq
<x>ou AiAaou ^Avxcovivou might be a possible alternative.If the reading
eiKoaxou is correct, Ischyrion's father must have been born in about 144

and examined in about 157.

22. An adjective is required here: perhaps <rrj[|iaivo](i£VOV ?
23 -24. The damaged letter either represents x[ou], or the start of Sarapion
senior’s patronym , though the name of the m aternal great-greatgrandfather is not regularly listed.
The phrase used for the fiscal status of the maternal grandfather varies:
in P.W isci 17,
kaoY pa<|)ia<;;

x ii

in

ii

1452 i 21 and
258, 20 he is

iii

478 he is

ScoSeicaSpaxucov S i’b p .o k o y o u

avaypa^dpevoq;

in

v iii

1109, 16 merely

ScoSem Spaxpoq.

24. I cannot explain the beginning of this line: toevxo, w ith supralinear v
to indicate abbreviation, seems likely - perhaps the name of one of
Sarapion’s ancestors? The gap could have contained the year of the
paternal grandfather's epicrisis: whether it was left blank to be filled in
later or has been lost through fibre-stripping is impossible to tell.
29-33. This very full titulary is used by Commodus towards the end of his
reign, from about 184 onwards: see Bureth p.91. The scribe has left out
KoppoSou between Aup'nX.tou and'Avxcovivou.
Me%eip is read with some hesitance: the M is clear, but what I have taken
for % is very faint and might be fibre rather than ink. However, I do not
believe that Meaopt| can be read.
34. For the gap after’IoiScopou, perhaps fa7ce^ for'a7teA.(eu0epou)?

9.APPLICATI0N FOR EPICRISIS
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P.Oxy.Inv.58/A(24)

195-6?
9. Application for Epicrisis
(8.5 x 18.1cm.)

This papyrus has suffered some damage: a strip roughly 3 x 8 cm.,
constituting about a seventh of the text, has been lost from the upper
right-hand side, and most of the top half, containing the names and
patronyms of the declarants, is very abraded and difficult to read. The
document was originally folded over horizontally and then in three
vertically: the papyrus is damaged along the fold-lines. Fibre distortion has
resulted in the left-hand third of the upper part of the text curling away at
an angle. The bottom of the document, containing most of the oath by the
Emperor, the date, and the subscriptions of the parties involved, has also
disappeared. The back is blank.
The date of the document is difficult to establish w ith certainty: all we
know is that it was written in the fourth year of an Emperor, since the boy
is said to have reached the age of thirteen 'in the past third year' (line 17).
Palaeographically, the most attractive date would be the m id-third century
AD: other examples of rapid sloping hands like this one are 1 3597 (260)
and P.Lond. ii 214 (270-275). If this date is correct, I find it surprising that
not one of the parties is given the g e ntilicium

Aurelius so long after the

Constitutio Antoniniana. It would also be surprising to find a metropolite
declaration so late in the third century. It seems that declarations for the
metropolites, and indeed the term p'ntpojcoX.iT'nq itself, stopped being used
during the early part of the third century A D , though the reasons for this
are still unclear: see Nelson, op.cit., pp.24-5: Mertens, p.112.
The damaged name of the strategus in line 1 perhaps affords a clue to a
solution: we may read Aio followed by the traces of 1-2 letters. The
following lacuna has a space for 1-2 letters. A survey of Oxyrhynchite
strategi in G.Bastianini and J.Whitehorne, The Strategi and Royal Scribes
of Roman Egypt, yields only one strategus w ith a 7-8 letter name beginning

with Aio- in office during the fourth year of an emperor: this is Dionysus,
attested for the fourth year of Marcus Aurelius (164-5). However, the traces
of the letter after o are incompatible w ith v. Dius also called Pertinax,
known from the fourth year of Philip (247-248) is also unsuitable: apart
from the disappearance of the metropolitan epicrisis by this date, the name

is too short for the lacuna and again does not fit the traces. The only fourth
year of an Emperor between 150 and 258 for which we do not have a
known strategus for the Oxyrhynchite nome is the fourth year of
Septimius Severus (195-6). However, one Diophanes is attested as
strategus between 197 and 200. 1 The traces of the letter after the o of Aio in
line 1 are not inconsistent w ith <|>. This may be merely coincidence, but it is
conceivable that Diophanes' tenure started in 195 or 196, during the fourth
year of Severus. It is also possible that the same Diophanes held the office
of strategus between 185 and 186. On the circumstantial evidence, it seems
probable to me that Diophanes was the recipient of this application:
accordingly I restore Aio$a[vei] and date the document to 195-6, w ith the
caveat that the hand seems to be much later to me. The earliest dated
examples of hands of similar type that I have been able to find are CPR i 32
= Seider i, pl.43 of 218 and xxxviii 2848 of 225.
The text itself is an application in standard format for the epicrisis of
Peteyris, a slave boy, made by two men representing a number of people
who own the slave jointly: compare Wilcken Chrest. 1, ii 217 (pp.251-252),
an application for the epicrisis of a slave owned by a brother and sister.
The situation is slightly different here, though exactly what is going in is
obscured by damage in lines 12-14 and the absence of any precise parallel.
Though the declarant calls Peteyris 5ouXov

|iou in line 10, line 12

mentions a two-thirds share in the slave belonging to (or having been sold
by?) a number of individuals whose names in the genitive follow. Oddly,
the declaration proper (lines 17-20) does not mention the applicant as
being of the privileged tax status, merely his brother and another man,
presumably one of the part-owners.
On the epicrisis of slaves in general, see P.Mich xv 708 (apparently a
declaration that an applicant for slave epicrisis had submitted all the
necessary documents) and the literature cited there, particularly
I.Biezunska-Malowist, Vesclavage dans VEgypte greco-romaine, p .77.
I should like to extend m y thanks to D r. Helen Cockle for her
invaluable help and encouragement w ith this difficult text.

* PSI xiii 1357,1 (AD 197-199/200); vi 899 verso i (b).l, 4 (August 200).
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Translation
( No.29. . . . ? ) To Diophanes (?), strategus of the Oxyrhynchite nome, from .
.

grandfather Diogenes, mother Zois, from Oxyrhynchus, and . .

from

the same city. According to the orders concerning the examination of boys
who have entered the class of 13-year-olds, to (discover) whether they are
of the metropolitan 12-drachma class, I declare that the slave Peteyris
belonging to me and my brother on my father's side

Thonis and A ndr.

onis, a two-thirds share in the house-born slave belonging to the brothers
....trius and Peteyris and Zois and Julius (?), registered by ...sthmi.X?) in the
temple of Thoeris district, entered the class of 13-year-olds in the past third
year, and that my brother on my father's side and Andr.onis, diviner of
Thoeris and Isis and Sarapis and the co-templar gods (are) of the 12drachma class registered in the same district, and I swear by the Emperor
Caesar...

Commentary
1. The first line, written in rather greyer ink and w ith a blunter pen than
the body of the text, is probably a docket, perhaps recording its entry in a
xopoq ouyKoMrioipoc;. There seem to be the traces of about five letters:
perhaps restore a numeral ( K0 ?) + the name of an amphodon as in lx v i
3276 (though Apopo<; 0of|pi5o<;, where all the parties are registered, does
not suit the traces), or maybe mp[a0nicri] or 7tap[exe0'n]: cf.Wilcken Chrest.
217.
2. Other metropolitan declarations addressed to the strategus are v ii 1028,

iv 714, xii 1452 col.l. Other subordinate officials who were also members of
the epicrisis committee, such as the basilicogrammateus, are also
addressed here.

4-5. The name of the declarant and his father are lost in fibre-stripping:
only the bottom of the letters remains. The most likely supplement for
the end of line 5 is [xr\q ©rjPaiSoq], which is the right length. The next
illegible line probably contained the name of the other declarants, but I
cannot reconcile the exiguous traces with any of the names preserved in
lines 11 and 13.
9. ei eioi n'nxpojioA.iTai is the usual phrase in the applications for the
epicrisis of slaves: cf PSI vii 732, 6-7; W.Chrest.217, 7-8; PSI xii 1230, 2 . This
section is missing in the other example of a slave epicrisis, iv 714.
10. Peteyris is either the Egyptian p§-di-H r ’he who was given by Horus,’
or p3-di-wr(t), 'he who was given by the great god/dess,’ theophoric names
bestowed at birth. Egyptian names beginning w ith p3-di and followed by
the name of a divinity are common: see Ranke, pp. 121-126. Although t3w r or t3 -w rt

can indicate almost any god, in the context of the family's

connection with the cult of Thoeris (see lines 18-19) 'the great goddess'
could well be Thoeris herself.
11. A ll that is left of the name of the other declarant is a long descender,
suitable for p, on a small detached fragment which fibre-joins suggest
belongs here. For the name, see note on line 18 below.
12-14. These lines seem to be a parenthetic clause describing the ownership
of Peteyris. Perhaps the applicant and his brother had owned the slave
jointly and recently bought the two-thirds share owned by the others. The
damaged end of line 14 may have contained the name of the person who
registered the original owners: possibilities m ight be [ApJouSpiq or
[Mea0a]au0pi<;, though neither fits the traces well.
The communal ownership of slaves is not uncommon: cf iv 716 (186)
where a slave is owned between three members of a fam ily in the
proportions one-sixth + one half + one third.
em xov

0 1 K0 7 EVTIV,

on the other hand, is odd. Perhaps it expresses having

a share in the slave ( cf. Didymus, Ds trin it ate, 3,37: xo ci5o^ xcc xou Gcou
kcxi

ov e7n, xov oiov, oiSev

kc x i

xa xob moo), though I have been unable to

find another instance of this usage in the papyri. The simple genitive to
express the ownership of the slave would be much more usual.

13 -xpiou is

more probably the end of another proper name like

Aripuxpion than opoTcaxpibn. „
15, 16. Space-filling flourishes extending the tails of u and the e ro v g
abbreviation show that the full width of the papyrus is preserved here.
18-19. The name is puzzling. Av5p- seems quite clear, as does -covtv at the
end. Auprj^ifoq) certainly cannot be read. The intervening space has what
looks like a 0 ligatured to the co of eaviv, w ith a letter perhaps lost in the
small hole before (though there may be a slight space between 8p and the
next letter group: cf the gap between 8p and opou, line 15). Whatever the
name may be, it is unattested. Palaeographically, the most likely
possibilities seem to be ,Av8pecoviq (formed from ’AvSpcov on analogy with
^ppcov^Appcoviq, plus a supplementary vowel ?) orJAv5po0cbvi<;, though a
compound like AvSpoGoivn; seems very strange. For names in the late
Greek declension terminating in —iq, see Gignac ii, p.25.
The occupation of this man is equally surprising. iepoGK07co<; is the
only possibility in Kretschmer/Locker that accords w ith the traces. These
were diviners who inspect animal entrails, a method of divination
common in Greece, Rome and throughout parts of the Near East, but not
attested in Pharaonic Egypt or in the papyri. Diodorus describes the
Pharaoh's priests performing sacrifices and examining the entrails of the
beasts at i, 70,9: pexa 8e xauxa xou pacnXecoq lepoaKOTrnaapevou poa%co
kcxi
I"
KaAAiepTjaavxo*;..., and more interestingly at i, 73, 4, where he mentions
the prowess of the Egyptian priests at divining and goes on to give the
correct circumstantial information that the priestly caste was hereditary in
Egypt, and subject to lower rates of tax. In the latte^fee1word seems to
have a rather vague meaning, as 'diviner,1 which is perhaps what is
meant here. Alternatively, it could be interpreted literally. Egyptians had a
great capacity "to adapt and perfect foreign ideas u n til it seemed that Egypt
was their true home." 2 N e w priestly offices unattested in the Pharaonic

period appear in the papyri, and it is conceivable that this is another
example of such religious syncretism. The practice is possibly referred to in
P.Antin.ii 65,11, a magical text of the fifth century.
To the attestations of the temple of Thoeris, Isis, Sarapis and the co
templar gods given in Ronchi, fasc.iii, should be added P.Congr.xv.16,4;
P.Merton ii 73, 2; P.Tumer 19, 3.
2 J.Ray, Ancient Egypt, in M.Loewe and C.Blacker, Oracles and Divination, p. 183.

20. e iv a i n e ed s to b e u n d e rs to o d a fte r 5co5eKa8pax|iG)v.

22. For the full titulature of the fourth year of Septimius, see eg BGU iv
1022,26 ff and Bureth, pp.93-4.

III. DOCUMENTARY TEXTS
(b) LAND LEASING DOCUMENTS

10.LEASE OF LAND
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17 October 203
lO.Lease of Land
(6.5 x 31.5 cm)
Here we have a copy of a two-year lease of land near Seryphis in the
Western toparchy of the Oxyrhynchite nome. The private protocol format
in which this contract is made is standard for land-leasing at Oxyrhynchus
in the second and third centuries: see Wolff, 122-27; Herrmann, p.22. The
tables in Hennig, pp.257-261 and 291-2 specify the format of the
Oxyrhynchite land leases, whether private protocol, hypomnema or
cheirographon. An area of severe damage has obliterated the names of all

but one of the K^rjpoi from which the land was leased, but the one which
has survived is not previously attested as a holding near Seryphis. Land
was leased from at least one other kXtjpo^: see notes on lines 9 and 10.
The lease itself is conventional, with the usual provisions for croprotation, fixing the rental in cash on the fodder-crop and in kind on the
wheat-crop, and the aPpo%oc; clause to protect the lessees in the event of a
bad inundation: on this stipulation, see Herrm ann, p. 161, and the
introductions to nos. 11 andl2 below. Points of interest are the identity of
the lessors, who appear in a census return of the same year, and the
damnatio memoriae of Geta in the date formula.

The hand is the fast, practiced cursive of a commercial scribe: with its
low alphas and large <|>, % and i, the second hand of P.Oxy.Hels 36, or
P.Oxy.Hels 411 (223) are comparable. The back is blank.
A full list of Oxyrhynchite land leasing documents up to the fourth
century is given at 1 3589, to which should be added the texts cited at lv
3802, and the two fragmentary land-leases in Heidelberg published by
J.Cowey in ZPE 75(1988), pp.167-72.

1 Incidentally, the scribe of P.Oxy.Hels.41 also wrote 13591, a lease of land from 219.
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d q extj

n o k E io q

•

•

8

a[7cb] xcbv OTcapxovxcov abxob

9

[7ce]pi Zepbcjjiv

ek

xob X |i[p ]c o v a p ()
•

10

•

•

•

i

•

•

[ k o i aX X ri]v ap[o]\)p[ocv p (a v £k ]
•

12

»

[icAJripoo [a p lo o p a v p [ia v . . . ]
•

11

*

»

•

•

[.]rco . [ c.17 letters
•

•

]

•

13

. .[ c. 19 letters

14

k• X• [ c. 10 l e t t e r s ] . . . [ . . coaxe ]

15

xoix; |i£p[ia0]co|i£voo(; x[co pev]

16

eveaxw x[i] t a (exei) ^ \)X a p [f]a a i]
•

]

•

17

Xtaopoii; [(j)o]poo d7ioxaK[xo\)]

18

a p yu p io o 8pa%pcov e friic o v *
•
•
• • • •

19

x a xeaad[pco]y,x© 8e la io v x i

20

iP (exei) a 7 ie ip a [i 7i]opcp eKpopioo

01
21

’arcoxaKxoo rcopoi)
apxapcov [[ ok]]
0
•

22

okxcb aKiv8'uva

23

7cavxb<; k iv 5'ovo'o,x6)v xfjq

24

yr\q Kax’exoq Srjpoaicov o v• •• •

25

xcov Tcpoq zovq pepiaOcoKo•

26

•

•

rcavxa

•

«/

N

/

^

zaq oix; Kai Kupieoaooai xcov
•
•

27

Kapjtoov ecoq xa Kaxa xa

28

b^eiXofieva Kopiocovxai

29

eav 8e xiq xcq laiovxi exei

30

appoxoq TEvrjxai TiapaSe-

31

XOrfaexai zo\q |iepia0copevoi<;. .
► •

•

•

•

•

•

32

[Pe]paiovpevn<; 5e r!\q fit—

33

aOcooeox; arco8oxcoaav oi p efii-

34

aOcojievoi xoiq pepiaOcoKoci

35

xa Kax’exoq 5(J)[e]i^dpeva p rj• ••
•»

36

vi n a b v i

37

xoq ip (exooq) e<t>'atao Zepo^ecoq

38

TTUpov veov KaOapov a 5 o -

39

\o v apco^ov aK[p]i0ov kekooki—

40

veDpevov cog eig Sripbcnov

41

pexp[oi)|i]evov pexpco xexpa-

v xob lo io v -

8Z

42

xoivryxo) 7iapa>Ji(!7m-

43

k© KocTtmpaxoq xcov m p a

44

xa>v pepia0©Kox©v eoci>-

45

xoig pEXpovvxcov koci rj Ttpcx-

46

fyq egxgo ek xe x©v |i£pio0co-

47

pivcov aMji^eyDcov o v-

48

xcov eiq EKxeiaiv koci l^evoi;

49

koci

•

•

•

m

cbv ocv aixcov ocipoovxoci
•

•

•

*

50

koci £K xcov mapxovxcov a\)iqi£

51

rcavxcov. K\)pia r\ pioOcoaiq.

52

(Exovq) ta AmoKpaxopwv Kociaocpcov

53

A oukiod Z£3cxipio\) Z£o\)'npo'u E'ua£po'6<;
•

•

•

54

rtepxivocKOc; ’ApapiKOD ’A SiaPiiviKoi)

55

IlapOiKox) Meyiaxoi)

56

’Avxcovivou EiaEpo'Bq lepaaxcov

57

[[koci IlaopA.ib'i) l£jcxipioi) r^xa

58

Kaiaocpcx; ZEPaaxoao]] Oaaxjn k .

59

A7coXivapt<o>5 nXouxoTEvouq

60

koci ra ic o x ;

61

ji£0a xi|v ynv

koci

MccpKoa) A'oprjXio'i)

naiiaioc; p£jiio0co-

62

yuriq wq rcpoKEixai. nacicov

63

nafjaioq xou K o n ^ a itjc o p o 'i) eypa-

64

\\ta mep at>x[a)v [lt\] eiSoxcov

65

/
Ypapjiaxa.

19,2 9 , 1. eiaiovxi; 36 l.eiaiovxoq 47.1. dXX^Xeyyucov
Translation
P loutio n

son

o f P loutio n

and

his

brothers,

a ll

from

the

c ity

of

Oxyrhynchus, have leased fo r the period of two years from the present
eleventh year to Apolinaris son of Ploutogenes and Gaius son of Paesis,
both

men from

Ammonar( ),

the same c ity ,

one aroura

fro m

the

allotm ent

of

from his possessions in the area of Seryphis, [and another

one aroura from the allotment of X ?] fo r the lessees to sow w ith green
crops in the present 11th year at a rent of sixty-four silver drachmas, and to
sow w ith corn in the forthcoming 12th year, at a fixed rent of eight artabas
of wheat, all guaranteed free from any risk. The annual public dues on the
land are the responsibility of the lessors, who w ill own the crops u n til they
receive what they are owed. I f the land is uninundated in the forthcoming
year, allowance w ill be made to the lessees. I f this lease is granted, the
lessees w ill give the lessors what is owed to them annually in the month
of Payni, (on the fir s t day ?) in the forthcom ing 12th year, on the
threshing-floor of Seryphis, in new, pure, unadulterated wheat, free from
clods of earth, unadulterated w ith barley, sieved as though into the public
granary, measured in the four-choinix measure used fo r calculating dues
of Capparas, the said measuring to be done by the lessors, and the righ t of
execution is against the lessees who guarantee each other m utually fo r
repayment, against one of them or any one of them they might choose,
and against a ll
Im peraiores

their property.

Caesares

Septitnius

This lease is valid. Year 11 of the
Severus

P ius

P e riin a x

A rabicus

Adaiabenicus Parthicus maximus and Marcus A urelius A ntoninus Pius
Augustus and Publius Septimius Geta Caesar Augustus, Phaophi 20.

We, Apolinaris son of Ploutogenes and Gaius Paesis, have leased the
land in mutual security as set out above. Pasion, son of Paesis also known
as lsidorus, wrote on their behalf since they are illiterate.

[Commentary begins on page 86]

TABLE 1
R EN TA L PROVISIONS IN O X Y R H Y N C H ITE LAND LEASES,
173-C .225 AD
P a p y ru s

Date

Artabas o f wheat
per aroura

Drachmas
aroura

1 .iii

173

4

16

2 ar

2 .SB viii 9918

180

?

30

?

3 .xiv

184

lost

45

4.5 ar.

4 . iii 501

187

8

40

5 ar.

5 .P.Fouad 43

190

plot a) 2.5 + 3.5 barley
plot b) 1 art.barley

plot a) 3
plot b) 60

12.5

6 . vi 910

197

6

32

?

7. PSI i 73

early ii

6

40

2 ar.

8. SB x 10263

205

5.8

?

14 ar

9 . 1 3591

219

2.7

20.8

10 ar

10. Iv 3800

219

8

44

6 ar

ll.B G U xi 2126

2 2 2 /3

6

7

2.5 ar

12. P.Oxy.Hels.41

2 2 3 /4

6.5

7

22 ar

13 3 G U xiii 2340

early iii

?

60

7

14. BGU iv 1017

post 212

7

32

7

15. P.K6ln iii 149

post 212

2 o f wheat
2.5 o f barley

7

?

16 .ZPE 75 (1988)
pp. 168-9

i i- ii i

?

32

593

1687

(barley)

of wheat

per

P lot
Size

' 1.25

Commentary
1. The chief lessor is probably to be identified w ith the Ploution son of
Ploution in xii 1548, a census document of 202/3, (which incidentally also
contains a damnatio memoriae

of Geta): he was aged 48, his mother’s

name was Tapsois, his grandfather’s also Ploution, and he was registered
in the North Quay quarter. As well as the land near Seryphis, xii 1548 tells
us that Ploution owned two female slaves in common w ith his brothers,
none of which is named. The name Ploution, however, is very common
at Oxyrhynchus. There is another Ploution son of Ploution son of
Ploution from Oxyrhynchus in P.Med.inv.42 (see Aegyptus 21 (1941),
pp.297-8).
5. a|i<l)OTepoi<; - the word is very cramped to fit it in to the end of the line.
9. *Ap[|i]covap - The first three letters could feasibly be read as AXz: PSI ix
1097,4 attests a KAflpoq pAte]£av8pou near Seryphis, but the traces towards
the end of the line here are quite irreconcilable w ith -av8p. ’Appcovap
seems the most plausible reading, with p raised to indicate an abbreviation
of Appcovap(un)) or a similar name. A t all events, no KA.f]po<; of either
name is attested in the Seryphis area: see P.Pruneti, Aegyptus 55 (1975),
p.219, though xiv 1743, 5 descr. (221) has ’Ajipcova* as the name of an
allotment in an unknown part of the Oxyrhynchite nome. This could well
be an abbreviation for *A|i|icova(pibu) or A|i.pcova(picovoq), but there is
nothing in 1743 to link it w ith Seryphis, or even the Western toparchy.
10-15. H ow much land was being leased other than the single aroura
already mentioned? Comparison of the annual rent of 64 silver drachmas
and 8 artabas of wheat (lines 18-22) with other leases from approximately
the same period2 suggests an entire holding of either two or four arouras
here, probably from two rather than three different allotments, though the
lacuna has enough space to accommodate descriptions of three. If the
holding totalled four arouras, then the rent of only 2 artabas of wheat per
aroura on the wheat crop would be very low for the early third century,
though not unparalleled: see table opposite, no.9. The average rate is about
five to six artabas an aroura: see ESAR ii p.81. Rents on the fodder crop
have a considerable range, reflecting the productivity of the individual

2 See table 1 opposite

plot: the extremes are demonstrated by no. 5 but we can see that 30-32
drachmas per aroura is a common rental figure at this period (nos. 2, 6,14
and 16), whereas 16 drachmas would be on the low side, though again not
unparalleled (no.l). Accordingly I suggest that it is slightly more likely that
the entire small holding totalled two arouras in two K>.f|poi. In this case
line 12 and the beginning of 13 would have given some information about
the location of the allotment, 13-14 might have had something on the
lines of
[opoicoq ev Suoi]
KA.t'npoiq apoujpaq [p-cooxe]
•

16,

20

*

*

• «

. cjteipai is the term regularly used of sowing grain crops, while

^\)X,apT|oai is generally confined, as here, to fodder cultivation: see
M.Schnebel, Die Landwirtschaft im hellenistischen Agypten, pp.l33ff.
22-23. The phrase aKivSuvoq o <|>6 po<; mvxoq

k iv Suvou

and its variants are

very common in leasing documents, to insure the lessor against loss. See
U .W ollentin, o KivSvvog in den P a p y ri , (Diss. Koln, 1961) p.61 and
Herrmann, pp.143-45, on its use in leases.
v'

f/

26. ouq: read oi.
26-27. On Kupieouvxa xa>v Kaprccav, see A.Kranzlein in Akten des X III
Int.Pap.Kong., pp.215-224.

36. The reading is very awkward. The scribe started to w rite xo,
presumably anticipating xou loiovxoq at the end of the line, but corrected it
to what resembles v. The next three letters are confused: e or y are possible,
followed perhaps by o or a, followed by an odd loop in the curve of the
previous letter: conceivably the deep bow of p ? The next configuration is
perhaps e ligatured to i, or a large r\ ? The final letter is clearly v: veopryviav
for veoiirivia is just about possible.
43. KocTtmp&c; - the name is new, though compare P.Mich.iv.2, 359 F 2,
IlexaXo'i) KaTCTtapiq.
45-50. f| Ttpaxi?

kxA.. H ow

this clause was enforced practically is illustrated

by BGU i 106 and BGU iv 1047 H I 10 - IV 18, both of which deal with the

seizure of the private property of lessees of land who had defaulted on
payments. In the former case, the debt was on ousiac land and the property
was apparently sequestrated rather than confiscated until the debt had
been paid off: see ESAR ii p.128 (no.61).
51. On the 'validity' clause, see M.Hassler, Die Bedeutung der K yriaKlausel in den Papyrusurkunden, especially pp.28 ff, and W olff, pp. 145-6

and idem, in SZ (RA) 90 (1973), p.373, where he discusses possible English
translations.
57. For the dam natio

memoriae of Geta, see P.Mertens, La

memoriae de Geta dans les papyrus , Hommages

k

damnatio

Leon Herrm ann,

Latomus 44 (1960), pp.541-552, and BGU xi 2056, apparently an edict
promulgated soon after the murder of Geta in February 212 ordering the
expunging of his name.
63.’ lai8copou - the gap is rather large for three letters, but DornseiffHansen has no other suitable name. There is a nocnoiq o Kai laiScopoc in
P.Oslo iii 114 (late second century).
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26 October 296

P.Oxy .Inv. [44]5B.62 / c (7-8)a
11.Lease of Land
(11 x 29 cm)

Here we have another two-year lease of land near the village of
Seryphis in the private protocol form, but dating from the very end of the
third century when the economic climate was different in Egypt, though
nothing of this is discernible from the text. Other examples of leases
concerning the same village are PSI ix 1029 (52), PSI vii 739 (163) and
P.Harris i 137 (ii AD): other land leases from the same year are PSI ix 1071
(month uncertain) and P.Michael 23 (Thoth).The only surprising features
here are that the rent on the fodder crop is apparently to be paid in kind,
(though there seems to be some scribal confusion over the exact
provisions for the payment of rent), and the lack of any contingency plan
in the event of flood failure (the &ppoxo£ clause). This may have been left
out because the particular parcel of land was not subject to extreme flood
variations.
The document is complete, although there is some worm damage to
the bottom third of the text. The repeating pattern of worm holes suggests
that the document was folded in four, beginning at the right hand edge,
and was stored in a small flat parcel measuring about 4 x 7 cm., w ith the
blank area of papyrus at the bottom outside. Other leases seem to have
been stored in small rolls rather than parcels: see 13560 and 3592 introd.
The hand is a small, practiced cursive which shows some affinities
w ith the so-called K a n z le is c h rift:

see

G .C avallo , La scrittu ra del

P.Berol.11532, Aegyptus 45 (1965), pp.216-50. Very similar indeed is the

hand of P.Heid.Inv.G 923, published by J.Cowey in ZPE 75 (1988), pp. 168-9
and Tafel V I b: the scribe of that text wrote slightly more cursively
(compare the typical open p and the cursive v), but otherwise the two
hands are closely analogous, though I would stop short of making any
identification between the scribes. In this article, I do not find Cowey's
paiaeographical parallels for earlier examples of the Chancery- influenced
hand entirely convincing: much the closest parallels to the Heidelberg
lease are this papyrus from 296 and xxxi 2558, datable between 303 and 306,
whereas Cowey dates the papyrus to between 220 and 260.1 would find a
date between 260 and 310 much more plausible.

Although obviously the work of a professional scribe, the text is
carelessly w ritten in places: there are some omissions and grammatical
confusions, which are discussed in the commentary. The back is blank.

’ Em [b]7iccx©v x©v xopicov rjpajv Aiok Atixiccvoo

1

x o f-

2

E ep a ax o a )

3

epicOcooEV Aop'nA.ia Appxov&Xcc Aiovoaioo too Aiovo-

4

a io o yopvocaiccpxna[oc]vxo<; y E v o p iv o o p o o te o x o b xflq

5

Xa|x(7cpa<;) koci taxp(7tpoxaTTiq) ’0£opoyx£i[x]©v Tcoteox;
A\)prj}iicp

6

Ila r ia ifHpaKXaTO<; p.T](Tp6<;) Tocapoixoc; arco Kcoprig K ep-

7

KeOopecoq em xpovov ext| 8oo ano

8

iy - koci ip - koci [e (erooq) x]aq ompxooaocq aoxfji 7iep\

koci K © v ax< xvxib o K o c ia a p o g t o p - .

too

eveaTcbroq

Zepo<|)iv
9

zaq rcpoyE©pyoop£voc<; orc’epoo apoopocq e£ oySoov
•

•

10

©axe ampoci koci ^otocpxiacci Kax’exoq nop©
%opx©
e£
L
Ct

11

ripiaiaq EK<J)opi©v Kax’exoq dcrcoxaKxoo Ttopoo ap xa-

12

p©v eiKoai ockiv8ov©v Tcocvxoq kiv Sovoo x©v

13

xfi<; yrjc; 5 r||io a io )v

ovtmv Tcpoc; oe xrjv yEoo%ov <r\v koci>

Kopi14

Eoeiv xcov Kocprc©v ecoq xa o<|>ita)p£voc oc7toA,aPr|«p>. p£-

15

paioopevriq 8e x
•

t

piaGcooecoc arcoSox© o p£pi-

m •

16

aOwpEvoq xo<v> Kax’EToq &ti6 tccktov <()bpov x© Ilocdvi

17

jitivi Etp’ocX© xfjq K©pr|<; 7copsov veov KocOapov
r

•

• *

•

•

•

18

Oc8[o]^[OV 8c]P©>.OV 8cKpl0OV KEKOOKlVEOpEVOV pe-

19

xp© 7capocXrip7cxiK© aob xrjq ysooxoo rcpoapExpoo^
i «i
1

20

pevcov eKaarri apxaPji xoivik©v 8 0 0 . yEivopivriq

21

xrjq 7upa^e©<; rcapoc too p£pia0©pEvoo ax; KaOiiKi.ico-

22

pia r\ pia0©aiq Jiepi rjq aAXnAooq E7C£poyrf)oavTec;

23

[egc]otoi<; ©poA,oyr|CHXv. (Exooq) iy -

24

[ripw]v [Aiok Xt|t i] gcvoo koci Ma^ipiavoo 2eP[aax]©v

koci ip -

[x©]v ico[p]i©v ripcov K©vaxocv[xioo]

x©v icopi©v

25

koci e

26

Ma[£ipi]ocvob [<x©v> em](l)[a]veoxocx©v Kaio[ap]©v

koci

Z[e]paax©v
27

Oa©<J)i K0.(m.2.)[ Aop]r|[X]ioq nocT^oiq pepiaQwpai xr|(v)

28

ynv koci cxtcoScdg© xov <|)opov koci xa [£]K<|>bpia ©q

29

TcpoKeixai koci £7iEp©TTi0\q &poXby[r|o]a. AopCrftioq)
Sapa7iap-

30

p©v Eypaya o(rcEp) aoxoo \n\ Ei8oxo(q) ypappaxa.

5.
pap.
10. l.o m p a i
29.1. £Ji£p©xn0Eiq

6.
pap.
8. ompxooaaq pap.
11. l/npicEiaq
21. l.KaOrpcEi
27. xTi"pap.
30. oT* pap. eiSot0 pap.

Translation
In the consulship of our lords Diocletian Augustus, consul fo r the sixth
time, and

Constantine

Caesar, consul fo r

the second

time.

A urelia

Am m onilla, daughter of Dionysius, grand-daughter of Dionysius, former
gymnasiarch and councillor of the illustrious and most illustrious city of
the Oxyrhynchites, has leased to Paesis son of Heraclas, mother Taamois,
from the village of Cercethyris, fo r the period of two years from the
present thirteenth, twelfth and fifth years, the six and one-eighth arouras

belonging to her near Seryphis from the land formerly being cultivated by
me (sic), to sow and plant each year with wheat and fodder crops half-andhalf fo r a fixed rent in kind per year of twenty artabas of wheat, free from
all risk, while the taxes on the land are paid by you the landowner, who
remains in possession of the crops u n til she receives the annual dues. I f
the lease is confirmed, the lessee w ill pay the rent in the month of Payni at
the threshing-floor of the village

in new, pure, unadulterated wheat,

uncontaminated by earth or barley, sieved in the
which

belongs

to

you

the

landowner,

w ith

receiving measure

two

choinikes

as

a

supplementary payment per artaba. The right of execution rests against the
lessee, as is proper. This lease is valid, concerning which the parties were
asked the formal question and gave assent. Years thirteen and twelve of
our Lords Diocletian and M axim ianus A ugusti, and fifth of our lords
Constantine and Maximianus, the most noble Caesares A ugusti, Phaophi
29.

I, Aurelius Paesis, have leased the land and w ill pay the cash rent
and the rent in kind as stipulated above, and when asked the formal
question I gave assent. Aurelius Sarapammon wrote on his behalf since he
is illiterate.

Commentary
3. Ammonilla is rather uncommon at Oxyrhyncus: cf SB vi 9298 (249) xxii
2346 (late iii), xiv 1714 descr. (285-304), none of whom can be identified
with the lessor here.
When the sex of the landowner can be ascertained, less than one fifth of
Oxyrhynchite land lessors are women. This is perhaps surprising when we
consider that women may well have owned about a third of real estate:
see, for instance, D.Hobson in TAP A

113 (1983) pp.315 and 319. Her

surmise is borne out by analysis of women’s representation in other
documents concerning land and property or its inheritance, where the
proportion of women is consistently one third

or higher: see

O.Montevecchi in Aegyptus 21 (1941) p.144, where she lists 133 women as
opposed to 196 men as contracting partners in house sales.
Dionysius son of Dionysius cannot be identified in P.Sijpesteijn, Nouvelle
lis te

des

gym nasiarques

des

metropoles

de

V E gypte

rom aine.

Gymnasiarchs of Oxyrhynchus called Dionysius are surprisingly

uncommon. There is a bouleutes of this name attested at xlv 3171, 9 (mid
iii): see A.Bowman, The Town Councils of Roman Egypt, p.143.
8. Seryphis is better attested in the papyri than Cercethyris (cf. Pruneti,
pp.79 and 171). The relative sizes of these two villages at the end of the
third century

is an interesting question. P.M ich.Inv.412 recto 19-20

(assigned by H.Youtie in ZPE 24 (1977) p.133 to the late third or early fourth
century) shows that Cercethyris was assessed for 24.5 schoinia of work on a
canal, whereas the apparently larger Seryphis was only assessed for 20
schoinia. The principle governing the division of canal labour among the
villages is set out in x ii 1469, 11-13 (298): public surveyors, knowledgeable
of the area, allocated dike work to the villages in proportion to their size.
This would seem to point to Cercethyris being bigger than Seryphis in 298.
On the other hand x 1285, a list of village payments, shows that at some
time in the late third century Seryphis paid out 1940 dr. for an unspecified
tax, far more than any other village in this document, only three of which
had assessments for over 1000 drachmas: Cercethyris paid out only 441
drachmas. Perhaps x 1285 is not really a reliable indicator of the relative
populations of these two villages. Alternatively, x ii 1469 could be taken to
mean that the allocation of dike corvee was made on extent of canal
frontage rather than population, size or area.
Seryphis is probably to be identified w ith the modem village of Eshrubah,
four miles east of Oxyrhynchus: see note on x iil4 2 1 ,3.
9. The word rcpoYECDpYOUiievaq indicates that this lease is a renewal. For
possible reasons for renewing a contract, see Rowlandson, op.cit., p.289,
and n .l, where she lists other renewals (add P.Harris ii 224).
13. The relative pronoun is omitted in the same clause in P.Mert.i 17, 29, a
lease from Oxyrhynchus of 158, also apparently written by a careless scribe
"given to the omission of letters " (P.M ert.i 17 introd.).

14-15. For the characteristically Oxyrhynchite pePauooiq clause, see
H .W olff in TJP 1 (1946), pp.64-7, and Herrmann, pp.153-60.
16. xo<v> lcax1lexoq ircoxaicxov <jx)pov is presumably a mistake for eic<|)oypiov,
since no mention of any money for cash-rent is made in the text. The
phrase djcbxaKxoq <|>bpo<; is sometimes used to mean rent in kind: in

SB v iii 9919 of the third century, a rent of four choinikes of barley per
aroura is called a <|>bpo<;, and in SB xii 11081 (261) the an oxaK ioq <)6pog is
eight artabas of wheat. However, the whole phrase is somewhat surprising
since rent on the green fodder crop is normally paid in cash (see 1 3589
n.5b). However, the rate of 20 artabas for six and an eighth arouras of land
seems feasible - compare P.Coll.Youtie ii 70 (278/9), where the rent on six
arouras is 24 artabas of wheat.
19. |i£Tpo) Tiapa^ruiTCXiKO): there had been considerable local variation in
weights and measures in Egypt since Dynastic times: see ESAR ii, pp.466468. Consequently, in many Greek contracts involving payment in kind,
the particular measure to be used is specified. This may echo Pharaonic
practice: see TG H James, The Hekanakhte Papers and other early M iddle
Kingdom documents, p.65, where the lessor uses his own measure to

receive payments in kind.
In P.M ich.iii 184 the 7tapaXTi|i7txiKov pexpov was the measure in which
the original loan of seed had been measured out, but this is not possible
here. This favours the view of the editors of x ii 1474, who suggested in
their note on line 16 that the measure is that used by the paralem ptes
officials.
For Tcpoopexpo'upeva in private leases, see V.Schuman, Taxes in
K ind in Roman Egypt in S tudi in Onore d i A ristide C alderini e Roberto
Paribeni ii, pp.303-304.

22-23. ^rcepcox'nGen; a>p.oA,OYTio(x - on this phrase, equivalent to the Latin
s tip u la tu s

s p o p o n d it,

see

D.Sim on,

S tud ie n

zur

P ra x is

der

Stipulationsklausel, pp.3-16: on its use in leases, ibid., pp.61-66.

24-26. This dating formula is a variant of type 4b as classified by R. Bagnall
and K.W orp in Regnal Formulas in Byzantine Egypt, BASP Supplement 2
(1979), pp.10-11.1 have not been able to parallel it exactly anywhere, but the
nearest is xliv 3184 a, 24-27, which has Xepaoxou at the end, as here, but
AbxoKpaxopcov before AioK^rjxiavou.
27. Oaaxjn, K0 and a sublinear dash is more probable than the initially
attractive OapevcoG [.]. Most leases are made at the beginning of the
sowing season in Thoth, Phaophi or Hathyr, and take effect immediately.
An exception is x lv ii 3352, which was apparently made in Phamenoth.

Unfortunately the beginning of this document is missing and it is
impossible to say whether the lease was made prospectively or not. See
J.Rowlandson, op.tit., p.286, n.3.
28. xov <(>bpov koci xa eK<|><5pia is the usual phrase in subscriptions to leases
where the rent was to be paid in cash and kind. Presumably this is another
example of carelessness on the part of the scribe, who wrote out a standard
subscription without referring to the actual provisions of the text, and
maybe was misled further by the first scribe having written
mistakenly in line 16 and then mentioned EK^opuov in line 11.

<j>opo<;

12.UNDERTAKING TO LEASE
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P.Oxy.Inv.[44]5B.60/c(43-5)c

19 October 341

12 Undertaking to Lease
(9.5 x 23.1 cm.)
This copy of a lease of land is couched in the terms of an epidoche, or
undertaking, a form of the subjectively worded hypomnema

especially

associated with the Oxyrhynchite nome: see Herrmann, pp.12 and 25ff and
J.Rea in ZPE 9 (1972) p .l, n .l. Although conventionally phrased (cf lv 3802,
i 103 etc.), the lease interestingly illustrates the prevailing social and
economic conditions of the mid-fourth century.
W ritten tenancy agreements of this kind become increasingly
uncommon as the fourth century progresses and the Oxyrhynchite nome
is divided up into large estates. Many other leases from Oxyrhynchus of
this date seem to be responses to specific exigencies, such as the need to
hire specialized labour on vine land or flax plantations.1 The decline of
written tenancy contracts probably reflects the widening disparity in the
social status of land-owner and land-worker: when the contracting parties
were on a closer social level, a document like a jiiaGcocng or erciSoxn makes
sense to assure the rights and responsibilities of both parties, but when the
gap between their positions was so w ide, "such guarantees become
ineffective from the tenant's point of view , and inappropriate from the
landlord's. I f the extent of the A pion estates in the sixth century was
sufficient almost to obliterate record of w ritten tenancy contracts in favour
of the dependant labour of the eyyp aQ o i

yecopyoi, the

in cre a sin g

polarization of landed wealth had already progressed fa r enough... to have
an impact on the prevalence of w ritten tenancies."2

From our papyrus, one m ight im ply many of the circumstances
Rowlandson describes. The land to be cultivated comes from two separate
allotments near the village of Cercemounis.3 The likelihood is that the

1 Cf. xiv 1631 (280), a contract for specialized labour in a vineyard, and xiv 1632 (353), a
lease of a date palm grove.
2 J.L.Rowlandson, Landkoluing in ike Gxyrhynchiie Nome , BC 5G- c.300 A D (D.Fhii.
thesis, Oxford, 1983), p.322.
3 This area had been in the Upper toparchy of the nome, but by 341 would probably have
been in the first or second pagus. Sadalou, Nigrou and Sincepha, all villages known to have
been in the Upper toparchy near Cercemounis, were in the second pagus (xii 1426,6-7).
Pangulis, an e tc o ik io v owned b y Gaius Julius Leucadius in P.Mert.i 36, which may have been
part of the same esiate as the land leased here, was in the first pagus: see the correction by
J.Bingen quoted by M.Lewuillon-Blume in Problemes de la ierre au IV e siecle apres J-C,

land is part of a large estate:4 the lessees act through a clerk or steward of
the owner, Gaius Julius Leucadius, who comes from the urban elite. The
wheat for the rent is to be measured in an estate measure, and the lessees
come from an fcrcoiKiov, a kind of small settlement which, by the time of
this document, can mean an estate village where labourers lived in what
amounted to tied cottages.5 Gaius Julius Leucadius is previously known
from

P.M ert. i 36, a 'concealed lease' or 'acknowledgement of

indebtedness’ from 360, a text which has several parallels w ith our
papyrus: Leucadius again acts through an administrator (this time his
jcpovoTjiTiq), the lessees come from an £tuoikiov which Leucadius owns,
and the rent of 2.5 artabas of wheat is to be measured jieTpco Semico ifjq
oboiaq. An interesting difference, however, is that P.Mert.i 36 is stated not
to have been written in duplicate (1.17-18: Kupiov

to

xeipoypa^ov anXovv

ypabev), whereas our text is a copy, text and subscriptions being in a single
hand. This suggests that our lessees had a copy of the document, which
perhaps has interesting implications for the relationship between
Leucadius and these particular tenants: perhaps they were somehow in a
better position vis-a-vis their landlord than Aurelius Pecysis, the lessee in
P .M erti 36.6
There is no clue in the text as to whether the lessees are estate workers
and whether the ercoiKiov where they live is part of the estate. M y guess
would be that they probably were estate workers. The landlists from
Hermopolis published in P.Herm. Landlisten probably offer a close parallel
to the structure of land tenure in the Oxyrhynchite nome at this period,
and might be especially applicable when discussing land in the former
Upper toparchy, near the Hermopolite border. They demonstrate that
landholding sizes had polarized, greatly reducing the percentage of
metropolitans w ith moderate holdings, and increasing the proportion
who had little or no land. Previously, the landless could have subsisted on
cultivating public land and leasing private land from metropolites, but

Actes du XVe Congrfcs, p.184, n.4. On the first pagus and its relationship to the Upper
toparchy, see xii 1425 n.4. The replacement of toparchies by pagi at the beginning of the
fourth century is discussed by J.Lallemand in VAdm inistration civile de VEgypte de
Vavenement de Diocletien a la creation du diocese (2 8 4 -3 8 2 ) , Academie Royale de Belgique
Memoires, tome 57 (1967), fasc.ii, pp.97 ff.
4For small plots constituting parts of estates, see eg xlii 3047 ( a total area of more than 1700
arouras, where the smallest plot is 0.5 aroura) and P.Coll.Youtie i 65, the sale of an estate
in variously sized plots.
5 See M.Lewuillon-Blume, op.cit, pp.177-185.
6 M.Lewuillon-Blume, op.cit., p.181, discusses Pecysis' position in this lease.

now they were driven more and more to dependence on the landowner of
a large estate. It is even possible that our lessees had come newly to the
estate from

elsewhere, as was the situation in P.Sakaon 44, where tax

fugitives from Theadelphia fled to the ejcoikiov of Eulogius1 estate.
Another feature of this lease which is typical of this period is the short
duration of the tenancy, one year: cf i 102, i 103 (306 and 316) and PSI v 469
(334), which could be seen as reflecting disturbed economic conditions,
though one-year leases are the norm at other times. 7 The omission of the
aPpoxoq clause in the event of a low flood is also standard in one year
leases, presumably because flood conditions were already known by the
time the lease was drawn up in late October: see ESAR ii p.82.
The hand is an ugly though practised cursive, sometimes very difficult
to read and w ith quite a variety of letter-forms, and comparable w ith the
first hand of P.Mert. i 36. The final letter of the line is usually furnished
w ith a flourish which fills up the space to the edge of the papyrus. The
marks of folding, along which the papyrus has split in the upper half, are
clearly visible and show that the document was folded up for storage in
the usual way: see the introduction to n o .ll below. The surface of the
papyrus shows signs of having been treated w ith cedar-oil as a
preservative: see W.Cockle, BICS 30 (1983) p.251. The back is blank.

7 J.Rowlandson, op.cit., p.286.
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Translation

In

the consulship of the most illu strio u s A ntoninus M arcellinus and

Petronius Probinus, Phaophi 22. To Gaius Julius

Leucadius, son of

Heraclianus, through Flavius [...,] book-keeper of the [... ] division (?),
from Aurelius Horus son of Panechotes and Papontus son of [...], both
from the farmstead of the Alexandrians. We w illin g ly undertake to lease
fo r only the present eighteenth and ninth years, from your possessions in
the area of Cercemounis, fo u r arouras from the holding of Philon and

another fo u r and a h a lf arouras from the holding of Spl.on having the
same boundary, to sow half and ha lf w ith wheat and

fodder-crops, and to

pay to you as rent on the half (sc. of each allotment cultivated) in wheat
and in kidney-beans fo rty -fo u r artabas (sc. of wheat) and two artabas of
barley fo r the half of each allotment (sc. cultivated) in the fodder-crop, and
I ( sic) w ill perform the maintenance of the existing dikes. The rent in
kind is free from all risk. The public dues on the land are the responsibility
of the landlord, who keeps possession of the crops u n til he has received
the rent in kind. This undertaking is guaranteed by me, and I w ill pay the
rent from the new harvest in both wheat unadulterated w ith barley, and
in barley sifted in the tenth measure of the estate, w ith the extra dues on
each artaba in the four-choinix measure, in the month of Epiph. The rig h t
of action against us is w ith you, as is proper. This undertaking is valid and
when asked the form al question, he assented. I, A urelius Horus, son of
Panechotes, have leased the land, and I w ill pay what is owed as set out
above. Aurelius Fronto wrote on their behalf, as he claims to be illiterate.

Commentary
1-2. For the consulship of Antoninus Marcellinus and Petronius Probinus,
see R.Bagnall and K.W orp, The Chronological Systems of Byzantine Egypt,
p .lll.
3. The damaged name of Gaius Julius Leucadius’ father in P.M ert.i 36,1.3
may now be restored as [,Hp]aKA,eiavou rather than [.].paXavou, as the
original editors read. In the Merton papyrus, Leucadius is styled as 'former
prytanis, former gymnasiarch and senator of the city of Oxyrhynchus,1
showing how his official career had developed in the nineteen years
which separate the two documents.
4. a7coAoyiax[.. ]: more probably ajcoA.oyiaxtou], 'book-keeper, accountant'
than ccjcb Aoyiax[a>v], which would be followed b y’O puYxixcbv noXecaq.
This is only the second mention of the aTioAoyicxai, apart from i 34 I, 8,
where they are clerks employed in local archives making lists of contracts
and their abstracts. His function here would be made clearer if we could
read with any certainty the five or six letters before pepoq at the end of the
line: the last two rather resemble the 8i-configuration as it is w ritten

elsewhere in the papyrus, eg line 3. Could the w ord be an abbreviated
toponym and pepoq a mistake for pepo<o»q, in which case the apologistes
might have been the manager or adminstrator for a specific division of the
estate ? Estates were sometimes divided up into sections to facilitate
adminstration: cf xvi 2031, an account of money payments to stewards of
estates, which are classified under two districts (SioiKtjoeiq), each having a
comes in charge.

The name of this man is almost completely lost: all that remains is the
curved upper part of the first letter (probably e, but conceivably a, or
possibly even part of 8 1 ), and part of a descender.
4-5. For the social significance of the names Flavius and Aurelius in the
fourth century, see J.Keenan, The Names Flavius and A urelius as Status
Designations, part I, ZPE 11 (1973) p.36. In the second part of this article,

ZPE 13 (1974) p.283, Keenan discusses the relative positions of Flavii and
Aurelii in leases, particularly A urelii as lessees.
5. IlavexcoT'nq is the Egyptian p3-n-nfyt ’he of the strong one’: see Ranke,
p.109, no.7.
5-6. IIa 7cov0 e(fl<; - 1. najiovtecoq. For the intervocalic exchange of dentals,
see Gignac i, p.92.
7. The epoecium

of the Alexandrians is only known previously from xvi

2025, a list of villages in various parts of the Oxyrhynchite nome, many of
them associated w ith the Apion family.
On the phrase eKouqicoq £m 8 exo|iai pio0coaaa0ai, almost invariable in
leases from Oxyrhynchus from the end of the third century onwards, see
H .C om fort, Notes on Requests and x ^ ip o y p a ^ a among late Byzantine
Land-leases, Aegyptus 14 (1934), pp.286 ff.

10. The KA.qpoq of Philon is known from PSI iv 320, 10 and that of Spl.on
from P.Wisc. i 9, 8-9. As P.Pruneti points out in Aegyptus 55 (1975) p.200,
the reading of the name E 7cA.[r|5 ]©voq in that papyrus is dubious. The
photograph in the original publication is of too poor a quality to be of
much assistance, and our document comes no nearer to offering a
solution since the m iddle of the word is obliterated by a hole. However,
there does not seem to be sufficient room for three letters in the lacuna.
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11. As a supplement for the gap, I suggest h£ [ &poup<Sv x] giving the total
area of the allotment, or perhaps some phrase descriptive of the location
of the plot, eg e^[ajcnX.icox(o'o)

totcou].

12. There is a dash, perhaps indicating an abbreviation, after the sigma of
opopaq which I find difficult to explain. opo[ico]<; rj - (total 8.5 (arouras))
cannot be read.
©axe [o m p a i e]v: or possibly cooxe [crceipei]v, which is less usual.
13-14. The rent of about 10 artabas of wheat per aroura (we do not know
which KA.^poq was planted w ith the wheat and beans) is rather high for the
period: see the tables in

A.Johnson and L.West, B yzantine

E gypt:

Economic Studies, pp.90 ff, and ibid., p.77, where average rents in the

fourth century are discussed. The mean seems to be about four artabas of
wheat per aroura on com land.
14. <t>acrnXoi 'calavance' are rarely mentioned as a crop in the Oxyrhynchite
nome, but are well-attested in Herm opolite land-leases, where they
sometimes form part of the <j>6poq: see BGU xii 2149 (470), 2164 (494) and
2172 (498 ?). Maybe the joint cultivation of wheat and beans was a
characteristically Hermopolite practice which had spread to these holdings
on the border of the two nomes. For the cultivation of beans in Egypt see
M.Schnebel, Die Landw irtschaft

im hellenistischen Agypten, p.193, and

A.Johnson and L.West, op.cit., p.43 n.l2a for the meaning of the term
((jaoTiXoq.
16. Maintenance of the dike works is also incumbent on the lessees in PSI
ix 1078 ( 356) and 1 3589: see the note there on line 10-11 for other examples
of provisions regarding the irrigation of the land under lease.

25. Payni is more usual than Epiph as the month for receiving the rent
(see Herrmann, p. 107), though payments are sometimes split between both
months.

30. On this indeclinible use of 7cMipT|<;, common in subscriptions, see
G.Cronert, Memoria Graeca Herculanensis, p.179 n.2, who gives further
examples in papyri and literature.

III.

DOCUMENTARY TEXTS

(c) MISCELLANEOUS OFFICIAL DOCUMENTS

13.TAX RECEIPT

Ill

[47] 5B.45/F (l-3 )b
TAX RECEIPT

P.Oxy.Inv. [47J5B.45/F (1-3) b

15 August 149
13 Tax Receipt
(7.2 x 7.6cm.)

This papyrus bears a receipt for the pig-tax. The square dimensions of
the slip and the blank space at the bottom are characteristic of this kind of
document: presumably scribes had a stack of small scraps of papyrus
already prepared when they anticipated w riting considerable numbers of
receipts. The hand is the typical crabbed cursive of a scribe writing many
identical documents, w ith the already very cursive letter forms rendered
even more difficult to read by the scribe avoiding lifting his pen from the
papyrus for greater speed. As is usual, the text is much abbreviated, though
the abbreviations are standard. As a palaeographical parallel, one might
compare the first hand of P.M ert.ii 69, a receipt for dike corvee written in
May 147. The back is blank.
Starting as a property tax in the Ptolemaic period, the pig tax becomes
primarily a supplementary capitation tax under the heading of pepiop^q in
the Roman period.1

Whether or not the tax actually related to pig

ownership or rearing is a moot question. P.Mich.xii 628, an application for
the right to sell and pickle meat, is addressed to the 'superintendents of
the pig-tax1 (JTUT'np'nTai uiicnq), so evidently the tax may have been
somehow related to pig-ownership, at least in the Fayyum. Many analyses
of the nature of the pig-tax have been led astray by the assumption that
native Egyptians never ate pork, following Herodotus ii 47,2 although pigbones w ith marks of butchery are common finds at dynastic sites like Deir
el Medina and Amama.3 It has even been suggested that the tax acted as an
incentive to Egyptian peasant farmers to raise pigs to provide Greek and
Roman temples w ith sacrificial animals.4
At Oxyrhynchus the pig-tax was collected, as here, by the xeipiaxai in
their capacity as assistants to the

TCpaKTopeq a p y u p iK C o v

(iv 734, P.Koln iii

138) or the rcpccKTope^ X,aoYpa<|>i<x<; (xii 1520). It is usually collected along
1 cf. P.Col.1 r.l a-b iv, 5, where d i k t | is among the taxes covered by the phrase 8 io ik t|< ti< ;
A.ao'ypcujacu; x a i a X X m jiepiopcov.
2 eg Wallace, p. 143: 'to the native Egyptians, as to the Jews, the pig was anathem a':
ESAR ii p.229 'the pig was regarded as unclean by the native Egyptians.'
3 Deir el Medina: F.Keimer in BIE 19 (1937), p.149. Amama: I.Shore, Animal Pens at
Amarna in Amama Reports I, ed.B.J.Kemp, pp.48-53.
4 N.Lewis, Life in Egypt under Roman Rule, p.171. See further Wallace, p.145.

with other taxes, generally the poll-tax and dike-tax (eg SB xii 10997, P.Koln
iii 138) and sometimes 5eopo<|>‘oXaKia (iii 574 and P.Ryl.ii 193 from the
Hermopolite nome). The rate of pig-tax varies somewhat at Oxyrhychus,
as Table 2 on page 114 demonstrates.
Our papyrus agrees w ith three papyri in placing the rate at one
drachma five and a half obols, which, as iii 574 indicates, may have
included one obol for 7cpoa5iaYpa<t>6peva. Whether the four first century
papyri which fix the rate at one drachma four and a half obols also
included the supplementary charge, we do not know. Further information
about icpoa5iccypa<|)6peva on the pig-tax Jis given by! J.Shelton, The Extra ?
Charges on Poll-Tax, CE 51 (1976), p. 179 and by Wallace, p.328, w ith his

note on x ii 1436 on pp.488-9. In Table 2 ,1 have adopted his emendation of
481 to 581 dr. in line 25 of this papyrus, since this would then accord w ith a
rate of one drachma four and a half obols, w ith supplementary charge of
one obol, paid by 332 individuals.
Receipts for micfj are often dated in the summer months as people
discharged their last payments towards the end of the tax year. Our receipt,
dated Mesore 22, is in the last fortnight of the fiscal year. P.Mich.x 594, an
account of poll-, pig-, and dike-tax arrears of 45-51, shows that while the
number of poll-tax defaulters dropped from about 635 to 70, people seemed
less anxious to pay off their pig-tax debts: defaulters numbered about 581 in
46-7, only dropped by about 70 the next year, and were still probably over
200 in 48-9.
A ll pig-tax receipts from Oxyrhynchus so far published are given in
Table 2: the closest parallel to ours is iv 733. Those from other nomes are
listed in Wallace, p.422, note 43. To these should be added BGU xv 2533
and 2535, both from the Arsinoite nome at a rate of 1 d r.l obol plus 4
chalki for 7cpoa5ia7pa<|)6peva, and possibly BGU xv 2537.

TA B LE 2: PIG TA X RATES IN TH E O X Y R H Y N C H IT E N O M E
Date

Rate Annually
Per Adult

ii 3115

22/3

2 dr. 1.5 obols

7

June

ii

288

22/5

2 dr. 1.5 obols

7

Jun.-Jul.

ii

3135

47

1 dr. 4.5 obols

7

October

w
o
00

Supplement

Text

50

1 dr. 4.5 obols

?

M ay

65-83

1 dr. 4.5 obols

7

M ay

1 dr. 4.5 obols

7

Nov-Dee

ii

289

x lix

3465v6

Payment
Month

;

P.Oxy.
Hels 12
x ii 1520

99

1 dr. 4.5 obols

7

A p ril

102

1 dr. 4 obols

7

M ay

iv

147

1 dr. 5.5 obols

7

M ay

153-6
133-54

1 dr. 4.5 obols (?)
?

1 obol (?)
?

Dec-Feb
7

x ii
x ii

733
1436
1518

P.Koln iii
138
iii 574

163-5

1 dr. 5.5 obols

7

Dec.

ii

1 dr. 5.5 obols

1 obol

7

x ii

i i/ i i i

?

7

7

xxiv
2414

ii/iii

?

7

7

x liii
3107

238

7

7

June

1516

5 ii 311 = SB x 10223; ii 313 = SB x 10242; ii 308 = SB x 10243
6 = P.Oxy.Inv.3B 26 H(b)(38-39)a , no 23 in J.Whitehome’s thesis, London, 1977, who dated
it to probably after 96.

1

ip (exouq) !Avxcovlvou Kaioapoq

2

Tot) icupiou Meao(pri) kP. Aieypa(\ye)

3

Si(a)*IepaK(oq) (xeiptaxob) x>\\a\q ip (exouq) pu|i(ri<;)
\epaK i(o'o)
• •

4

’A 7toX() [;A]7coXXo5c6p(o\)) 8 i|x) E u 5a i|io vi5 ( )
(Spaxpri) a (tcevxcdPoXov) (r]picope^iov)

5

1 peo° pap.

[(YivexaiXSpaxpri)] a (rcevxcopokov) (fjiiicoPeXiov)

8ieypa pap.

3- % PaP4. Arcoxpap.

IepaKpap.

pu^iepaic1 pap.

Translation
12th year of A nto ninu s Caesar the Lord, Mesore 22. A pol( ) son of
Apollodorus has paid through the agency of Eudaimonides (?), through
the tax-collector Hierax on account of pig-tax fo r the 12th year in the street
of Hieracion,

1 drachma 5 and one-half obols, total 1 drachma 5 and one-

ha lf obols.

Commentary
2. 5ieypa(\jfe): for the resolution of this abbreviation w ith the aorist, see
C.Preaux, L'emploi du temps de Siaypatpco, CE 30 (1955), p.381, where she
noted that rcpaicxopeq and their assistants always used Sieypaye w hen
issuing receipts, whereas bank-issued receipts always employ the perfect.
The difference between receipts issued by banks and those by cheiristai is
discussed by V.Schuman in Issuance of Tax Receipts in Roman Egypt, CE
38 (1963), pp.306-14.

3. pu|i(T|<;) cIepocKi(oi)): the suprascript |i is written at a 45° angle w ith its
final descender carried down straight and ligatured to the i. The scribe did
not raise his pen and joined the iota to the large cursive epsilon, so that
the resultant configuration is shaped rather like a large W .
This street was previously only known from i 55, 10 (283). Rink,
p.24, is perhaps right to suggest that it refers to a hawk-shrine rather than a
personal name.
4. ’AtcoX( ) ’A 7toM.o5 cop(oD): the reading of this group is complicated by the
long iota of ulicfiq, which extends a considerable way below the line and
seems to curve to the left at the bottom, like the suprascript i of IepocKi-in
line 3, thus making w hat I have taken as the first X resemble a 5. The
scribe then lifted up his pen to w rite the next X, perhaps to take account of
the long i , but gave the letter a much longer descender which has also
partly

merged w ith the extended i, so that the whole letter group looks

more like a large capital M .
Tax payments were often made by third parties: compare, for
example, P.M ert.ii 61, a final tax payment in Mesore on behalf of another
person to complete their tax contributions for the year. The name of the
intermediary is either an oblique case of the female name Eudaimonis (in
which case this would be an unusual example of a woman acting as gobetween), or more probably the rare man's name Eudamonides.
5. The tip of the diagonal y iv e x a i abbreviation, running left to right, is just
visible. The scribe must have w ritten it very large, or there was something
else between the abbreviations for y iv e x a i and
(x p yC u p io u )?

8 p a x p r |:

perhaps

apy

for

14.SIT0L0GUS RECEIPT

SITOLOGUS RECEIPT

P.Oxy .Inv. [44]5B.61 (l-4)a

178/9
14.Sitologus Receipt
(12.6 x 13.3 cm.)

A receipt for a payment through the sitologi of fifty artabas of wheat,
following the format standard in the Oxyrhynchite nome: for bibliography
and discussion, see xxxi 2588-91 introd., noting in particular iii 518, 614, 615
and 618, all from the same year as this example. Another receipt since
published is SB xii 11025 of 201. A more detailed analysis of these
documents may be found in Preisigke's Girowesen

im

griechischen

Agypten, pp.110 and 119. The sitologi of Talao are attested at P.Koln iii 137

(8 8 ) and probably at iii 514 (190/191). O ther documents concerning
payments in w heat from

this village in the Roman period

are

P.Mich.Inv.69 in ZPE 28 (1978) pp.255-58 (31/32); xiil529, xvii 2140 and xxii
2346 (all iii AD).
The first hand is a rather flat cursive, betraying no unusual features
and characteristic of the period: cf. iii 613, dated to the same year. The hand
of the second scribe is less fluid and more angular, without ligatures.
The document was folded in half horizontally and then into three
vertically. It is complete, though somewhat damaged along the fold lines,
and the back is blank.

1

Mepexprjiai ets^ to 8'n|io[ciov] [[.]] 7iopot)

2

TEvripaToq to\) eveax5)[T]o<; e w e a -

3

KoaSeKaxoo exo<o(<;) A\)prj[Xio]\) Avxcovivo'o
•

4

r a i A o'ukio 'o AipTiXioo Kopp[o]5[o]<
o
•
• [xS)]v• [K\)p]icov

5

5ia aix(oX6ycov) Kaxco xo(7tap%iaq) TaXacb T [....]<; Io o -

6

Xto<; Aioyevriq jropot) apxdpac; rcev•• •• • • •

7

xnKovxa yi(vovxai) Tcopoo apxdpa q 7cevxr|-

8

Kovxa. OiX.[d]5[e]X<|)oq [...] o[s]cyiip(eicop.ai) xaq too
•

9

rcopoo dpxapag 7ievxriKovxa yi(vovxai) (apxapai) v.
»• « •

10

(m.2)*Q[...... ]xo<; [ae]aripeico|iai [x]a<; too 7rupoo

11

a[pxapa<;] TcevxfiKovxa yi(vovxai) (apxapai) v

4-5. louXioc p*p.
5, a i - pap., xo-- pap.

8. aeorj^ pap.

Translation
T .Iulius Diogenes has had measured to him into the public granary from
the wheat crop of the present nineteenth year of A urelius A ntoninus and
Lucius A urelius Commodus the lords, through the sitologi of Talao in the
Lower toparchy, fifty artabas of wheat, to ta llin g 50 artabas. I, Philadelphus,
have certified the fifty artabas of wheat, totalling 50 artabas.
(Second hand) I, H o
totalling 50 artabas.

os [ ], have certified the fifty artabas of wheat,

1

.There is apparently a small erasure before the n of irupou which does not

seem to be the right shape for the v of Sqpoaiov.
3.The -voo of Avxcovwou is very compressed into a small space at the end
of the line.
5.T[ipepio]q is the most obvious restoration, and there seems to be just
sufficient room for it. Tiberii Iu lii are not uncommon at the end of the
second century: see P.J.Sijpesteijn, The Fam ily of the Tiberii Iu lii Theories,
p.6 : Foraboschi, p.317. The use of the tria nomina does not necessarily
indicate full Roman citizenship at this date: see I.Biezunska-Malowist, La
p ro p rittt fondere dans VEgypte romaine in Probl&mes de la terre en Gr&ce

andenne, ed. M .I.Finley, pp.254-255.
The nominative is unusual, though not incorrect if T.Iulius Diogenes is
taken as the subject of the middle perfect peiiexpTiTai. From the parallels
one expects the name in the dative, perhaps followed by Oepocxoq or iv
Olpaxi. A more usual pattern for these receipts is demonstrated by iii 517,
9-13: first the name of the recipient in the dative, then ano 0epaxo<; w ith
the names of the donors in the genitive.
8

. There is a gap which would accommodate about three letters after the

final sigma of OiXdSeX^oq and the initial sigma of the next word. Possibly
aix(oXdyo^) or some more schematic abbreviation should be supplied.
10. I have been unable to find any name of sufficient length beginning
w ith omega and ending in -yo<; or -xoq to suggest a suitable restoration
here. There is just adequate space for^Q[poq oixoXojyoq, or perhaps'QpoQ
and an appropriate patronym such as’ApoTxoq would fit.

15.F0RMULA FOR AN UNDERTAKING
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P .0xy.Inv.48.4B (?)

P.Oxy.Inv.48.4B

between 200-203
15.Formula for an undertaking
(9.5 x 6.4 cm.)

This little papyrus bears a formula for an undertaking to be present in
court, or vadimonium. The text is very abbreviated, with the names of the
parties, the reason for the litigation and the date formula merely being
indicated by x’ for in;, i.e., 'fill in the relevant information.' The name of
the praefect, however, is included and provides a useful means of dating
the text fairly accurately. The fluent, cursive hand perhaps shows that this
chit emanated from the office of the strategus: a member of his staff could
have prepared this formula to show the correct format to the person
undertaking to appear, who would then have filled in the details on a fair
copy.
These vadimonia represent an intermediate stage in proceedings, after
the delivery of therufwyytAu or litis denuntiatio to the strategus, requiring
him to serve a summons, and before the actual appearance of the parties
in the praefectorial court. On the receipt of the initial summons, the
litigants would sometimes send a vadim onium to the strategus. An
interesting light is shed on the reality of these proceedings by xxxi 2597, a
letter to Heraclas from Cephalion, who was representing Heradas'
interests at the praefects court while awaiting a decision on his own case. It
vividly describes the ceaseless cross-petitioning between the litigants and
the frustrations of waiting around the praefect’s office for one's case to be
called: ou Kajivei 5e oou o avxibiKoq £vT\)v%av(Dv, ouS'eyd)

utcotuvxcxvcov,

©axe <5tKo\)oai pe,,7tpoGKapx£p£i xrj xa^ei, xa i oxav avayopeuO'nq, urcoxev^e"
(11.7-10). A fu ll discussion of all the legal processes concerned w ith
summonses to the praefect's court is given in Taubenschlag2 pp.499-501.
Examples

of v a d i m o n i a

on papyrus other than those cited in

Taubenschlag's note 23, p.500, are x 1258 (45); P.Mich.ix 533 (137); P.Lips. 5253; xii 1456 (284-6). Other formulae for different types of legal document
may be found at xxxiii 2677, x lii 3075, x lix 3478 and SB vi 9226.

1

x(iq) izpoq o ETceScoKEV aoi pi(3X.(iov) x(xq) rcep\

2

xoo jcapai'oxelv pe rrj 8kxyvcog£i
C

3

TEivopevrj em xoi) Xapfrpoxaxou) ^ 7Ep(ovo<;) Manao'i)

4

Aaixox) opvixo \x(iq) x(iq)/icapeaeo0ai Kai

5

TtpoaKapxeprjaeiv ajcpi 5iaXa(3r| o 8 ia • • •

6

orjpoxaxoq i^Tepcbv

7

eltiv

1 x 'p a p .

*o pap.

3

1. TEVopevTi

4

x f x> pap.

t|te^

^

evoxoq

xw f)pKCD.

pip^pap.
pap.

Translation

To X. W ith reference to the petition which X presented to you , concerning
my appearance at the tria l taking place in fro n t o f the most illu s trio u s
praefect Maecius Laetusf I swear by Emperors X and Y to be present and
attend in court u n til the most excellent praefect makes judgem ent , or I
shall be liable to the penalties o f the oath.

Com m entary
1. x9 must be expanded to x(n;). W e should norm ally expect the names of
the strategus to whom the document was addressed and of the appellant
in the form xivt rcapa xwoq, as in P.Mich.ix 533.
^o - the occurence of rough breathings in docum entary pap yri is
discussed by F.H oogendijk and P.van M innen in D re i

Kaiserbriefe

Gordians III , Tyche 2 (1987), pp.51-2, who list only 20 papyri w ith instances

of them.
2. The term SiaYVCoaiq probably refers to the conventus of the praefect: see
the note on xxxi 2597, 1.11 ff. It took the form of a prelim inary juridical
investigation by the praefect or a subordinate officer appointed by him, as
in ix 1195.
3. Q.Maecius Laetus - see ZPE 17 (1975) p.304 and the additions to this list at
l i 3601 for the attestations of this praefect. H e was in office between
approximately M ay 200 and February 203.
As J.Rea points out in x lv ii 3340 1.10 n., the praefect was often
honorifically called A.ap,7cp6xaxo<; in Egypt, though strictly speaking his
title was 8iacrn|i6xaxo<; ( = p e rfe c tis s im u s ) which appears correctly in
lines 5-6 of this text. This is an early datable instance of the use of this title,
which had not come into common usage by the beginning of the third
century. The only other examples of 5 ia a rip 6 x a io q as a praefectorial title
which definitely antedate 200-203 are i i 237, 34 of 186 and P.Harris ii 197,
15, probably from

169 but in any case definitely before the end of the

second century. On this title in general, see O .H ornickel, Ehren und
Rangprddikate in den Papyrusurkunden, (Diss. Giessen, 1930), pp.10 and

23.
4. The joint Emperors during the praefecture of Maecius Laetus were
Septimius Severus w ith Caracalla and Geta. This m ight explain the
duplication of the xiq abbreviation, to indicate that a double titu lary
needed to be inserted at this point. Other resolutions of the abbreviation x *
here, such as (xr|v) x(ux'nv) x(ivcov), are unlikely. See v iii 1113 of 203 for an
example of the kind of titles that m ight have been inserted in the actual
document for which this was the formula.

5. For the formula mpeceoGai Kai rcpoaicapxepfiaeiv, see P.Fouad 22,2,12,
also an undertaking to be present, and compare P.M il.Vogl.i 25, 19-22.
TcpoaKapxepTiacoai xa> xou auxou fnEpbvoq pf^axi (cf.xxxviii 2852,34) or the
like is more usual at this point.

16.TWIN ORDERS TO ARREST
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P.Oxy.Inv.4 (B5/5)a

late ii - mid iii AD
16.Tw in Orders to Arrest
(26 x 5 cm.)

On the same strip of papyrus, two orders to arrest named individuals at
villages in the Lower toparchy of the Oxyrhynchite nome. Other than
obvious grammatical errors, the orders show no departures from the
usual Oxyrhynchite formula - see Ursula Hagedom's study Das Formular
der Uberstellungsbefehle im romischen Agypten, BASP 16 (1979), p.63.

However, it is very unusual to find two orders w ritten on one piece of
papyrus. The only other published example of this is P.Harris ii 196 a + b,
which the editor considers to be draught orders, since one is incomplete
and both show many corrections. I am inclined to think that the papyrus
here presents us w ith two de facto orders. It seems likely that such chits
were often written in pairs on odd scraps of papyrus lying around in the
strategus' office: cf xxxi 2574, where the tails of three final letters from
another document (perhaps a similar order) can be seen at the left hand
margin. Thus our text could be a complete example of this administrative
practice, where for some reason the two orders were not separated.
Perhaps they were copies, which never left the office of the strategus in
Oxyrhynchus, since ix

1212

suggests that once despatched, the orders to

arrest remained in the files of the local archephodus rather than being sent
back with the prisoner. On the other hand, at the time of w riting it may
not have been intended to separate the orders at all. The villages of
Tychinphagon and Tacona were probably contiguous (cf.xiv 1659, 109-110,
114-115: x 1285, 129-130) and therefore could conceivably have shared the
same archephodus. x liii 3130, where the archephodus of Taampetei is
ordered to arrest tw o individuals from Sepho, suggests that the
jurisdiction of the archephodus extended to smaller places w ithin a
reasonable distance of his base. It is also worth noting that Paneuei and
Syron, the two places where the miscreants in P.Harris ii 196 are to be
arrested, were also probably very near each other (x 1285, 74-75; xxiv 2422,
8-9), and Paneuei is described as an e t c o ik io v , or smaller settlement, which
could have shared an archephodus with a nearby

kgo{xt].

However, P.Mich.

vi 421 indicates that in the Arsinoite nome, the archephodus' power to
arrest people was restricted once he left a certain area.

For discussions of orders to arrest, see P.Mich. x 589-591 introd., and
Ursula Hagedorn's study, op.cit. An up-to-date list is given by Adam
Biilow-Jacobsen in ZPE

66

(1986) pp.95-98, to which should be added

P.Prag.i 12-13, P.Lond.iii 174 descr.(see ZPE 72 (1988) p.73) and the three
Oxyrhynchite examples edited by T.Gagos (P.Oxy., forthcoming). Currently,
P.Pruneti is preparing a corpus of these orders in the Corpora Papyrorum
Graecarum series.
Although this class of document does tend to have more or less
defined dimensions (see H .C .Youtie in TA PA 91 (1960) p.254), size
considerations seem less relevant here since two orders are written on one
strip of papyrus. However, it should be noted that if it was originally
intended to separate the two orders by cutting the document in half, the
individual orders would have been w ithin the standard size range.
The w riting goes across the fibres, as is the normal practice in the
Oxyrhynchite nome (see P.M ich.x 589 introd.) - it was probably a
precaution against false additions, like the rows of crosses often found at
the bottom of orders to arrest. On the back, w ith the w riting going along
the fibres, are twenty-one lines of a register (?) w ritten in two hands
datable to the mid-second century. They are too rubbed and damaged to
transcribe and only one complete word, KcopoYpa|i|iaTE'u<^ can be read. The
archephodus is attested from 190 in the Oxyrhynchite nome, so the
interval between the w riting of the first document and its reuse probably
would have been in the region of 25-50 years, w ithin the perameters
suggested by E.G.Turner in Recto and Verso, JEA 40 (1954), p.106. The
scribe of the orders had a clumsy, irregular hand, datable to the late second
or early third century AD, and bearing a strong similarity to x liii 3130.

132
b

a
1

’Apxe<(>65coi TaKova.

’Apxe({)o5coi T\)vxiv<))aycov.

2

[7ie|i]\|/ov Ke(j>cx^ov

7T£|i\|/ov

3

ovriXarnv evxuxovxoq

Eppfjxoq bvx'uxovxoq E a p a -

4

Zapamcovi evapxco e^riyrixf|
t
V

7acovi evapxco £^T|yr|TQ

Kekaou koci *Eppou

Translation
a. To the archephodus of Takona. Send Cephalusf

~ .

donkey-

driver, on the petition of Sarapion, the current exegetes.
souof Hermes*
b. To the archephodus of Tychinphagon. Send Celaus and H e rm e s^n the
petition of Sarapion, the current exegetes.

Commentary

la . Another order to arrest sent to the archephodus of Takona is PIFAO 1,4
= SB xiv 12313. The archephodus is attested in the Oxyrhynchite nome
from 190 onwards (see xxxi 2572-2576 introd) and ceases to be the recipient
of orders to arrest during the reign of Philippus Arabs (see x lii 3035 of 256,
where the recipient is the comarch), probably as part of that emperor’s
reforms in the police machinery.
lb . Tuvxiv^aycov:

v seems more likely than y, which is also possible

palaeographically. N either spelling for the name of this village is
previously attested, the most usual spelling being Tuxiv<|>aycov. There are
three other villages in the Oxyrhynchite nome whose names start w ith the
T u x iv - elem ent: Tuxw kix© ou, Tuxivvekcoxk; and Tuxtv\j/aXpc 6 . It is
tempting to relate this to the Egyptian t3- *nhi-n

’the necropolis of...’

followed by a proper name. Tynchinphagon could be accommodated in
this theory as meaning ’the necropolis of Pagonis1 (t3 - (n h t-n-p3-w n : cf
P.Ryl.iii 445 and Ranke, p. 106, no.7). However, it is difficult to see after
whom the other necropoleis might be named, and it is surprising to find

necropoleis named after individuals rather than deities or topographical
features.
2b.Celaus or Celaion are not to be found in Preisigke NB or Foraboschi.
O.Mich.335 (iii AD) has Celas. The genitive is puzzling, especially when
the scribe used the correct accusative in the other order. I can think of no
other explanation for its presence here other than scribal confusion, since
the scribe evidently has some difficulty w ith Greek case endings: see note
on line 3 below.
It is not unusual for two or more persons to be named on orders to
arrest: P.Mich. x 590 has six.
4a, 3-4b.£apa7ncovi evapxco e^rjyriTr|: apparently another instance of this
scribe's lack of fam iliarity w ith Greek, I have only been able to find this
meaning of kvxuxovToq w ith the genitive, so we should read Lapajiicovoq
evapxou e^riyriTOU in both orders. Exegetai w ith this name are attested (eg

at x v ii 2142, xlv i 3289), but the name is so common that it is impossible to
make any identification.
Sb/Eppiycog is a fairly usual variant genitive form for'Eppou, attested all
over Egypt from the first century A D (xxxvi 2786) to the seventh (P.Ness.iii
90, recto I, 33), though it is surprising to find both forms of the genitive
used at the same time.
It seems that the profession of the accuser is only mentioned on
these orders if he held some kind of public office: cf i 65: P.Fay.37, 2
(bouleutes): PSI xv fasc.ii 1537 (probably a basilicogrammateus) and xxxi
2575 (perhaps the collector of the dyers'-tax).

III. DOCUMENTARY TEXTS
(d) CORRESPONDENCE

17.LETTER TO A STRATEGUS
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P.Oxy.Inv.[47]5B.43/F (1-3) a

m id ii A D

17.Letter to a Strategus
(12 x 23 cm.)
This papyrus, virtually complete apart from the right edge which has
lost 2-4 letters per line, is w ritten in a pleasing sem i-literary hand, rather
rounded and w ith some ligatures: iii 466 and PSI v 446 (= Norsa ii,
Tav.xv), both quasi-bookhands of the mid-second century A D , may be
validly compared. On the left m argin a fcollesis is clearly visible*
The back carries the address.
The content is interesting. Heraclides, a subordinate official, writes to
the previously unknown strategus Claudius Diogenes about a problem in
the shipping of corn: the letter is dated Payni 16, early June, when the
harvest was at its height and all resources were being m obilized towards
collecting the grain, transporting it from granary to harbour, and loading it
onto the boats bound for Alexandria. The harvest was a trying time for
officials, x v iii 2182 and P.Tebt.ii 703, 70-871 evoke the febrile activity that
must have gone on in rural areas and docks every harvest time. BGU iv
802 shows that 267,897 artabas of wheat were shipped from Ptolemais
Hormos during Payni and the first three weeks of Epeiph, not to mention
large quantities of barley and beans. Perhaps the concomitant stress of this
season on the responsible officials underlies the deferential yet anxious
tone of this letter. Here, Heraclides was apparently unable to transport as
much as anticipated. The barge of one captain did not arrive, and another
barge was loaded w ith only 742 artabas of a 6362-artaba cargo.
There are other letters to strategi from subordinate officials inform ing
them of problems at various stages of the corn-transporting operations,
such as i 62 + 63, P.G iess.ll and P.G renf.ii 46 a. These ad hoc letters in
response to specific hitches must be considered apart from official receipts
for freight charges2 and the receipts made out by captains acknowledging
that specific amounts of com had been laded . 3 These receipts were made
out in triplicate, tw o going to the sitologi and one to the strategus.
Heracleides, the w riter of this letter, is more likely to be a sitologus than a

1 A Ptolemaic circular from a dioecetes to the local oeconomi
2 eg PSI ix 1048, xxiv 2415
3 eg x 1259-1260 and xvii2125.

harbour official or nauderus. xxxvi 2769, 16-17 tells us that sitologi had to
submit regular reports of their activities to the strategus, and these may
have been as frequent as daily during the harvest season. 4 P.Fouad 223 in
JJP 4 (1950) p.289 is an example of a formal report. The only official who
would have had any reason to tell the strategus about delays or shortfalls
in the amount of com shipped would be a sitologus, who would want to
protect himself against accusations of fraud. As we know from several
p a p y ri, 5 the sitologi were personally responsible for any deficiency or
adulteration of the grain whose lading they had supplied. The tone of this
letter and in particular the unusual apostrophe (see note on line

2

below)

point to a subordinate addressing a superior on a matter of some urgency.
Finally, mention should be made of P.Grenf.ii 46a, a letter to a strategus
from a procurator of Neapolis (?), which could w ell be a reply to a letter
explaining a similar hitch in operations.
A list of literature on the matter of corn-transportation is given by
A.Swiderek in Eos lviii, dted below, to which one should add J.Frosen's
article Le transport du hie et le role des

ekxkXooi

(Arctos xii (1978), pp.5-

17). A useful survey is given by A.Meyer-Term eer in Die H aftu ng der
Schiffer in griechischer und romischer Zeit, and her list of papyri on

pp.269-77 covers most of the documents relevant to the corn supply and
epPo^ri.

4 see P.Flor.317, 6 and introd, but cf.A.Calderini, O H Z A Y P O I, p.7.
5 iv 708, xii 1447, SB xii 11082, and P.Berol.inv.1419, published by A.Swiderek in Eos lviii
(1969), p.63.
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1

'HpaKXeiSrjq Aio [tevsi]
•
•

2

[xjciji 5ea7C0TT|i %aipeiv.
•
• t•

3

to 7cA,oTov ndcTio'o NiKoaTpaxotu]

4

aTteaxev tov yopov (ipxapaq) H tc
••
•

5

Kai to

6

aycoynq (btpTapcov) Zt ^P, q5rj eve-

7

p6c^£T0 (apxapag) 'Fp.p. xa[q\
•
•

8

Xouxaq a7co tt|<; { tt)<^}
•

9

paGpac; teGevkocjiev.

10

elq 5e to akXo kX oi[ov]
•

11

’AXe^avSpou *AXe^av8[pOT)]

12

evepaXovTO ano t [ti<^]

13

ekGeq

14

SappaGcoi to £v £<o t c )[<;]

15

rjpxai elq Griaaupov.

16
17

(&pTapaq) Aa. tcoi 5e

eppcboGai oe euxoptai]

r ia w i i f

Address: [KAJauSicot Ai0 7 £v[ei] OTparnyoh
12 .1 . fevepaAAovxo ?

©eopi^ofo]

1 3 .1 . e%0e<;

Translation
Heracleides to his master Diogenes , greetings. The boat of Papus son of
N icostratus received the cargo of 8080 artabas , and

they

have already

loaded that of Alexas son of Theophilus w ith 742 artabas of a cargo of 6362
artabas: we have stored the remainder on the quay. In to the other ship of
Alexander son of Alexander was loaded 1200 artabas, since yesterday: the
present (amount pending) fo r Sambathos has been lifted up

in to the

granary. I pray fo r your health. Payni 16.

Address: To the strategus Claudius Diogenes
Commentary
2. I have been unable to find any other instance of a strategus being
addressed as

8 6 0 7 1 6 x11 q.

N aturally, any subordinate can call his superior

this: the term is fairly common in later private business letters- cf P.Mich
xi 624, P.Abbineus passim. A t this date, it is also the standard form of
address from slave to master (iii 472). The most usual way of addressing
the strategus is merely to use the name in the dative, though from time to
time variations such as x6 ) xipicoxaxco (v i 931) or Kupico poo oxpaxriY©
(P.Mich xi 622) are employed. As an epistolary apostrophe to officials, the
only time that SearcoxTiq is regularly used is at the beginning of petitions to
the praefect. Here, the use of the term must im ply considerable deference:
see xlv 3243, note 5, and one should also note ii 244 where a slave, perhaps
the most likely person of all to adddress the strategus as SecfTto'xriq, does not
use the term when petitioning him. Perhaps Heracleides was particularly
anxious to keep on good terms w ith Diogenes because of the hiatus in
lading operations. Another explanation could be that Heracleides writes to
Diogenes w ith regard to private business, which would make the term
easier to understand, but the large amounts of com shipped and the use of
the verb ejipa^Aeiv (see note on line 6 ) make this improbable.
The amounts of grain are large, but not unparalleled: cf xxxiii 2670 (6193
artabas in one ship) P.Warren 5 and P.Princ.ii 26. In P.G iess.ll, there seem
to be 8 boats each with a capacity of 1 0 , 0 0 0 artabas.
6

. evepbtXexo - efipocMxiv is the usual term for the official transportation of

grain up-country to Alexandria: see Meyer-Termeer, op.cit., pp.77-78.

7-8. xaq Xoinac, - the 5,620 artabas which were not loaded aboard Alexas'
barge, perhaps because it was already overburdened, xxiv 2415,50-59 shows
that the boats carrying corn-shipments were frequently significantly
overloaded.
TTjq {rn<;} - dittography.
9. paOpa is a rare word which appears to be completely new anywhere in
this sense. LSJ sv PaOpa gives it as equivalent to o P<x0|id<; in its sense of
’stairs, steps' but I have not been able to find any parallel for the meaning
of ’stepped area, quay' which it seems to mean in this context.
12. evepaXovTO (aorist m iddle) may be right: 'they loaded for themselves
1200 artabas:' but the passive makes better sense.
13. £K0e<; = ex0e<;. For the interchange of aspirated stops and examples of

£K0e<; for e%0£<;, see Gignac i, p.88.
14.

to

eve<o>xb<; seems the only possible supplement since we seem to

require a noun in apposition to and xr\q EK0eq. The situation seems to be
that Sambathus' boat did not arrive and the cargo awaiting him was stored
in a granary because there was no other boat to transport it.
15. Tjpxai -

the verb implies moving the cargo up from the quay to the

granary: cf Menander fr.273 ed.Edmonds xpajce^ac; aipexe meaning 'to
clear a table,' ie to lift up and remove the dishes.
Back: Claudius Diogenes does not appear in G.Bastianini & J.Whitehorne,
The Strategi and Royal Scribes of Roman Egypt, Pap.Flor.xv., 1987.
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late iii AD

18 Letter of Ophis to Andronicus and Theon
(8.7 x 22 cm)
A somewhat reproachful business letter, w ritten in bad Greek,
concerning the non-arrival of some uncertain item and the dilatoriness of
the recipients in replying. Ophis had been making enquiries about the
price of a slave girl on behalf of Andronicus and Theon, but they had
apparently ignored his letters and not despatched the thing they had
promised, for which Ophis had been waiting three months. The syntax is
confused in several passages, but the general purpose of the letter is clear
enough.
The hand is a fluent, rounded cursive, datable to the late third century.
PSI v 472 of 295 is comparable, though it is generally a little tighter and
w ritten w ith a blunter pen. A date for this letter at around this period
might be corroborated by the oil prices in the final sentence. The letter is
complete, fillin g the entire sheet of papyrus; the final salutation was
w ritten in the left-hand margin, apparently by the same scribe. The back
bears the address. The name of the recipient is separated in the m iddle by a
blank stretch of papyrus, indicating that the letter must have been folded
up

into

a

sm all

package

before

the

address

was

w ritte n .

UTTER.OFOTRISTOApOICUSAEJ>TKM
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1

,Av8 poviyicG) Kai 0ecovi
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2

t

*

vQ<})i<; rcoMa xaipeiv.
«

3

•

» t

«

anE.Gx\Xa exepa yp[dp]•

•

•

•

4

paxa 8ia xo\) ouoii X -

5

Xxx evEKEv xriq x[i]~

6

pfiq xfjq Opercxiiq

7

7iapr|v Ka[i] X3im[v]dq

8

’Apcovivoq ^xei [plv-

9

avxri<;fiXiKux<;'n(;

10

eutaxe. eX[e]ysv ei
•

•

•

•

11

pt| SeKa o\) SiSco-

12

pi. x\ poo>x[G]xe e-

13

TcioxiXaxNeVpoi 8ia

14

xaxo'oq. ypa(j)i[q]

15

0X1 7CEJI71COGOl (JKOC—

16

iSiov. xa pexpi too•

• •

»

•

•

17

xoo ox>8ev poi e-

18

7l£|XVj»CC<;. GOl TlCCpCC

19

mvxac; ox>k

20

crac;. ax; [[t|]] a n p ip o v

e la x o i-

21

TlSri T p ip riv o q . e i

22

x i 0eX,iq

23

7iap” e |io \ e r c ^ a v a y p a -

24

<|)T| e m G x iX [o ]v

25

X a S io v

&)vr]Gao9e

. xo e -

noXkox) eyE•

•

•

kcoj/cxkiov

26

vexo xo

27

(8 p a x p x o v ) d k xo K a 8 io v (5pa% jiG>v)

Bco

W ritten in left hand margin:
honaoe xoix; rificov mvxaq Kotx'ovofia. epcoao. A0np

k5

Address: a 7c(o8 o^) ;Av5p (vac) oviyicco
u
3.1. a 7ieoxeiXa

4 1. inoo, ouou pap.

12. l.el ponX£G0e

12-13.1. fcrciGxei^axe

16 l.aKiaSeiov ?

18.1. cru

22 1.0&ei<; <5)vnGao0ai

7 1 *A7i 7navo<; 8 . l/Appcovivoc;
14 1. ypdE^en;

19-20.1. ioxugok ;

24.1. £7tiGxeita)v

M argin 1. aam ^e or ao7Eaoai, eppcoGO. Address (and 1) 1. 'AvSpovnccp

Translation
Ophis to Andronicus and Theon, many greetings. I have sent other letters
through A la 's son concerning the price of the slave g irl, and

(that)

Appianus was after her. (?) Am m oninus has one of the age which you
mention. He said, ' I f you do not (give me) ten (talents), then I don't sell.'
I f you want (her), w rite to me quickly.
a sun-hat (? )'

Up to now,

You wrote saying 'I am sending you

you have sent me nothing. As fo r you,

compared to everyone else, you're incapable I

Up to today, it has already

been three months. I f you want to buy anything from me from the lis t (?),
write.

The oil has gone up in price: 420 drachmae fo r a capsacium and

2800 drachmae, fo r a cadus. Greet all our friends by name. Farewell. H athyr
24.

Address: Deliver to Andronicus.

Commentary
4. Ala is an unusual name, but nonetheless it has a long chronological
span in the papyri, from SB iv 6796 (iii BC) to xvi 1883 ( 504).
7.rcapTiv or nap' T]v? The latter might be a colloquialism, though I have
not been able to parallel it elsewhere.
10-12. I have assumed that the object of the entire sentence, the slave girl,
has been omitted throughout.
Ten talents would perhaps be on the low side for an adult slave towards
the end of the third century: see P.Lips.5 of 293 where 15 silver talents were
paid for a 20-year-old slave girl, and ix 1205 of 291 where a 40-year-old
slave and her two young sons were manumitted for 14 talents. Because of
its primary meaning of foster-child, OpETcrn maybe connotes a child or pre
adolescent slave (eg ii 298, x lv iii 3421), though the Opercxoq of Abinneus in
P.Abinn.53 (342) is certainly an adult, and the diminutive 0p£7ixapiov is
found (P.Lond. v 1708, 248 and ii 248). In his review of the term 0p£7tTO<; in
inscriptions

from

Asia

M in o r

( A n a to lia n

Studies

presented

to

W.H.Buckler, p.52), A.Cameron suggested that BpercToq in Asia M inor

meant more or less the same as olicoyEVTiq in Egypt. The fact that
Andronicus and Theon had specified an age for the slave would also point
to her being young: maybe they intended to train her in a craft such as
weaving and sell her for profit, or use her as breeding stock to produce
more 0p£7tTOi. In The Age at Time of Sale of Female Slaves (Arethusa 11
(1977) pp.243 ff), K.Bradley saw a correlation between the ages at time of
sale and the highest period of expected female fecundity, and went on to
theorize that reproduction was one of the prime motivations behind the
purchase of female slaves.
Ammoninus is more likely to have been a private individual
speculating than a commercial slave trader: see T.Westermann, Slave
Systems of Greek and Roman A n tiq u ity, p.98. xxxviii 2860 and i 188 are

private letters referring to the purchase of slaves by individuals.
15-16.

gkoci5io v .

The reading is uncertain. Sigma and kappa are clear, but

the next letter could be alpha or omicron, though the ligature more
resembles the-m of Sem in line 11. The first letters of line 16 are doubtful:

the first stroke is rather shorter than the scribe's usual form ation of iota,
but compare the stumpy i of TpipTivoc; in line 21. The next two letters could
be

81

, but do not really look like other examples of the configuration

elsewhere in the text. The scribe seems to have recently dipped his pen in
the inkw ell around the m iddle of line 14, which make the letters at the
beginning of 16 rather thick and dark. I tentatively suggest the reading
GKaiSiov for oiciaSeiov, which can mean either a broad-brim m ed conical
sun-hat like a petasus (see Hesychius sv G oXia), or a parasol. In fact,
Hesychius in another entry glosses

okoTSio v

as O K ia 5 (e )io v , w h ic h

suggests that a variant of the w ord existed much as Ophis wrote it. Both
items are represented on the famous N ilo tic mosaic at Palestrina: see
H .W h iteho use,

The D al Pozzo Copies o f the Palestrina Mosaic

(BAR

Supplementary Series 12), pp.55 and 62.
18-20. I can only make sense of this by assuming that it is a colloquial
expression, perhaps proverbial, loxuco (if this is w hat eibxoioaq is from)
has a w ide range of meanings in the papyri, from ’valid 1 in a legal sense,
to little more than ’to be able to.” Here I understand it in its most basic
sense, "to have power, be successful” (LSJ s.v). rcapa + accusative is used
of comparison, but it generally implies superiority. Perhaps the phrase
means something like "compared w ith everyone else, you’re useless!"
which m ight fit in w ith Ophis’ reproachful tone over Andronicus and
Theon’s shortcomings in replying.
21-24. avaypa<j>Ti is commonly used to mean ’taxation lists', but an
anagraphe

can be nothing more than an inventory or any kind of list: cf

P.Ryl.iv 627, 1 dvaypac()T)

gkedgW,

in this case probably a packing list for

somebody travelling abroad. Perhaps Ophis had sent Andronicus and
Theon a list of items he had for sale: cf. x 1289, a
commodities

list of various

w ith prices. However, it could m erely mean 'at the listed

price,’ i.e., that the oil was an exception to the rest of Ophis' list because its
price had increased.
26-27. In content, this passage closely resembles xx 2273,6 ff: Si£7t£p.\j/GCji.TjV
upeiv KayaKiov eXeou
rcoAAoi) eoxiv reap1 e<o(ilv

fiyopaKGx; 5pax|ia>v e^aicoouov aTcqKoa yap oq
to

eXeov. This is the only other m ention of a

KtsCtjfeklcv; apart from a very doubtful instance in BGU ii 3 8 7 II, 19. The first
editor of xx 2273 translated it as 'cruse' on analogy w ith the Authorized

Version of the Bible's rendition of Sept., 3 Reg.xvii 16

(6

Kayaicriq ton

ekaiou) as 'a cruse of oil.'
The interesting information that this papyrus offers about oil prices
is difficult to interpret, partly because we do not know the quality of the
oil, and partly because of the considerable local variations that existed in
both standard measures and commodity prices: a localized price rise is
im plied in the letter quoted above, 'I heard that oil has become very
expensive where you are.’ The two most specific references to the
capacities of fjpiK a5ia oil jars are conflicting. P.Wisc.ii 80, 1.86 and 94, an
account of customs charges, shows that ^pncaSia of oil are charged at the
rate of 2 dr. 3 obols, which is half the rate for a metretes, and would thus
have contained 6 choes, or about 17.5 litres. However x v iii 2190, 58-60 says:
eKojuaaneOa xov Koika...cfbv xcbi fipncaSicoi ev oi<; eupopev a v fi /oecov xr\
Kp:

the maximum capacity of a m Siov w ould then have been 44 choes.

U nfortunately, the w riter does not mention whether a liqu id or dry
commodity was in the jar: later on he mentions half-cadus jars of lentils.
The chous was of variable capacity, 1 but if we accept the metrology of i 9 v.i
(iii-iv A D ), 144 cotylae = 12 choes = 1 metretes. Papyri can be found w ith
oil prices to substantiate the kadion having a capacity of either 12 choes or
44 choes. If we take the latter capacity, we get a price of about 63 dr. per
chous, which could be compared w ith P.Baden 26 of 293, where a superior
quality oil cost 56 dr. per chous. If the

kocS i o v

contained 12 choes, we

would get a price of 233 dr. per chous, which w ould compare w ith the
price of the cheapest oil in Diocletian's Price Edict, which is equivalent to
179 dr. per chous. A ll in all, I cannot see how one could choose between
either capacity: but both seem to suggest a date for the letter during the
inflation of the last decade of the third century.
A ll this is further complicated by the fact that when

kocSioc

are

mentioned in the papyri, they seem usually to be small bronze items, 2
sometimes even small enough to contain eye ointment. 3 Although CGL v
568, 22 explains hem icadium as vas olearium, which usage is supported
by the papyri,
A

kcoj/ o c k io v

kocSi o v

must have had a much w ider range of meanings.

must have^exactly six and two thirds the size of a

kocSi o v

.

It

w ould therefore have contained either 6.60 or 1.81 choes, both fairly

1 H.Cockle,in Pottery Manufacture in Roman Egypt, JRS 71 (1981) pp.95-6 dearly
demonstrates the variable capacity of the cotyle vis-a-vis the chous.
2 eg P.Ross.Georg. ii 25, 9; SB v 7987,3; SB vi 9372,21; P.Mich vii 434,12 (trousseau list).
3 P.Mich.viii 508, 20.

substantial jars, which w ould not seem to m erit the translation 'a cruse of
oil,' w hich implies a small measure.
M argin: H athyr 24 = about November 20/21.
Address. 3Av5povvyTcco - for the insertion of nasals before stops, see Gignac
i,p .l!8 .
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iv AD

19-Letter of Pausanias to Silvanus
(11 x 27.6 cm.)
This largely complete papyrus preserves a letter from Pausanias, who may
have been a camel-driver (line 14), to his 'father1 Silvanus. It is written in
a good-sized, rather inexperienced, uncial hand w ith quite a thick pen. The
absence of many cursive features makes it a rather debased example of the
'ecclesiastical' type of script like P.Herm.Rees 5 (= G M A W 70), without, I
think, demonstrating any characteristics of the Coptic uncial: cf G M A W 47,
48. It is difficult to date precisely. P.M ert.ii 93 (iv A D ) is comparable,
though of much more 'literary' appearance: a slightly clumsier version is
the Christian amulet published by F.Maltomini in ZPE 48 (1982), p. 149 and
Tafel I I c, dated by G.Cavallo to the v /v i AD. A ll in all, a date in the fourth
century seems most plausible.
In spite of its good state of preservation, the real import of Pausanias'
letter eludes us, m ainly because his Greek is so erratic. The formulaic
passages (1-6 and 20-37) are more or less correctly written, but the central
portion of the letter w ith the message contains so many mistakes and
ambiguities that it is difficult to work out what he was trying to express.
There seems to have been some confusion in communications between
Pausanias and Silvanus, perhaps because Pausanias was mistaken about
Silvanus' whereabouts (8-13, 10-11, 18). Silvanus' anonymous 'brother'
also figures largely as the subject of some unspecified crisis (7-8 and 19-20)
which Pausanias presumably did not want to make known to the public
letter-w riter, but was known to Silvanus. Perhaps the brother was
avaKexcopriKwq, a fugitive from justice or the tax collector, which would
explain w hy it was inadvisable for him to be seen 'at home, near the
people1 (19-20), and why the nature of the news about him in line 7 is so
eliptically expressed.
The meaning of the entire letter would be easier to grasp if we could be
certain of the exact

meaning of the recurring phrase co5e loco jiEveiv,

especially w ith regard to the location of the letter's protagonists. The
proskynema formula and the possible mention of the village of Niciou

may indicate that Pausanias was in Alexandria: see note on lines 3- 4
below.

The letter was folded in two horizontally, which has resulted in some
damage and fibre distortion in line 19, and then in half vertically. The back
of the papyrus bears an inked design on either side of the address, which
runs along the fibres.
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35 1. xeicvon;, eppcooGai,!}}^ pftf*

Translation
Pausanias

to m y

lord father

Silvanus, very

many greetings.

Before

everything I pray that you flourish and I make obeisance fo r you every day
before our lord Sarapis. When I heard the news about your brother, I
wrote to you again 7 am staying here at home u n til he comes to m e / I
heard that you were at Niciou (?), being lame, (while I was ?) staying here
at home fo r a period of five days after I had received the letter. I brought
the camels (?) on the thirteenth, and I received my letter (from you) since I
stayed here at home because of you, when your brother heard that you had
returned to your house. What is he doing here inside near

the people ?

Greet my dearest mother Apias : my lady mother, do not forget to give me
the little key which I left w ith you. Send my best wishes to your daughter
Allous, and greet your daughter's daughter. Send my very best wishes to
my lady Hagia, greet my brother Carpounius and Dionysius and my sister
Asys and Epagathus and Techosis (?) and her children. I pray fo r your good
health fo r many years and good fortune throughout your life.

Address: Deliver to my father Silvanus from his son Pausanias.

Commentary

3-4. For the geographical significance of the proskynema to Sarapis, see
H.Youtie, Grenfell's G ift to Lumbroso, ICS iii (1978) p.90 = Scriptiunculae i,
pp.36 ff. He gives a fu ll review of previous literature on pp.96-97, and
concludes that Wilcken's theory that letters bearing this proskynema were
w ritten at Alexandria still had to be disproved. However, F.Farid in
Sarapis-Proskynema in the lig h t of SB ii i 6263 (Actes du XVe Congr&s,

pp.142-143), lists three letters w ith Sarapis-prosfcynemafa which seem

definitely not to have come from Alexandria. J.Thomas and A.Bowman
have also made out a case for the non-Alexandrian origin of some
proskynemata to Sarapis in Some Additional Greek Papyri, Bulletin of the

John Rylands Library 61 (1979), p.299.
I find it very difficult to believe that all letters w ith Sarapisproskynemata were written and sent from Alexandria. As Farid, op.cit.,

points out, the Serapeum at Alexandria was not the only one, and people
staying in other places w ith their own shrines to Sarapis could still have
made obeisance to him or his local forms as genius loci. Starting letters
w ith an invocation to the gods reflects Pharaonic epistolary practice. Many
begin w ith a prayer to the ’supreme1 god Amun (or Ptah in Memphite
letters), followed by invocations to the local gods - cf. P.Leiden I 370, 2-3 (=
J.£ern^, Late Ramesside Letters no.5), sent from M iddle Egypt to Western
Thebes, where the form ula is: 'in the favour of Amun-Re King of the
Gods, I every day tell Amun-Re Harakhty, Arsaphes the Great God, Thoth
Lord of Hermopolis and every god and goddess by whom I pass to give you
life, prosperity and health' [M y translation]. Maybe prayers to Sarapis in

Roman period letters should be seen as parallels to this Pharaonic practice
of invoking a national deity irrespective of where the letter was written
and sent from: on this generally, see A.Bakir, Egyptian Epistolography
from the 18th to the 21st Dynasty, p.61.

4. oXoKX'npeiv is less usual than uyiaiveiv in this salutation formula; see
F.X. Exler, The Form of the Ancient Greek Letter, pp.107-9.
9. pevco o5e eaco. This phrase is repeated three more times, in lines 11-12,
16-17 and 19. It must have a stronger meaning than merely ’staying here
inside,’ since Pausanias repeats it so insistently. <b5e has the implication
of ’here at home, in one’s own country’ at Ev.Marc., 6, 3. eaco piveiv has
occured elsewhere in private letters, at P.Oslo iii 161, 18-19 and xiv 1668,
22-23, where it seems to refer to a very similar situation: the praefect had
granted an amnesty, and the recipient of the letter was urged:
ou5e eiq evei. la v ouv GeXeiq, \aeX0e Kaxa^povoW/niiaq Tap

ookexi

oukexi

<|)6po<;

5uvbpe0a

O/T/A lin%l/M4

cu w pLbvui \uiicd j.y -t+ jj*

Pausanias had evidently been waiting for the arrival of Silvanus'
brother, perhaps to offer him refuge, but he had not come, and had in fact
stayed at home, which Pausanias seems to think foolish (line 19-20).
Silvanus had been away from his own home in the meantime (lines 10,

18), but had written to Pausanias about his brother, telling him to expect
him. The whole situation is confused, but it seems possible that Silvanus'
brother should have absconded, but did not.
A letter of 3081 shows that all strangers found in villages away from
their idia

had to be turned over to the fiscus by the praepositus, and a

reward of 20 drachmas was paid. A t this period of economic crisis, running
away was a common enough solution for ones' problems

for it to be

included twice in the series of standard questions in the Oracle Book of
Astrampsychus: see x ii 1477, questions 73, 86 and 89, and the re-edition of
this papyrus by G.M.Browne, The Papyri of the Sortes Astrampsychi.
10-11.

N ik io d :

either sc.

o ik u x v ,

or it could be that this is a toponym. Niciou

is a village west of Alexandria (see Calderini iii sv

N ik io d

2). If this is the

same place, then this could be an instance of a letter w ith a Sarapisproskynema being w ritten at Alexandria.

/
v
14. KCcpriXoDc; seems possible. After the sigma of xoo<;, there are the traces
of a vertical descender and a diagonal cross-stroke which would fit the
writers almost X-shaped

k

quite well. The next letter is all but lost in fibre

distortion. \i could be represented by traces of its bow: as elsewhere, it is
w ritten rather low in the line. This is followed by traces of ink which
could suit the uprights of rj and X.
19-20. lyyix; xcbv av0pco7tcov. Perhaps an idiom 'in front of everybody1? This
sentence eludes me completely.
For aarca^oo as the present imperative, see Mandilaras, section 724.
Several individuals w ith the same names as Pausanias1 friends appear
in xxiv 2421, an account of payments in kind from the early fourth
century. Dionysius, Silvanus and Allous are all common names, but 2421
is the only previous attestation of the name Hagia. It is impossible to tell
whether Pausanias was actually related to any of the people he greets as
relations. The loose employment of the terms of fam ily relationship to
express respect or affection is a common feature of private letters: see eg
lv i 3859 introd.

1 A.Boak & H.Youtie, Flight and Oppression in fourth Century Egypt, in Studi in Onore di
A.Calderini e R.Paribeni ii (1957), p.329.

24.

k Xe i 5io v :

the dim inutive is perhaps not so surprising when one

considers that at this period a key could be a very substantial piece of wood
or metal, even capable of use as a weapon: l i 3644 tells the story of Syra,
who was attacked w ith a large exedra-key. Both large and small keys from
Egypt at this period are illustrated in W .Petrie, Tools and Weapons, plates
lxxv and lxxvi, w ith text on pp.59-60: P.Fay. pl.xvi no.6 shows a small
wooden lock.
31. Carpounius starts off as a deformation of Calpurnius, w ith a typically
Egyptian confusion of l>r, but becomes a name in its own right: see
Foraboschi sv.
Zovioiv = Aiovuoiov: for the phonetic changes here, see Gignac i,
pp.75-6 (interchange of sibillant a and £ at the beginning of words) and
pp.267-8 (interchange between u and i).
33. Epagathus is generally, though not invariably, a slave-name at
Oxyrhynchus: cf v ii 1020, 7; v ii 1035, 4; xxxvi 2777; x liii 3107; x liv 3197; PSI
v 447, 7. Asys is fairly unusual, especially as a woman's name.
34.This woman's name is either ©excooiv, variant of Texcooiq, or’OyxcbcJiv,
w ith y corrected from p: it is unattested in this form, but cf P.Lond. iii 889
(p.22)/O yxaaiq. The latter name presumably derives from Egyptian ' cnh.s
'she lives!,' a theophoric name. Interestingly, the Onchasis in the London
papyrus is given the alias Zois.
Back: uyiou: the insertion of y to represent the vowel glide [j] before a
front vowel anticipates M odem Greek pronounciation: SB v 7600, 13 has
an example of the same phenomenon w ith inoq.
For the inked design surrounding the address, see J.Rea's note on x lv iii
3396, 32. The practice seems to be referred to in a private letter, x lii 3057, 3,
though see note ad loc.

20.LETTER OF THAIS TO HORION

P.Oxy.Inv.l41B.207/JA

iv AD
20 Letter of Thais to Horion
(9 x 34 cm.)

The hand of this papyrus letter offers a close palaeographical parallel to
x lv i 3314, and one may date it w ith confidence to the fourth century A D.
Other examples of this derivative of the chancery hand are P.Ant. i 36,
which is slightly more formal, and PIFAO inv.30, published by F.Boyaval
in ZPE 6 (1970), Tafel Ic. The name of the scribe who wrote on behalf of
Thais is partially preserved in line 35. Although somewhat damaged at the
bottom, the letter is formulaic enough to be reconstructed and the sense is
never seriously obscured.
There are some features of interest. The proskynema to Horus, the first
Greek example to this deity, may indicate that the letter was w ritten at
Edfu, the great cult-centre of the god, and sent dow n-country to
Oxyrhynchus. Probably Horion and his w ife were Apollonopolites staying
in Oxyrhynchus tem porarily, since Thais states that she is w aiting for
them to come back to her at some point (lines 21-23). The large number of
friends and relatives who send their greetings to Horion from the letter’s
place of origin, whether Edfu or not, suggests that Horion was a stranger in
the metropolis. I have been unable to locate another instance of a letter
sent to Oxyrhynchus from the Apollonopolite nome: iii 488, x 1294 and
xxxi 2559 all refer to the Apollonopolite Heptacom ia, now Kom Esfat
south of Asyut, and thus considerably nearer Oxyrhynchus.
Also of interest is the mention of dedicating a calf to Isis, perhaps as a
sacrifice for the festival mentioned in lines 25-26. Other than this, the
letter is largely composed of epistolary cliches.
The letter was first folded in half lengthways and then in half again,
making a small parcel about 4.5 x 8 cm. The back bears the address.
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Address:

a(Ko5oc) f Qpicovi 0ai6oq prjTp(o<;)

8. upa<; pap.(also 17), 1. aam ^exai
1. mco pap. (also 24)
14.1. T] piKKTl
17 1. 7COVT£<;
20. auxbv corrected from awT|v
28.1. ooyKopiSriv
21. l.’ia iS i
24. [a]oi: 1. ae
32.'T0ci corrected from-T£i; oe corrected from aoi 34.1. Kai eyco
Address: p/nip- pap.

Translation

Thais to my son H o rio n , very many greetings. Before everything I send
you my best wishes and I say a prayer for you before the Lord Horus, and a
prayer fo r your wife. Your father Ischyrion sends you his best wishes, and
H orio n

and

Sambataios and

Demarous and

the child

o f Lacus and

Tanetbeus the wife of Sambathais and Tanetbeus ju n io r and Ammonis
and Onnophris. They a ll send you their best wishes. M y cow calved and I
dedicated it to Isis of Petrea (?). I am w aiting u n til you come to me, w ith
any luck. Your son Ischyrion sends you his best wishes, and I am bringing
bread w ith me fo r the festival. I f nothing bad (happens ) after the harvest, I
shall send you r brother Sambataios to you. Thaesis his w ife and her
children send you their best wishes, and I too, Papontos son of Saraeus,
who wrote this letter, send you my best wishes. I pray fo r your health,

my

most honoured son.

Address: Deliver to H orion from his mother Thais.

Commentary
4. The scribe wrote aoi, and drew a large e over the last two letters, so that
a <|>-shaped letter resulted: presumably he added the e over the line to
prevent any confusion.
4 -5 .1 have not been able to find any other example of a Greek epistolary or
epigraphic proskynema to Horus: see G.Geraci, Ricerche sul proskynema,
Aegyptus 51 (1971) pp.l72ff. P.Turin 2026, 2-3 (= J.£erny^ Late Ramesside
Letters, no.50) an Egyptian letter of Dynasty XX sent from Nubia to Thebes,

starts w ith a prayer to Horus of Kuban.

SB xiv 12081 and P.Ross. Georg,

iii, 4 (= SB i 4650) both contain instances of proskynemata to Apollo, w ith
whom Horus was identified in Egypt: cf Plutarch, de Iside et Osiride 61.

170
The provenance of both letters is unknown (though SB xiv 12081 was
probably sent to Alexandria^ and there is no internal evidence in either
letter which w ould necessarily point to an origin in the Apollonopolite
nome. Although the major cult centre of Horus was at Edfu, his cult is
well-attested in the Oxyrhynchite nome: see the references at P.Turner 17,
2,1 to which should be added 1 3589 (see note on line 4 ad loc.) and probably
x v iii 2207, which mentions a village calledfOp0G>vio<;, referring to a culttitle of Horus.

There was an oracle to Thonis, a form of Horus, at

Oxyrhynchus: see further no.26, footnote 11, and the note on line 13 below.
12, 14. Tanetbous and Tanetbeous are probably fem inine forms of the
name Panedbeous (eg P.Michaelid.28), derived from the Egyptian p3-n3tb3w, meaning 'he of the repayer gods.'Petbe (p3-db% or p3-tb) is an obscure

vengeful deity, attested from the Late Period onwards, but w ithout any
particular geographical associations. See Lexikon IV , p.994 s.v. Petbe. The
female name Tanetbeous is fa irly uncommon2 though the masculine
form is w ell attested in the Koite toparchy of the Heracleopolite nome.
13. The name Sambathaios and its cognates were very common among
Jews at Edfu in the second century AD: see CPJ ii section X I and CPJ iii
section X II, where the significance of the name w ith in the Egyptian
cultural amalgam is discussed. The name loses its Semitic connotations
and eventually becomes a regular name of Egyptians all over Egypt,
though I suppose it could have remained more popular at Edfu in the
light of the Jewish connection.
The Sambataios m entioned in line 31, whose w ife m ay have been
Thaesis, is different from the one here who is m arried to Tanetbeous. The
names Horion and perhaps Ischyrion could reflect cult titles of Horus like
tn r ( tl) 'the strong' but one w ould expect it to be Hellenized as Thonis

rather than translated as Ischyrion. For the cult-titles of Horus in the
Oxyrynchite nome, see P.Koln iv p.220 and J.Yoyotte, M D A IK 16 (1958),
pp.423-30.

1 The papyrus referred to there by inventory number 45 5B.54/G (5-8)a has now been
published as xlix 3473.
2 SB v 7607; P.Congr.xv 14,3; P.Mich.x 578; ix 1198; xlvii 3333; li 3638; P.Princ. 3,123; SB xvi
12515.

18ff. Thais had dedicated her calf to the temple of Isis, presumably as a
sacrifice, i 46 mentions calves being sacrificed to Isis, Thoeris, Sarapis and
the associated gods, previously having been passed as ritually pure by a
H.oaxoa<t>payi<JTT|<;. For this process see Chaeremon, fr.10 (ed P.van der
Horst, Etudes pre/iminaires aux religions orientates dans Vempire Romain,
tome 101) and BGU i 250 (122/3), a declaration by a jioaxootjjpayioxffq that a
specific calf had been passed as KocOapoq and sacrificed at the appointed
tim e. Fragments of a priestly treatise from Oxyrhynchus on the ritual
slaughter of calves were published by R.Merkelbach in ZPE 2 (1968) pp.8-9.
Other references to the sacrifice of calves in the papyri are x ii 1483 and x liii
3090.
19-20. This sense of rcpoa<j>coveiv seems to be unparalled in the papyri.
W hen used of dedications, it generally is said of literary works from
author to patron: see eg Plutarch, Tiberius Gracchus 8,6: koci xeTiprifievog
uti5auxou upoa^cDvfJoeci ypappaxcov <j)i^oao(})cov.
The scribe wrote aurnv or auxev, and corrected his mistake by
w riting the o over the wrong letter: the resulting configuration looks like

0.
21. It is difficult to know whether Tcexpea is an unattested place name or
merely means 'on the rocks,' ie a temple on the desert edge, at the end of
the cultivation. There is a place in the vicinity of Edfu called nexXapriq,
mentioned twice in the Elephantine papyri (23, 2, 14; 20, 41). I suppose it is
possible that the Petlares of the third century BC could have been
transmuted to Petrea by the fourth century AD: confusion between X and
p is common, as is the omission of the final sigma, regardless of what
sound follows in the sentence (Gignac i, pp. 124-5). The p could then have
been assimilated in the i\. It would certainly be less surprising to find an
unattested place name in the Apollonopolite rather than the Oxyrhynchite
nome.
35. n<X7ioyxco£ seems the most likely reading. Although the upper parts of
the letters have been lost by fibre-stripping, most of the % remains apart
from the horizontal top bar: we then have the lower half of omicron, the
bottom of the hastae of nu and a dot of ink probably representing the
vertical descender of tau.

36. Ypa<t)0)V or ypaW Q zxe both possible; all that remains is the long vertical
descender of a letter which equally well be § or \y.
It is unusual for a scribe to identify himself when w riting a private letter
on behalf of somebody else: see lv i 3860, 42 for another instance of the
same thing. Presumably he was known personally to Horion.
39.

According to H.Koskenniem i, Studien zu r Idee und Phraseologie

des griechischen Briefes bis 400 n.Chr, p.102, the use of t i |iig )t <xto<; in

private letters is very rare. The valediction occurs in the same place in
another private letter, P.Haun.ii 22,14.

III. DOCUMENTARY TEXTS
(e) MISCELLANEOUS PRIVATE DOCUMENTS

21.

INVITATION TO THE IEPQMA ISIAOZ

22. INVITATION TO THE KAINH EAPAniAOE
23.INVITATION TO AN EPICRISIS FEAST

.

-7

v^A *

INVITATION’ TO AN ISIS FEAST

INVITATION TO A SEKAIIS MEAL
k - r V fr r ij

INVITATION TOAMEKCilSK FEAST

Invitations to Dinner
The five dinner invitations published here form an interesting
addition to the corpus. As w ell as three invitations to dine at previously
attested occasions - an epicrisis, a Sarapis banquet and the lepcojia "icnSoq there are two invitations to a previously unknown festival for females,
the

0 £ p a 7 te m f|p ia .

The invitations show few divergences from the usual

format, w ith the name of the host stated but that of the guest omitted,
followed by the reason for the dinner, the venue and the date (usually the
next day or the same day), expressed as a numeral. The time in all our
documents is the standard one, the ninth hour, or between two and three
in the afternoon. Each invitation w ill be discussed separately in the
introductions, but I shall start w ith a review of the scholarly thinking on
this puzzling genre of text.
O f all invitation types, those to dine at the kXiVtj Zap a 7ti 8 o<; are the
most numerous (fifteen to date) and have attracted the most attention.
Opinions as to the significance of the banquet have ranged from seeing it
as a purely secular event, a sort of dining society (J.Milne in JEA

11

(1925),

pp.6-9) to L.Koenen’s idea that its religious character was paramount and
that the dates of extant kXivt| £ ap a 7Ci5 o<; invitations could be related to
specific Isis festivals ( ZPE 1 (1967), pp.121 ff). In fact, the four most recently
published invitations to the kA.{vti do not fit the pattern Koenen
suggested. Perhaps the most reasonable view was that of the editors of
P.Oslo iii 157, who thought that all Sarapis meals would have had some
religious connotation, but they had a more avowedly religious character
when held in temples or temple dining-rooms than in private houses.
This was echoed by H.Youtie in HThR 41 (1948) pp.9ff (= Scriptiunculae i,
pp.184 ff.). A ll invitations are expressed formulaically, but the reasons for
the invitation being sent and the venue for the celebration vary
considerably. Invitations fall into tw o categories: those festivals of a
definite religious nature, sometimes including the kA ivti,1 and those to
private celebrations for im portant 'lim inal' events in the lives of
individuals, such as weddings and comings-of-age like the obscure
m e llokouria in x i i 1 4 8 4 .

Obviously an occasion like a coming-of-age,

regarded as a rite de passage, would be an important social event worth of
being marked. Although I w ould not agree w ith M ilne, op.cit., that the

1 eg SB x 10496, xxxi 2592, lii 3694 (an Amu? festival with a rhodophoreia) and P.Fouad.I
Univ. 76 ( an Isis festival)

kline of Sarapis was purely secular, he was probably right to emphasize

their social significance. Therefore it is possible that the function of the
banquet varied from occasion to occasion. Probably some of the invitations
are for cult dinners at specific Sarapis festivals like the one in P.M ich.viii
511, the preparations for which began two months in advance and was
prim arily religious. On the other hand, the fact that the coming-of-age in
x ii 1484 can be marked by a kline suggests that it was a 'thanksgiving'
meal, but one where the emphasis lay on the social nature of the feast
rather than honouring the god. Religion reached further into the corners
of ancient peoples' lives than we can imagine, and although an event like
the form al integration of a young adult w ithin the social system was
mainly secular, there would still have been a religious element to it. It is
also possible that some of our invitations to the kline are actually for other
festivities, though the reason for the celebration was not expressed on the
invitation itself.
These invitations have to be seen w ithin a context of social etiquette
very different from our own. The practice of oral invitation is known
from the N ew Testament, 2 Petronius, 3 and Apuleius , 4 and versions of it
are still current in many societies. For important occasions in Tibet, for
example, there was a dual invitation system: messengers delivered an
elaborate invitation bearing the fam ily seal, which were kept as status
symbols (rather like the ivory consular diptychs of the Byzantine empire,
which sometimes contained lettres de faire part ), but also passed on an
oral invitation which m ight contain entirely different information. This
system had an empirical basis in helping to stop bandits attacking a house
which was ill-defended during a feast. Interestingly, the oral version was
always taken as the correct one. In countries as culturally diverse as Italy
and Syria, an engaged couple w ill visit in person the prospective wedding
guests, often several months in advance, to tell them of the wedding
plans. In Syria, a small gift is circulated to all guests shortly before the
actual wedding day to serve as a reminder. It is probable that our papyrus
invitations served just such a function, whether or not they accompanied
a gift. These papyri are ephemeral things, and I do not agree w ith T.Skeat5

Matthew 22, verse 2 (parable of the marriage feast)
Satyricon 26: Unus servus Agamemnonis interpellavit trepidantes et "quid vos "inquit,
"nesdtis hodie apud quern fia t ? "
4 eg Met. ii, 18: forte quadam die de me magno opere Byrrhaena contendit apud earn

2
3

cenaculae ut interessem et cum impendio excusarem, negavit veniam.
5 Another D inner Invitation from Oxyrhynchus,

JEA 61 (1975), p.254

that "the possession of a number o f these sm all scraps of papyrus m ight
have formed a kind o f status symbol in the upper classes at O xyrhynchus."

These texts are not form al and calligraphic: they are much-abbreviated,
mass-produced on tin y pieces of papyrus by scribes w riting stacks of
identical ones (see P.Coll.Youtie i 52, introd.). They are a purely functional
item w ith , as Skeat points out before he contradicts himself, "an average
useful life of about 48 h o u rs" This is illustrated by l i i 3694,

an invitation

to a strategus to dine at the Rhodophoreia of Am un at Seryphis. It is an
altogether much more form al and official invitation than usual, which is
reflected in its large size, calligraphic script, and unusually detailed
inform ation about the dining arrangements. The day and m onth are
specified, w hich suggests "a longer in te rv a l than usual between the
sending of the in vita tio n and the event."6 Another form al invitation is x

1214, rather later in date than most of our other examples (fifth century).
As in lii 3694, the greater form ality is reflected by the size and more specific
information about the venue and time.
If we bear in mind the practice of oral invitation, many of the things that
have puzzled previous editors of dinner invitations, in particular their
small size and lack of address, are explained. Another problem about them
is the social stratum in which they circulated. Wilcken 7 was probably right
to say that these "B illette wohl als etwas gesellschaftlich 'Femes' gegolten
ha ben " but perhaps not for the reasons he meant. Some of the venues

and types of celebration to which the guests are invited certainly im ply a
prosperous origin, such as the feast following an epicrisis: boys subject to
the epicrisis belonged to the privileged classes at Oxyrhynchus, the
gymnasial or metropolitan elite. N aturally, birthday parties and weddings
were celebrated at all social levels, but it may have been more of a status
symbol to have your wedding reception in a temple dining-room (x x x iii
2678), which would have involved greater expense, than in one's own
hom e.
Dinner invitations from Oxyrhynchus are listed by Skeat, op.cit., p.253
note 2, to which should be added i 181 descr., the texts listed by H.Cockle in
l i i 3693 intro., and the invitation to the kline of Sarapis in ZPE 72 (1985)
p.95.
6 lii 3694,5, H.Cockle's note ad loc. Instances of formal invitations issued by official bodies

may be found in Libanius, Or.33,26,15.
7 Wilcken Chrest. 1, i, p.419: he also m ooted the possibility of oral invitation, but thought
that the invitations themselves were sent between boards as a compliment to those w ho
would not be satisfied with a mere oral invitation.

late iii AD

P.Oxy.Inv.lOl / 178(b)
21.Invitation to Dinner
(8.6 x 3.5 cm.)

An invitation to the iepco|ia of Isis in almost perfect condition. It is written
in a neat upright hand, w ith a large e: p has along descender and is
frequently unligatured. 1 3568, of 273/4, may be usefully compared.
The format of this invitation parallels exactly that of P.Fouad.Univ.I 76,
so far our only other invitation to, or indeed mention of, this festival of
Isis. The only divergences are the venue ( a private house in the Fouad
text, in ours the Iseum), and the dates, respectively the 29th and the

8

th.

Unfortunately these dates cannot be assigned to particular Isis festivals
w ith any certainty. The 29th m ight suggest Choiak 29, the date of the
Cicellia in the Canopus inscription, although this festival was as much
Osiriac as Isiac in character (see R.Merkelbach, Isisfeste in griechischromischer Zeit: Daten und

Riten, pp.37-8). I have been unable to find any

specific feast of Isis for the

8

th. The great nXoia<t>eaia or N avigium Isidis

began on Phamenoth 9 (= 5 March: cf. P.Rainer 183, 79 and Merkelbach,
op.cit., p.39). The IlXoia<|>eaia was an important Isiac observance and it is
conceivable that devotees could have met the day before for a ritual meal,
iv 731 mentions regular monthly festivals, which also commenced on the
9th and lasted two days. Protracted Isis-festivals followed by sacred meals
are mentioned in Apuleius, Metamorphoses xi, 24.1
The vague term iepcoiia is sim ilarly unhelpful in trying to determine the
nature of the fea^ff It is usually employed in the plural to mean sacred cult
objects (eg Josephus, A ntiq .Ju d ., I, 119, 2). Perhaps this festival was one
where the symbols of the Isiac cult, like the sistra, were displayed aloft in
procession. Representations of such Isiac processions are not uncommon:
see R .W ild , Water in the C u ltic Worship of Isis and Sarapis , p l.x iii:
T.T.Tinh, Le culte d ’Isis & Pompei, pl.xxiii. Probably these formed part of
the regular worship of the goddess at her temple, and inscriptions and
reliefs show that the hierophors or hagiophors were often women . 2 The
iFpomnr might have been a generic term for minor Isiac festivals, which as

1 dies etiam tertius p ari caerimoniarum ritu celebratus est et ientaculum religiosum et
teletae legitim a consummatio. For further references, see J.G.Griffiths, Apuleuis of
Madauros: the Isis-Book, pp.318-9.
2 See S.K.Heyob, The C u lt of Isis among Women in the Graeco-Roman World (Etudes
preliminaires aux religions orientales dans l’Empire romain) p.103.

iv 731 and P.Rainer.183 indicate were frequent and probably local in
character. M ajor festivals of Isis were usually designated by name, as
H.Youtie suggests in his re-edition of the Heidelberg Festival Papyrus in
Studies in Roman Economic and Social H is to ry presented to A.C.Johnson,

(ed. P.R.Coleman-Norton), pp.194-5.
A further point of interest is that the host of the banquet is a woman, as
is Sarapous in the parallel invitation. It is probably not particularly
significant in this context that both wom en bear Egyptian theophoric
names, since Egyptian names are commoner among females. I w ould also
hesitate before attributing much importance to the fact that we find
women presiding over w hat are apparently religious banquets. As
F.Gilliam noted in his introduction to P.Coll.Youtie i 52, the only case of a
woman acting as host at a Sarapis meal, it probably confirms the private
and social character of the banquet, since women were unlikely to be the
officers of a mixed thiasus. 3 It is more conceivable, however, that a woman
could be the head of an all-female society of Isis-devotees. W e have too
little evidence to reach any conclusion, but I would note that women are
often the hosts at the weddings of their daughters or in consanguineous
unions: see i 111, x ii 1579.
The back of this papyrus was originally blank, but an inventory number
has since been added.

For the participation of wom en in the Isiac laity, and as heads of m ixed cult associations
in particular, see Heyob, op.cit., pp.105 ff.
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Translation
Tauris invites you to dine at the feast-day of the Lady Isis, in the Iseum, on
the eighth, at the n in th hour.

P. Oxy.Inv. 101/55 (c)

late iii AD (?)

22.Invitation to Dinner
(9.1 x 4.7 cm.)

On this very worm-eaten and abraded strip of papyrus is an invitation to
dine at the kline of Sarapis in the usual format. A fu ll list of these
invitations is given by M .Totti in Ausgewahlte Texte der Isis- und SarapisReligion, pp.125-127. This invitation is probably to be classed w ith xiv 1755

and P.Coll.Youtie i 52 as taking place in the oikos of the Serapeum, though
the very damaged state of the papyrus at this point makes this restoration
unsure.
Some interest is afforded by the name of the host, which seems to be the
previously unknown Dionysalexandrus. Compound theophoric names
beginning w ith Dionys-, such as Dionysammon, Dionysitheon and even
Dionysantinous, are not uncommon at Oxyrhynchus, but the combination
certainly seems surprising at this late date: Dionysus was important for the
Ptolemaic dynastic mythology as an ancestor of the house of Lagus. A
second century hypothesis of Cratinus’ comedy D ionysalexandrus was
found at Oxyrhynchus (iv 663 = Pack2 252), so presumably the name was
not unknown to the metropolites of this period. An interesting discussion
of the identification of Alexander the Great w ith Dionysus is in J.Lindsay,
Leisure and Pleasure in Roman Egypt , pp.346-348.

The date of this banquet, the eighth, could be connected w ith xxxi 2592
(the tenth) and P.Coll.Youtie 52 (the eleventh). Maybe this banquet was
part of a long festival of Sarapis around the beginning of the month. The
birthday of Aion-Sarapis, for example, was celebrated at Alexandria on
Tybi 10-11, but it seems fairly certain that this festival began on the night of
the tenth. Thus I can find no evidence for a specific Sarapis festival
between the eighth and eleventh of any month: see Merkelbach, op.cit.,
pp.33ff.
The papyrus' poor state of preservation and the featurelessness of the
hand make it rather difficult to date, but I would

assign it to the third

century rather than the second This m ight be confirmed by the fact that
the other four invitations, all attributable to the late third century
palaeographically, bear very similar inventory numbers, and thus m ight
have come from the same layer of excavation. The back is blank.
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Translation
Dionysalexandrus invites you to dine at the table of the Lord Sarapis in the
dining-room (?) of the Serapeum, tom orrow , that is the eighth, at the
n in th hour.

Commentary

3. Perhaps ev TO) [oik]co on analogy w ith xiv 1755 and P.Coll.Youtie i 52: the
editor of the latter gives useful references for the oikos as a temple dining
room, though it can be any sacred or profane temple room, like the
corresponding Demotic term '.w y . For attestations of the Serapeum at
Oxyrhynchus, see Ronchi, fascicle iii. The actual building seems to have
completely vanished: when Petrie excavated at Oxyrhynchus in 1920, he
found no trace of it.

late iii AD

P.Oxy.Inv.101 /2 1 1(a)
23.Invitation to Dinner
(6.6 x 2.5 cm.)

This invitation to a feast following an epicrisis is written w ith a rather
blunt pen, presumably by a professional copyist preparing a set of identical
invitations. The hand is a cursive of common type, comparable w ith
Norsa ii, Tav.xix b, of 295. The gymnasial epicrisis continues long after the
C onstitutio A ntoniniana : P.Mich.xiv 676 (272) and P.Turner 38 (after 274)

are the latest dated examples, so this contemporary invitation might shed
an interesting sidelight on its social function as a rite de passage long after
its primary legal and fiscal meaning had changed. In Greece, the exemplar
for many social institutions of Roman Egypt, rituals at puberty for boys
centred around formal admission to their fathers' kin group, (usually the
phratry), and then around a period in the ephebate prior to assuming full
citizen rights . 1

One m ight regard the epicrisis as fusing together both

these elements of status declaration and enrolment into the paternal tribe.
Also worth considering in connection w ith rituals of transition for boys is
x ii 1484, the invitation to the obscure peAAoKoupia. In an interesting note
on this papyrus in Aegyptus 7 (1926), pp.111-12, B.Olsson made a
connection between the

-K o u p ia

element of the word and the Koupeomq,

the third day of the Apatouria, the principal coming-of-age ritual for
citizen boys at Athens. On this day, offerings of the shorn hair of
adolescents were made to Artem is . 2 The peAAo- element m ight im ply
some kind of transition, and one wonders whether it was either a sort of
ritual for boys about to be ephebes, a parallel to the epicrisis for boys of
different social standing.Alternatively, it could be an Egyptian festival

See O.Reinmuth, The Ephebaie and Citizenship in A llitu , TAFA 79 (1948), pp.211-12.
2 See S.G.Cole, The Social Function of Rituals of M aturation, ZPE 55(1984), p.234, notes 8
and 9. To m y knowledge, there is no evidence for any ritual surrounding the cutting off of the
youth-lock in the Pharaonic period. Mentions in Old Kingdom tomb autobiographies of 'the
tying on of the fillet' (is mdh) at puberty may be connected with this: see Battiscombe Gunn
on the phrase in JEA 25 (1939) p.219. A barber with a razor stands next to a king's son
wearing the lock in a relief from Bubastis (Lexikon i, p.619 sv Barbier), but it would be
unwise to infer too much from this.

festival where the ’lock of youth' was ritually shorn off: but it would be
impossible to prove this. 3
Other invitations to celebratory banquets following the epicrisis are v i
926, xxxvi 2792 and xlix 3501. Maybe the aT£\|/x<; to which guests were
invited in x v ii 2147 is also connected w ith the epicrisis or induction into
the ephebate, since ephebes were often ritu ally

garlanded , 4

though it

could refer to 'crowning' as the culmination of a ceremony of induction
into public office, (cf.P.Paris 69 ii, 6 ff, where a strategus officially 'crowns' a
gymnasiarch). O ur invitation, although more abbreviated than usual,
shows no departures from the formula of the other three, though this is
the first where the junketings are to take place in a public building. Maybe
the Capitolium at Oxyrhynchus, where this feast took place, was equipped
w ith a dining room, but the guests could have gone to a public place in the
Capitolium area, such as the tavern that x v ii 2109 tells us existed in the
eastern colonnade of the building.

See xlix 3463 n.6 , where an ephebe has his hair (or a lock of it) shorn off and dedicated to
the d ty of Alexandria in the Serapeum. For the age of ephebes in Egypt, see C.Nelson,
Status Declarations in Roman Egypt, pp.56-7.
The cutting of hair is a very common symbol of transition from one state to another,
particularly at puberty and marriage: see A.van Gennep, The Rites of Passage (trans.
M.Vizedom and G.Caffee, London, 1960), p p .l 66 ff. There are frequent examples in
Pausanias, eg i.43.4, a description of the dedications of hair left at the tomb of Iphinoe at
Megara by maidens prior to marriage.
4 See eg H eliodorus, Aethiopica i.x.l: ntwaGqvcatov xcov pEyataov ayopEvcov, 6 xe xt| v
vauv ’A Gqvaioi 8 i a yr\<; xt| ’AOqva TiepTcoucnv, Exuyxavov pev ^qgeucDV, aaaq 8 e x o v
etcoBoxa Tcaiava xn 0e© m l xa yevopicrpevd 7upojuoujceuaa<;, ax; eixov axoXnq,a{)XTj
XlapiS5i Kcxi auxoic; ox£<f>dvoiq epx°M-°a otfeaSe coq Epauxov.
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Translation
Sarapion invites you to dine in the C apitolium on the occasion of the
epicrisis o f his son, at the n in th hour.

Com m entary
2. For references to the Capitolium at Oxyrhynchus, see liv 3758, r.78
3. N o indication of the day is given: cf P.Fay.132. Maybe this invitation was
sent round the day before the epicrisis: most dinner invitations are for the
next afternoon.

24-25.TWO INVITATIONS TO A FESTIVAL FOR
GIRLS
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late iii AD

24 P.Oxy.Inv.lOO/73 (b)
25. P.Oxy.Inv.lOO/77 (a)

24-25.Invitations to a Festival for girls
(24:5.3 x 3.7cm. 2 5 :1 1 x 6 cm.)
These two unrelated invitations are both w ritten across the fibres in
cursive hands of the late third century, using fairly fine pens: that of the
first is akin to P.Flor.120 of 254 (= Norsa ii, tav.xix), though our text is
rather less neat. The second is a cursive of common type, very like xxxviii
2872 of 283. The backs of both were originally blank, but have had
inventory numbers added since.
The occasion of the feast is the therapeuteria, a word which has hitherto
only appeared in the papyri at P.Oxy.Hels.50,17 in a context which suggests
feasting:
7iep\ 8e xcdv oivapicov, UTrepeGepeQa xa 0epa7ceuxf\pia eiq to |ieM.ov.
Probably P.Lond.inv.3078, published by T.Skeat in JEA 61 (1975) p.251 is
also an invitation to a therapeuteria , though he restored the damaged text
on analogy w ith x ii 1484 as [peAAoKOulpia. More information on this is
given in my article P.Lond.Inv.S078 reappraised, JEA 76 (1990), an offprint
of which is appended on page 232 below. Unfortunately, the latter papyrus
and the letter in Helsinki do not help much to elucidate the nature and
social function of the therapeuteria. The word suggests a derivation from
Oeparceia or Geparceuco, which have a wide range of meanings at this date,
from ’to do service, pay attention to’ (sometimes in a ritual context) to
merely 'cure.' The adjective 0epa7t£UTnpio<; 'convalesced' is also attested.
Stephanus defined

0

epa 7temr|piov as 'cultus , observantia,' w hile the Suda

has an interesting entry under GeparceoxTipec;: oi

to>
v

lepcbv rcpoiaxapevoi,

0epa7ceuxai'lai5oq Jtap'AvyuTmon;. In a corrupt passage at 0 370, Hesychius
has the puzzling Gepxrjpia; eopxrj xiq, which M eineke restored as
<’A v>0ioxTipia or Lxercxqpxa. 0£p<owteu>xrjpia might be a better suggestion.
Whatever the etymology, the papyrological evidence implies two things: i)
that the Geparceuxripia did not designate an ad hoc occasion, but was a
well-known term for a specific festivity or ritual, and ii) that the girls who
have a Gepajteux'npia must be unmarried since their fathers are the hosts
at the feasts. In the social m ilieu of the third century Oxyrhynchite
bourgeoisie, the number of reasons that a father m ight have had for
holding a banquet in honour of an unwed daughter would be lim ited. I

can think of no reason that is unconnected w ith a rite de passage in the
anthropological sense, whether at birth, menarche or marriage.
The first birthdays of females were feted at Oxyrhynchus (xxxvi 2791),
and one m ust also remember the xexp aico axa festival of the child in
P.Fay.113,14, w hich was celebrated w ith 12 drachmas w orth of fish.1
However, it is difficult to see how a word derived from any of the Geparcroots could be connected w ith this. M ore convincing is the idea that the
therapeuteria was somehow connected w ith puberty. The Athenians had

rituals for integrating transitional females into the social system of the
KoXiq, though how structured they were is a m atter for debate.2

Greek

ideas about fem ale m aturation centred around 'tam ing' the w ild
rcapGevoq3 into the 'controlled, reproductive y u v fi,'4 who had to be

successfully integrated into the tcoXk; in order to be able to reproduce it.
Conversely, there are no Pharaonic precedents for m aturation rites for
girls, though circumcision prior to marriage is known from the Ptolemaic
period.5 Its sudden appearance in Egypt is striking, especially since authors
who subsequently refer to the practice im ply that it was a long-standing
Egyptian tradition.6 In fact, it probably started during the Persian period
and became assimilated into Egyptian social structures. I do not believe
that the Gepa^euxqpia was a thanksgiving feast for the recovery of the girl
from

a g en ital op eration, how ever

appealing

that m ig h t seem

etym ologically and anthropologically. It could w ell be connected w ith
menarche, the onset of which was im portant in Greek society. Perhaps it
was a feast follow ing some kind of post-menarchic rite, whereby the
m aturity of the adolescent g irl was exhibited - maybe w ith a view to
finding suitors. The other possibility is to consider some kind of temple
ritual, on analogy w ith the definitions given by Stephanus and the Suda.
Perhaps the girl had to perform ritualized temple service at menarche as a
1 The editors suggested '400 day festival' as a translation. This m ay be connected w ith the
belief, still current in Greece, that the child was still 'marginal' until its fortieth day of
life: the 'four hundred day festival' w ould then have been celebrated more or less one year
after its fortieth day.
2 A recent book on this is K.Dowden, Death and the M aiden, London, 1989. For more succinct
discussion and references, see S.Cole, op.cit., p.238, note 29.
3 see eg Xenophon, Oeconomicus 7.10 (horse-breaking as a metaphor for taming a young
wife). For the parthenos as a filly, see Ar. Lyszsf.1308 and E u r J iip p .546-7.
4 H.King in A.Cameron & A.Kuhrt, Images of Women in A ntiq u ity, p.109.
5 A Deir-el Medina worker excuses himself from work because of 'the festival of his
daughter' (p 3y.fh b t2 y .fsrt.ft in O. Cairo 25521 r .ll, but nothing is said about the nature of
the festival. For female circumcision in the Ptolemaic period, see P.Lond.i 24 (163 BC). It is
to talcs place prior to marriage, perhaps in the Serapeum.
6 Strabc, xvii, 2,5; Aetius Am idenus, Iatricorum xvi: Ilepi Ni)|Kf>OTO|j.ta(;

prelim inary to m arriage. There seem to be plenty of instances from
ancient Greece of adolescents of both sexes tending shrines w hile in their
TiminaT pubescent or pre-pubescent state. The most famous is the
a p K ie ia at Brauron, where the girls were said, rather vaguely, to Took
after the shrine’ in a ritu al period before they w ere m arried.7 A n
inscription from Brauron suggests that the girls undergoing the arkteia
were housed in a building called the &p<|>i7CoXeiov, or servants' quarters.8
Other instances are documented in Pausanias at the shrines of Athene
Polias in Athens, Aphrodite at Sicyon, Artemis Tricleria at Patrae, and of
Artemis again at Aegeria in Arcadia.9 A t another shrine, that of Athena
Crania at Elateia in Phocis, a pre-pubescent boy is said to tend the shrine,
and the verb used is Geparceueiv.10 I do not see w hy one of these temple
rituals for adolescent girls could not have been transplanted to Egypt and
still been celebrated as a rite de passage during the Roman period: the
evidence in Pausanias is clear that they were going on at other places in
the Greek w orld during the principate, although by this late date their
original meanings as vital social initiations had probably become diluted.
Possible evidence for something similar going on in Egypt at the same
tim e may be found in Xenophon, Ephesiaca iii, 11 - faced w ith the
attentions of Prince Psammis, Anthea tries to deter him by saying: oxi
auxrjv o rcaxT]p TEWcopevriv avaGevq xrjlcxiSi pexpu; “ Pa S W icav m i IXeyev
exi xov xpovov feviauxou xiGobQai.VHv o5v, bqoiv, e^uppioriq dq xrjv xepav zr\q
Geou, prjviaei pev eKeivrj, xaAeTrq 8’q xipcopia. The therapeuteria could then
be the festival m arking the end of the girl's ritual seclusion as a temple
servant, in which case it should not surprise us that the festivities take
place in private homes rather than temple dining room s.11
A ll this speculation brings us no nearer a convincing interpretation of
the w ord, so in all conscience I have to be non-committal and merely

Scholiast on Aristophanes, Lysist.645: T| 5e *kpxe\uq 'opYioGeiaa TekeXeooe rcapGevov
Tcaoav Liiu.Tiaa.a0oa xov cxdkxov Jipo to o 700101), m i rcepieTceiv xo iepov kpok cox ov
ipaxiov bopovaav.
^
~
/
8J & L Robert, REG 75 (1963) p.l35:a|i<|>UK)X£?ov ev © <xi apxxoi biaxcovxai xca xa
wcepcoa xa em xo\> bfibiTcoXeiov.
c
9 The references in Pausanias are respectively i.27, 2-3; ii.lG, 4; vii.19, 2 ; vii.2o, 5.
10 Pausanias x.34, 8: £v0a o i k o u o i v oiq x t] v 0eov Gepaicetjeiv KaGeaxTixe, Kai aAAoi<; m i
paXiaxa x© iep©|i£V©. xov 5e (epea
7iai8©v aipouvxai x©v ayn^wv, jcpovoiav
Tioiouiievoi*'7cpoxepov xf|q tEpcomfvn^ fe£nmv ol xov xpbvov jcpiv r\ TiP'naai.See also
J.Bremmer, The Role of the Temple in Greek In itiato ry R itual, Actes du Vile Congr£s des
Associations d'^tudes Classiques I, (Budapest, 1983) pp. 121 - 124.
11 Dowden, op.cit., interprets the procession in Xenophon of Ephesus i.2 ,2-7 as a closing rite
following a period of temple service by adolescents.
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leave it transcribed, in the hope that some papyrus yet to be published w ill
give us the answer.
In the second invitation here, the time and / or venue of the feast has
been changed: one is rem inded of the postponed th e ra p e u te ria in
P.Oxy.Hels.50. The papyrus is considerably larger than usual, and has
generous margins: the blank space at the bottom is 3.1 cm, the left hand
m argin about 1.5 cm., but this is probably not significant, since this
invitation is certainly not of the ’formal1 type as exemplified by ix 1214,
l ii 3694 and the later P.Apoll.72.

2 4 .100/73(b)
1

Epcord oe Zeoixnpoq

2

5ei7wrjaoa cv xx\ o iL

3

Kia auTou eiQ 0e p a-

4

rceuTnpia Giryaxpoq

5

♦/
au too orjpepov titk;

6

eotiv

i. arco ©p(aq) 0 -

Translation
Severus in v ite s you to dine in his house on the occasion o f the
th e ra p e u te ria of his daughter, today, that is the tenth (X-teenth ?) at the
n in th hour.

Com m entary
6. There is a small erasure after the numeral indicating the date: it is
impossible to say whether the second letter was erased completely, making
the date of the celebration the tenth, or another was w ritten over the
original one.

2 5 .100/77(a)
1

KaXei ae’laxuq

2

©UTaipoq am ou [[crnpepov ev t?) oikicx too]] eiq xf]v

3

, x 15avriKpuq a ix o i o[{]kiov arco copag 0 -

0epa7cet)Tnpia rfjc;

Translation
Ischys (?) invites you to the

therapeuteria of his daughter (today?),

seventeenth, in the house opposite his, at the n in th hour .

the

Commentary
1.’ Ioxng - the reading of the final sigma is doubtful. If the reading is
correct, the name is unattested in papyri. One could perhaps read Iax'oP as
an abbreviation for ,Iax'Dpt<ov. xxxiv 2725 has Iaxotq, w hich the editor
suggests could be related to Ischyrion and Ischyras in the same w ay that
Saras are to Sarapas and Sarapion.
N o m ention is made of dining, as in some other invitations (x iil4 8 7 , v i
927, iv 747 ). K a X e i, although m uch less usual than epcoxa, is still
formulaic: cf. x v ii 2147, x iil4 8 6 .
2. The scribe erased ’tom orrow, in the house of...1 and substituted ’in the
house opposite his’ (taking auxou w ith avxiKpoq) and the num eral i£ in
the line below.

QUESTION TO AN ORACLE

.jvfeA'

• 82 b (? )

ORACULAR QUESTION

I^ b

P.Oxy.Inv. 82 B (?)

ii/iii AD
26. Question to an Oracle
(7.3 x 8.4 an.)

This small piece of papyrus, w ritten along the fibres, preserves a question
to an oracle about travel. Its most curious feature is that although the
papyrus seems to be complete, there is no invocation to the oracular deity.
The address to the god which precedes the body of the question can be as
brief as KDpie,1 or fairly extensive and name several divinities,2 but there is
no other complete oracular question in Greek which has no invocation at
all. Tw o Demotic oracle questions, P.Carlsberg 17 and 18, have no
apostrophe and are identical in form at to this text: see W.Erichsen,
D em o tische

O ra k e lfra g e n ,

D .K g l.D an ske

V idensk.S elsk.,

H is t.-

filol.M edd.XXVm 3.
This omission is not easily explained, especially since there is no reason
to regard the papyrus as incomplete. The margins are fairly generous, the
gap between the upper edge of the papyrus and the beginning of the text
averaging 1cm., w hile the interlinear spaces in the text are about 0.5 cm.
The edges of the papyrus are sharp, showing where it was cut from the
sheet, and the vertical fold marks are clearly visible. The back is blank.
These questions to oracles were w ritten in pairs, one phrased positively
and one negatively, and were submitted to the oracle so that the god could
choose between them. Examples of questions w ritten on one piece of
papyrus and then divided may be found in P.Harris i 54 and xvi 19263 and
numbers 1 and 2 in E.Bresciani, U a rc h iv io demotico del tempio di
Soknopaiu Nesos.

Perhaps the scribe of our papyrus wrote out the

question in very irregularly spaced lines, and inadvertently cut off the first
lines w ith the invocation along w ith the negatively-phrased alternative
question. Here one thinks of A.Aly's example 4, op.cit, which is written in
See l v 3 7 9 9 and A.Aly, ZPE 68 (1987), p.100: she regarded this question as incomplete,
with the beginning missing, but the photograph does not convince me that she is correct.
x i i 1 5 6 7 is probably to be regarded as an orade question, rather than ’a short order
connected with the finding of an animal,' as Grenfell & Hunt thought. The text runs:

1

E l 0OC£CTl£ EUpEV TOUTO TO
T£Tpdt7C08oOV fcvEpYHTO)
TOUTO H O I e £ g>.

This text lacks any invocation to a deity, but since the papyrus seems to have disappeared
and no photograph exists, it is impossible to tell whether or not the papyrus is complete.
2 See PSI XVII Congr. 14, a question addressed to Thoeris, Thonis, Harpabekis and
Harpocrates.
3 See H.Youtie, A Question to a Christian Oracle, ZPE 18 (1975), 253-7.

very unevenly spaced lines, and only has Kupie as an apostrophe. It is
possible that the adddress to the god or gods was w ritten on the first chit,
and that our text (and the two Demotic papyri w ithout invocations) are
the second halves of pairs.
A

d iffere n t explanation fo r the absence m ight be based on

palaeographical grounds. In her unpublished doctoral thesis Priests and
Oracles in Graeco-Roman Egypt (London, 1986), A .A ly made the following

interesting observation: "both the Greek and Demotic (oracle) questions
were w ritte n , w ith o u t exception, by practised hands: there is not a single
instance of a question draw n up in crude uncials of the type which so
fre q u e n tly occurs in subscriptions to priva te documents...moreover, they
all fo llo w the same pattern. This remarkable degree of u n ifo rm ity in both
the standard of the scrip t and the phrasing is explicable on ly i f it is
assumed that a ll the questions known on papyrus were draw n up by
professional scribes fa m ilia r w ith the required pattern. In

this context,

these people can o n ly have been the scribes o f the temple: therefore it
seems reasonable that the questions to the oracles were w ritte n by the
temple scribe on behalf o f the petitioners, who m ight be illite ra te ." O ur

text, though not quite w ritten in the crude uncials of the ppa5ecoq ypa<)>©v,
is certainly no practised hand. The letters are irregularly formed, and the
only ligature that occurs, between o and i in line 3, is botched. The p o f
Tupt, however, is a typical cursive example, like a square w ith an open
top. This makes one wonder whether the question was w ritten by the
petitioner him self, ignorant of the proper form at, rather than by the
temple scribe; the unparalleled form 5cooeiq (8o<; being more usual), might
also hint at this: see note on line 3 below. However, I doubt that it would
have been easy for an individual to circumvent temple bureaucracy and
w rite out his petition himself, and it is quite likely that a temple scribe
m ight have a crude hand, especially if he w ere more accustomed to
writing in Egyptian, as indeed the form of the question implies.
The process of oracular questioning in Egypt was concisely dealt w ith by

V

^

J.Cerny in A Saite Oracle Papyrus from Thebes, chapter 6. He was of the
opinion that a radical change took place in methods of divination between
the end of the Saite period and the beginning of the Graeco-Roman period.
Formerly, the god was consulted publicly and oracular decisions were
sought during a ritu al procession of the god's cult image on the divine
barque, borne by the priests. The answer was given by the image nodding,
approaching or retreating from the petitioner whose question, w ritten on

an ostracon, was placed face down on the ground. This process is described
by Strabo4 and Diodorus5 in their accounts of Alexander's visit to the
oracle of Jupiter-Ammon at Siwa. In the Ptolemaic and Roman periods,
however, we have an apparent volte-face to a system of private oracular
consultation, w ith responses chosen by the priests on the god's behalf.
This conventional wisdom may need to be reappraised in the light of
P.Yale inv.299 (= P.Coll.Youtie i 30), re-edited by J.Rea in ZPE 27 (1977),
pp.151-156. This most interesting document is an edict of a praefect of
19 8 /9 , probably Q .Aem ilius Saturninus, instructing nome strategi to
suppress

the

practice

of

d iv in a tio n .

The

text

starts

w ith

the

pronouncement that so many people have been deceived by the practices
of divination that it was necessary to take some action towards banning it.
O f particular interest are lines 5-7:
prix’oSv 8ia
fao t evypa<|>G>v 8ia ypa<|>a>v
em xou Oeiou
SiSopivcov pfjxe 8ia Kcopaaiac; ayaXpaxcov rf xoiamrjc; payyaveiaq xa urcep
fcvOpakcov xn; ei8eva[i].
This seems to suggest that both methods of oracle giving were in use at
the same period, the ’w ritten documents supposedly granted under divine
influence' and 'the parade of images.’ The first seems to refer to the
fam iliar system of paired questions, the second to the traditional
Pharaonic system. Interesting corroboration for more than one system
being used at once is given by Herodotus:6
pavxucrj 8e a ix o la i &8e Siaxeexai. avOpcorccov pev ouSevi rcpooKeexai rj
xe^vn, xcbv 8e Gecbv pexe^exepoiai. Kai ydp*HpaKX£o<; pavxrjiov auxoOi *eax\...
on pevxoi a i yE pavxq iai o(J)i m x a xflyuxo eaxaai aXXa 8id(|)opoi eicn..

The questions to the oracle of Hermes Trismegistus-Thoth at Saqqara,
w ritten on ostraca in Greek and apparently produced in a w holly Egyptian
m ilieu, demonstrate that the practice was still in operation at least in 170164 BC.7 W hatever the continuity in Egyptian oracular systems, the
praefectorial ban had little effect, since paired questions on papyrus
survive the onset of Christianity and go on w ell into the Coptic period.
Other than the inconsistencies already mentioned, our text does not
diverge from the usual pattern. The size is w ith in the normal range for
such texts. Vertical marks where the papyrus was rubbed along its folded

xvii 1,43-44
xvii 50, 6-7 (derived from Callisthenes' history of Alexander)
6 ii 83
7 T.Skeat & E.Tumer, A n Oracle of Hermes Trismegistus at Saqqara, JEA 54 (1968), pp.199208.
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edges are not uncommon. U .Kaplony-Heckel published four Demotic
oracle questions from Hermopolis8 which had been rolled up, folded and
tied w ith string, so that the god could choose blindly between the closed
petitions. An experiment w ith a photocopy of our papyrus showed that it
was folded over four times into a tiny parcel about 1.5 cm. wide. The fact
that it remained rolled up for a sufficient tim e for its edges to become
abraded may suggest that it was the question rejected by the god: it was
thus kept back by the priests and eventually discarded, still in its sealed
state.
Travel matters were a frequent preoccupation, to judge from extant
oracle questions: fourteen9 out of about eighty-two Greek and Demotic
questions refer to it in some way. H ow an oracular pronouncement about
travel practically affected the lives of individuals is illustrated by P.Tebt. ii
284, 2-7:

fcrciKEKpvcai

ZoKvePxuvn; o

ic u p io q

poi

p ft

Kaxapqvai

£coq xr\q

ke,

K ai

coq

Ge X e i o

Gedq K a x a p f ja o p a i fcteuGepccx;.

In the absence of any invocation, we can only speculate to whose oracle
the question was submitted. M ost of the questions from Oxyrhynchus are
to the various avatars of Helius-Sarapis10 or to Thonis, a form of Horus.11
Isis may also be a possibility,12 or Thoeris and her associates.13
Greek oracle questions from Egypt were recently listed by M .Totti in
Ausgezvdhlte Texte der Isis- und Sarapis -Religion , 130-43, where she gives

39 examples. To these should be addded lv 3799, which has a recent
bibliography providing addenda to that in Totti, and probably x ii 1567.14

FuB 14 (1972), 86 ff.
Greek: v i 925; P.Fay.137,138; P.Strasb.352-4. Demotic: Bresciani, op.cit., nos.6,7,9,10,11;
Kaplonv-Heckel, op c it, D; Coptic: De N ie in Ex Oriente Lux I I 8 (1942), pp.615-618 (2
exam ples).
1®prob. v i 923; viii 1148 -1149; ix 1213; prob. xxxi 2613; xlii 3078 (Zeus-Helius Nicephorus)
11 P.Koln iv 202; 13590. For Christian examples, see vi 925, v iiill5 0 and Youtie, op.cit.,
footnote 3 above.
12 see A.Henrichs, ZPE 11 (1971), p.117.
13 see lv 3799 introd.
14 see footnote 1 above.

8 Neue Demotische Orakelfragen,
9

1

T| TG> T u f t e i -

2

/
/
OEpxetai pot

3

touto

poi Scocfek;

1. L ei
Translation
I f he w ill come to me in the month of Tyhi, bring out this (slip) to me.

Comm entary
3. The poi here does not resemble the same letter group in line 2: the o,
instead of being small and floating, is little more than a mis-shaped
squiggle ligatured to the bottom of the descender of p.
ScDoeiq; the form is unparalled in orade questions. Most usual is the form
5oq, though P.Koln iv 202 and SB x 10569 have Scoq; there are also
variations

lik e

XpTipcxTioaxe

touto

touto

poi ^eveyicov (see ZPE 57 (1984), p.91) and

(P.Monac. iii 117). The verb-form could be seen as an

exam ple of the future indicative as im perative in the apodosis
(Mandilaras, section 408). Demotic questions usually use an imperative.

LIST OF CLOTHING AND LINENS
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vii AD

P.Oxy.Inv.61 B.17 m (a)
27. List of clothing and linens
(16.8x24.1 cm.)

This list is w ritten in brown ink in a large, upright cursive that is most
likely to belong to the first half of the seventh century. The general
character of the hand recalls P.Amherst ii 157 of 612 and the first hand of
P.Vindob. G 397361 of 643: note particularly the exaggerated

k

and the

w ritin g of 11 w ith a long tail. There is an interesting m ixture of forms:
note, for example, the difference between the large beta in line 8, and the
cursive examples elsewhere, which are very difficult to distinguish from
k.

The back is blank.
The document is laid out in the format standard for such lists at this

period, w ith the abbreviation of the articles indicated by doubling the final
letter, eg ijijx - for ipaxfcov. As one often finds in this type of list, there are
some unusual words, and it is sometimes difficult to interpret some of the
entries as garments or soft furnishings: see notes on lines 11 and 13. It is
not unusual to find lists of m ixed commodities m arked, for example,
yvwoiq

okeucov

(cf.P.Antin.iii 204), though it would be surprising to find

extraneous items here since the list is specified as being of garments. It is
perhaps worth noting that when clothes are listed along w ith household
utensils or furniture, the clothing and soft furnishings are listed first, not
interspersed w ith the other goods: cf v i 921, i 109, P.Michael.18.
The papyrus offers no clue to its purpose. The numbers of items are
small, which probably points to a private origin. M any similar papyri are
inventories of the effects of deceased persons (P.Tebt. ii 406, P.M ich.xiv
684),

prelim inary lists of trousseaux, or are concerned w ith goods

deposited in pawn shops: see TAPA 92 (1961), pp.253 ff., though I would
not necessarily attribute either of these origins to our text. Perhaps it is a
checklist of items sent for laundry or fulling , or an inventory of the
contents

1

of

a

tra v e lle r's

lu g g a g e ,

lik e

P .R y l.iv

627.

Respectively, plates 43a and 43c in G.Cavallo and H.Maehler, Greek Bookhands of the

E arly Byzantine Period A D 300-800.

1

+ 7V©(oiq) ijji(axicov)

2

o(mcoq)

3

paxv(ai)

B

4

aaYi(a) podaaia

B

5

aKKoa)Pix()

B

6

<nv5(dveq)

p e a o x p ip a (K a i)
•

•

T

«

7

op(oicoc;) cnv5(6ve<;) KaivoupYiK(ai) A

8

o a p o v ()

A

9

7cpooKE<j)dX(aiov)

A

10

6p(ouo<^ 7ipoaK£(j)aX(aia)

B

11

PiPXi(a)

A

12

aaYix(ia)

r

13

K aaiS (ia)

B

14

b0ov(iov)xr| ( ) piKp() paop[ ]

A

I. tv® ip p0*' pap.

2. o"pap

3. paxvv pap.

4. a K K O u p ix x - pap.

5. cnv58 pap.

6. op0 oiv85 pap.

7. Kaivo'DpYi* pap.

8.1 a a p a v (), aapovj pap.

9 .7cpooK8<|)aX- pap.

10. op0 7cpooK£<|>aX- pap.

I I . ptpta-pap.

12.1. oayiuia, GGcyiii—pap.

13.1. K aaoiSia, KaaiSS pap.

14.o0ov-

piKp pap.

Translation
+

+ L is t o f cloth ing, as follow s: cloaks, 2: russet-coloured blankets , 2; fodclothes (?), 2; sheets, half-w orn out, 3; of/zer sheets, brand-new, 4; face
cloth, 1; cushion, 1; other cushions, 2; papyrus-cloth cover (?), 1; small
blankets, 2; wrappers, 2; piece of linen o fIf or young M aura (?), 1.

Com m entary
1. For the heading yvcScnq ijiaricov, see xvi 2054, SPP xx 245.
3. paxv(ai) - the gender of this noun is somewhat in doubt. In both LSJ
and WB, it is listed as neuter under

to

paxvoc;. H ow ever, the w ord is

clearly feminine in P.Oslo iii 161, 5, P.Gen.80, 7, CPR v iii 65, 6-7,11-14, and
in P.Oxy.Inv.68.6B.23/J(l), edited by HJoannidou (P.O xy.lvii, forthcoming).
Accordingly I resolve the abbreviation as though the noun were feminine.
5. *aKKO^piT(a) or aKKOuPiT(dXia)? Beds are frequently included among
lists of clothes and soft furnishings: see Wilcken Chrest. 1, ii, 244, 3 (p.288)
and 5, P.Dura 33, 11 and probably P.A ntin.iii 204. On the other hand, see
H .C ad ell in CE 42 (1967) p.202 who corrects P .B erl.Z ill.13, 4 to
&KKOUpixdXia.
6. |ieaoTpipa(K(x<;) - expanded on analogy w ith xiv 1645 9-10 (iv AD):
Tpiponcd OTpcojidTia 5uo [.................] iSioxpw^ovpeaoTpipaKdv. Hesychius
also has jieaoTpipfiq sv Gucmvov. The adjective TUiupipffe is frequently
applied to clothes in the papyri: see line 14. The t here more resembles a y
or u, but the form er reading would not make sense and any connection
w ith iieooupiKa, 'ships’ ropes' is difficult to see. For textile terminology in
lists of this kind, see J.Blinzler, ’ O Oovia und andere Stoffbezeichnungen im
« W d s c h e k a t a lo g » des A gypters Theophanes und im Neuen Testament,

Philologus 99 (1955) pp. 158 ff, particularly for the relationship between
oGovia and oivSoveq.
7. Kaivoa)pYiK(ai) 'brand-new.'

a p p a re n tly addendum le x ic is , from Kocivoupyos,

8. adpav(ov), aapav(iov) or aapavo(<t>aKiapiov)? Cf. v i 921, P.Ryl.iv 627,
though P.Gen.80 has oapaviov.
aiv5oveq (or aivSovia) and a d p a v a are frequently associated in lists of
this sort: cf P.Coll.Youtie ii 95, 7-8 and note ad.loc., v i 921,12,15; xvi 1843,
19; xvi 2054; P.Princ.ii 82 r.30; P.Ryl.iv 627 r.12. As the latter papyrus
suggests, they may have been related items for bath use.
11. pipA.( ): it is difficult to fit this entry into a list of garments unless we
assume that it refers to some kind of cloth w oven from papyrus.
Herodotus ii 96 mentions sails made of papyrus, and this is repeated by
Pliny (N a tu ra l H is to ry , x iii 72)

and Theophrastus E nqu iry in to Plants

iv.8.4, both of whom go on to allude to the use of papyrus for clothing.
Strabo mentions KOiiava, textiles woven from the fibre of the coix-palm.1
Unfortunately, these references are rather vague as to the type of garment
that was produced. The allusions to sails and coverlets being woven from
it might suggest some fairly large, coarse item like a cloak, though a poem
from the Anacreontea shows that papyrus could be used for things as
small as ribbons.2 Other types of cloth woven from sim ilar plant fibres in
different cultures, such as the kuba cloth woven from raphia palm fibre in
West Africa, are put to a w ide variety of applications. Accordingly I
translate PipX(ia) here rather vaguely on the assumption that a large item
is intended, as the ancient sources seem to suggest.
I have not been able to find any references to weaving clothes from
papyrus fibre in the documents themselves, but w ould note in this
connection xxxiii 2679,5-11: ejc£p\j/d aoi rcpo toutcdv S ia’Oaopajcioc; lepeax;
xf)v ouyiaav rn<; rcop<|>\)pa<;

Kai

rcpo auxou 5 ia

n o ta fty o K e o ix ;

PiP^ia. The

editor suggested that the purple and the pipXux were related and that the
former referred to purple-stained wrappers from books or oiAAupoi, but
could one interpret it better as a reference to dye for papyrus-cloth ?

^ Pliny: ex ipso quidem papyro navigia texunt et e iibro vela tegetesque, nec non et vesiem
etiam stragula ac funes.
T h e o p h ra s tu s : a u x o q

S e o jc o u ru p o ^ Tcpoq r c X e ia x a x p ^ c n p o q : m i y a p rc X o ia t i o i o u o i v

e £ a t a o o x a i etc vr\q p ip X o u I o n a t e j & e k o u o i m i y i a B o u q m i fe a G q x a x i v a K a i
a x p o o p v a q K a i e x e p a e x icX eita.
S t r a b o x v i i 2 . 5 : m i x a x o m v a 8 e T iX iy p a x a A iy o 7 c x ia K a £ a x i , <>uxou x iv o q , o p . o i a
x o iq o % o iv < v o iq f} < |> o iv iia v o iq .
2

Anacreontea 32, 4-5: o S^pcoq xixwva Spcra^ (wiep auxevoq jcajn^pw.

12. aayix( ) - apparently another new word, probably a dim inutive of
aayoq, from Latin sagum , a large cloak or blanket (cf.vii 1051, 20). For the
sagum (frequently a piece of animal equipment in the papyri), see sv in

Daris, II lessico latino nel Greco d'E gitto.

This further illustrates that

everyday words in koine Greek borrowed from Latin often appear as
diminutives in the papyri, as R.Cavanaile pointed out in Quelques aspects
de Vapport linguistique du grec au Latin de VEgypte, Aegyptus 32 (1952),

pp.191-203.
The numeral is very doubtfully read: it looks most like v, which would be
an improbably large number, especially if they were substantial items:
perhaps it is y without its final flourish.
13. KaaaiSiov is a new dim inutive of the rare word m oaov, glossed by
Hesychius as ipaxiov; 7ua%u Kai xpa%u rcepipoXaiov. I have not been able
to find it elsewhere in the papyri, but cf. k a erne; in P.Tebt. i 38, 22 and
P.Lond.ii 402, p .ll - both of these instances seem to mean a cloth or skin
used as a horse-blanket. It should not be confused w ith KaooiSiov in SB iv
7247, which is a borrowing of Latin cassus: see sv in Daris, op.cit. The
numeral is either k or p, which are often difficult to differentiate in this
hand: cf the p of aKKOi)Pix(aXia) and the k of 7ipooKe<|)aA.(aia).
14. Expand either as xf|(q) piKp(a<;) pauptaq], or xfj |iiKp(a) paup[a]: the
article indicates that |xai)p[] is more likely to be the Byzantine female
name Maura than the adjective, meaning dark-coloured. For the meaning
of oOovia in the papyri see S.Bartina, 'O Q o via ex papyrorum testimoniis,
Studia Papyrologica 4 (1965), pp.27-38, who concluded that it was a generic
term which could embrace items as diverse as oiv5ove<; and SeppaxiKcic.
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APPENDIX 1

CORPUS OF GARM ENT LISTS O N P A P Y R I. i-v iii A D
This list usually includes only garment lists that were specifically written
as such: it does not cover lists of garments that are parts of other
documents, such as bridal trousseaux in marriage contracts, requests for
clothes in private letters, or accounts of vestis m ilitaris.

Date

Publication

ii-iii

x 1310
xxiv 2424 ii
SB vi 9568
SPP xx 41 v.
SPP xx 46 r.

iii

v i 921
v ii 1051
xliv 3201
P.Dura 33
P.Fam.Tebt.49 fr.b
P.Mert. ii 71
P.Michael.18
P.Tebt.ii 405
P.Tebt.ii 406
SB v iii 9834
SB xvi 12291

iii-iv

SB v iii 9835
i 109
P.Bon.38

iv

xiv 1741
l i 3626
liv 3776
P.Abbin.81 r.
P.Gen.80
P.Ryl.iv 627

P.Sorbonne inv.2142 in A.Bataille,
Un inventaire des vetements inedit, Eos 48
(1956) fasc.2, pp.83-8
v ii 1026
P.Rain.Cent.77 r.
P.Vindob.G.40422 in P.Sijpesteijn, Vierzehn
Wiener Papyri, Aegyptus 61 (1981), p.85
P.Vindob.G.27679 in Sijpesteijn, op.cit., pp.85-6
SB x v i12249
P.Wash.Univ. i 58

xvi 1978
xvi 2058
P.Antin.iii 204
P.Berol.inv.25017 (ed.H.Maehler in BGU xvi,
forthcoming 1991).
P.Coll.Youtie ii 85
CPR v iii 65
P.Mich. xiv 684
P.Prag.i 93
P.Rain.Cent.156 and 157
SB iii 6024
SB xvi 12250 and 12251
SPP xx 245
SPP xx 275
xvi 2054
P.Apoll.104
SB v iii 9754
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P.Oxy.Inv.33 4B.84/H (1-1) c

mid-ii AD

28. Receipt for Animal Equipment
(7.5 x 8.7 cm.)
This list of various pieces of tack and stable equipment is w ritten in a neat
cursive hand which presents few difficulties of transcription. P.Heid.74
(=Seider i, no.34) of 138 may be compared, as may P.Heid.75b ( = Seider i
no.35) of 147, which has some very sim ilar letter forms though w ritten
w ith a rather sharper pen. The back is blank. The text starts near the upper
edge of the papyrus. There is a blank space at the bottom of about 2.5 cm.
The small number of items received probably points to a private origin.
Some of the items of equipm ent are specifically for pack- or w orking
Tt
animals (lines 1, 7), so perhaps it came from the accou^s of a farm or
estate. Other entries, such as the grooming instrument and bucket, could
fit into any context. I do not exclude some of the items having quite
'luxury' connotations: the trappings w ith which Thiasus furnishes the ass
Lucius when he wishes to pamper him show some similarities w ith some
of the items here, though there is the continual problem of reconciling
Latin terminology w ith Greek:
me phaleris aureis et fuca tis ephippis et purpureis

tapetis et fre nis

argenteis et pictilibus balteis et tin tin n a b u lis perargutis exornatum.1

As is usual in commodity lists, some of the entries are difficu lt to
identify exactly, particularly when the item is stated w ith a m inim um of
description. The entries are listed in a m ixture of accusative and
nom inative forms, often w ith singular for plural - again a common
phenomenon of this genre of text.

1

Apuleius, M e t. x, 18.

1

eoxov ^\Ao<|)oppiav e^tipxiapevrj
r-

2

eoxov m i a X ka

B-

3

adyta £^npriG|ievTi

r-

4

ekGettjc;

Tpi%i<v>ov

pooteticd E^npnap. (eva)

A-

5

*aXko EKOeniq 6p0o£uta)v

A-

6

aXXo EicOernq TpiPaKov

A-

1

aaxpapriv

A-

8

KcoScovia

B-

9

a X ka 8oo pencpd

A-

10

\|niK<t>pa

11

koc5o<; tcocXeoi;

A-

12

XoXr[v6q

A-

1. 1. £uXo<|)oppeiai e^rjpTiajievai

2.1. Po'o<Ko>XiKa (?)

3. 1. aayE iai e^npxiapevai; -jie v a " corrected’'to -|ie v r|, pap.
9.1. piKpa

11.1. rcakaioq

12. 1. xatavoq

Translation
I have received wooden ha lie rs, f u lly equipped, 3; I have received tw o
more, fully-equipped w ith blankets (? ); fully-equipped saddle-cloths, 3; a
w orn pack saddle(?) 1; another pack-saddle (?) o f straight wood, 1; another
pack-saddle (?), in use, 1; a soft saddle, 1; harness w ith bells, 2; tw o others,
small; curry-comb, 1; an old bucket, 1; bit, 1.

Com m entary
1. ^\)Xo<()oppeia

- addendum

le x ic is . It must have been a piece of

equipm ent for a pack anim al. fc^'npTiapev'n presum ably means 'fu lly
equipped w ith straps' : the halters mentioned in no 29, line 3, are fitted
w ith three straps each. A large wooden collar, w ith holes cut in for the
straps, is exhibited outside room 34 in the Cairo Museum, though the
object is apparently undated, unprovenanced and w ithout inventory
num ber.
2. PouXeiKa as it stands is d iffic u lt to interpret. I suggest reading
pou<KO>XeiKd for PoukoXikoc, which occurs in BGU xiv 2427 among a list
of different cloths subject to duty. The editor thought that the abbreviation
puo() in P.Hibeh i 67 and 68, letters regarding the payment of weavers,
should be expanded as Po o ( ko A.ikg O, and continued: "in beiden Listen
miisste das W ort einen Stoffartikel b e z e ic h n e n A bo ucolicon m ay have

been some kind of coarse blanket used as a horsecloth: all the other cloths
in P.Hibeh 67 are large items. I fin d this more convincing than the
interpretation of the BGU editor, who referred to the pouKo^oq (a minor
temple official in U P Z i 57,7) and suggested "demnach wdren boukolika
irgendwelche

Bekleidungsstilcke

oder

zerem onielle

Tucher,

die

dieser

po vK o X o g bei einem R itua l benutzte.n

3. oayia e^qpTiapeva - cf SB xvi 12245, 5, where the same phrase occurs in a
list of items of equipment received by a donkey-driver.1 oayrj is explained
in Hesychius as r\ oXti TcavorcAaa; tj rcepiPokaiov, OKeTcaapa, so it was
probably some kind of saddle-cloth like the previous entry, rather than an
actual saddle, which the word can also mean at this date: see LSJ sv aayrj,

aaypa. e^Tipxia^evoq is usually applied to very large things such as ships
(P.Oxy.Hels.37, 5) or irrigation machinery (ix 1208,14; xxxiv 2723). Here it
perhaps means fully equipped w ith the necessary fastenings, or perhaps
w ith decorative fringes or tassels. A relief on Trajan's Column shows a
mule wearing a stratum or fringed saddle-cloth underneath a pack saddle
loaded w ith Dacian plund er (see P.Vigncrcn, Lc Cheval dans I A niicjtuie,
pl.56c), and horses from the third century tombs at Qustul in Nubia were
found caparisoned w ith two saddle cloths, one fringed and tasseled

The phrase was incorrectly translated by the original editor in Aegyptus 61 (1981) p.81 as
’fertiggestellte Mantel.'

1

beneath the saddle, the other an overlying sheepskin: see W .Em ery,
N ubian Treasure: A n Account o f the Discoveries at Ballana and Q ustul,
p A 7 and plate 26.

4 -6 .1 can offer no very convincing solution for the term eKOexrtq. The most
usual meanings are a balcony or the eaves of a house, both of which
suggest something which projects. I suppose some kind of pack-saddle
could be meant. Crude pack-saddles made of wood and palm -fibre, which
w ould have required cloths underneath to prevent chafing the animal's
back, were discovered at J^aranis and are on display in the Cairo Museum
(CG 49873): they consist of thick pieces of wood strung together w ith four
lengths of stout palm -fibre rope, w ith supports for the cushion on the
inside. On an animal's back, they w ould have projected over the flanks
like a balcony. A very similar kind of pack-saddle appears on a relief of
Trajan’s Column: it has a rigid wooden fram ework and a saddle-cloth
beneath, the load being fastened on by straps (Vigneron, op.cit., pl.56b).
Alternatively, we could look for a derivation from other meanings of
eKTiQrijii, such as ’set out, arrange:’ see LSJ sv

ekxiOi i i i i , ek0exeov.

It could

then have been some sort of brush or piece of grooming equipment,
though Xenophon, Eq. v.6, makes no mention of brushes, and states that
the horse's head should never be touched w ith wood or iron.
For xpixivoq ’worn, used,' see Hesychius sv 0uaxivov.
7.

aaxpapq

- previously in the papyri at P.Cair.Zen. iv 59659, an account of

donkey-equipment stolen from an employee of Zenon w hile travelling,
and perhaps P.Tebt.ii 414,15. It was a padded saddle specifically for mules
and pack-animals, perhaps as opposed to the

e K 0 e x rjq

had

a a x p a p r j:

a

rigid wooden structure. See Hesychius sv

£ t& o v ,

o

K p a x o u a iv

ovcov, oi 5e K a x a

oi

K a 0 e £ b p e v o i: x i0 e x a i

xo rc ta ia x o v p e v

fcvioxe 8 1 n d vxa cwtXccx; x a
8 . KCoScovia

xrjv

8e

Kai

a c o p a x riy b y

which could have
xo etu xcbv liutcov

etci xcbv

a v a p a x iK w v

. ripiovov ouxcoq’&eyov.

o c o p a x rjy o ^ x a , m o ^ u y i a .

- Only in the papyri before at BGU i 162, 10, a list of temple

accoutrements. It does not refer to trumpets, but to the piece of horseequipment described in Pollux, Onomasticon x, 55-6;
K ai

auXcoxoi

<|>ipo\

byxpepexe^ovxeq o i

8 ia

xo

KcoScovaq

e % e iv

iK a X o u v x o 8 e x iv e q

rc p o a T ip x r ip e v o tx ;

o iq

in n o i rixov feTcoiouv T tp o a o p o io v ai>\S) - a sort of strap

equipped w ith bells, like the tin tin n a b u la on Apuleius' ass, which are still

seen today in Egypt. Dogs, horses and camels w ith bell-hung trappings
were found at Ballana and Qustul2 : see Emery, op.dt., pp.49 and 55 and
Strabo3 mentions beasts of burden having bells hung round their necks to
frighten off w ild beasts w hile crossing the desert.
10. The only other mention of the \|rnicrpa in the papyri is iv 741,7. Pollux,
x 56, mentions both the \|rnK Tpa and the acopaKiq

as grooming

instruments: the latter was used for smoothing down the coat to
give a sheen, while the xj/fjKTpa was of iron and saw-toothed, for
smoothing out knots in the hair, more like a m odern curry-comb:
compare Anth.Pal.vi 246, 5:

koci

\|rnKTpr|v

ituccdv

epuaiTpixa.

12. %vX\\6g is only previously attested in the papyri at P.Cair.Zen. iv 59659,
op.cit, and iv 59782.

These may be seen in the Cairo Museum (CG 70539-70558).
xvi,4,17: oSouropoikji 5e vuKxcop ex xcdv &pp£voov Gpejifiaioov
wax'e^faxaaOai xa Otjpia x5> xpo<j)G.

2

3

kcoS cdvcci;

e^riuj/avxEc;

TWO LISTS OF HARNESS
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m id-iii AD

29.364B.99/G (5-8)a
30.36.4B.99/G (5-8)b
Two lists of harness
(29:8 x 19.1 cm.)
(30: 9.7x16.8 cm.)

These two inventories of different items of animal equipment are closely
related: they are written in the same hand, which is of a fairly common
late second or early third century semi-uncial type, comparable w ith
P.M ert.i 27 (iii A D ), and P.Laur.i 11, an account from the Heroninus
archive of 248-58: compare particularly the angular final sigma w ith its
characteristic flourish, and the ligatured w ritin g of a X X a . O th e r
comparable hands from the Heroninus archive are P.Flor.ii 213 of 255 and
the first hand of P.Flor.ii 234 of 264.1 do not think that the hand shows any
signs of fam iliarity w ith Latin cursive, apart from possibly the non-cursive
beta w ith the base-line (29, 3) which recalls, for example, P.Dura 54 of 223227. On the left hand side of 30 is a collesis. The backs of both papyri are
blank.
The entries on the first list are mostly different kinds of strap, including
girths for pack-animals, cheek-straps and leading-reins. Also included are
some small skins, presumably raw material for strap manufacture. The
second list is similar in content and contains many of the same items,
though entered in a different order.
Both lists seem to be the accounts of a supplier of leather goods,
seemingly of items manufactured from a quantity of hides given to the
craftsman by the customer, which w ould explain the appearance of
unworked surplus leather at the ends of both lists. W hom was the
m anufacturer supplying? A large private estate, the army or a caravan
organizer seem the most attractive candidates. The actual equipment,
where it can be definitely identified, could be equally suitable for horses,
camels or beasts of burden. 30 is headed ’list of ass equipment;’ 29 is
untitled, but has an entry 'straps for the girths of the working donkeys,'
which m ight im ply that the other items on the list were destined for some
other kind of animal. Perhaps the lists cover two separate commissions to
the leatherw orker from different customers. In this case, the ass
equipment in the second list, where the number of items is fairly high (eg
25 muzzles) may w ell have been commissioned by the organizer of a
caravan to the Little Oasis, 200km. west of Oxyrhyndvus, where asses were

regularly used for transporting goods: see G.Wagner, Les Oases d'Egypte,
pp.313-4 and the papyri cited there. Asses were also used for transport by
the m ilitary, as the frequent depictions on the columhsof Trajan and
Marcus Aurelius demonstrate. The second list is less easy to place in
context. Many of the items are the same as in the other list, though the
numbers are smaller, 15 girth-straps being the largest quantity listed. It is
just possible that this equipment was manufactured by an independent
civilian manufacturer of leather equipment for the army. A fter the m idsecond century, m ilitary footwear seems to have been supplied by
civilian s1 but as far as I know there is no evidence for whether other
leather items were manufactured in camp, or by civilians working under
contract. PSI v 465 is a requisition of 106 hides from the city of
Oxyrhynchus to the cornicularius of the Legio II Traiana Galliana Fortis
for the purpose of making weapons (ei<; Kataaiceu'nv &7tXcov), but no
mention is made of who w ill manufacture the arms. Other papyri indicate
that m ilita ry

supplies

w ere

ro u tin ely

requisitioned

from

local

manufacturers2 and paid for from the public treasury.3 However, the only
item on this list which might have specifically m ilitary connotations is the
entry in line 5, which is rather difficult to interpret: see the note ad loc. A ll
the other pieces of equipment could come from almost any context where
animals were kept. Further, the letter-forms do not suggest that the scribe
often wrote Latin: one might expect more Latin cursive influences to have
crept into the script if the text had a m ilitary origin.lt is quite possible that
29 also includes equipment for pack-animals in caravans: one thinks of
the bell-hung harness in line 8, and Strabo's reference to its use on the
harness of pack-animals crossing the desert: see above, 28, footnote 3 on
line 8. How ever, I w ould not expect a contract system, where a
manufacturer was supplied w ith raw materials by a customer, to lead to
such close accounting of surplus and scrap as we see in these lists: the
closest parallel in the papyri w ould be weavers' records, which do not
specify left-over quantities of yarn or production losses. Accordingly, I
think that the most likely origin for these two lists is the office of a large
estate where leather would have been a by-product of large-scale animal

1 C V an Driel-Murray, The production and supply of m ilitary leatherwork in the first and
second centuries A D ; a review o f the archaeological evidence, BAR(IS) 275 (1985) p.58.

M.Speidel, The Prefect's horse guards and the supply of weapons to the Roman army,
Roman Army Studies I, p331.
3 Stud.Pal.xxii 92, re-edited by Speidel, loc.cit., p.329.
2

rearing. The skins or hides w ould then have been distributed to
dependent estate labour for making-up: see further no.30, lines 10-12 note.
W hat kind of leather is being used to manufacture this tack? Goat
skin is the most probable, and often occurs when reference is made to
manufacturing m ilitary equipment: see P.Abinn.4, 6 and 8-9, P.Grenf.ii 51
and probably P.Mich ix 576,4 though the skins requisitioned in PSI v 465
are those of sheep.
These papyri are of considerable technical and lexical interest, though
the usual difficulties of interpreting lists of commodities w ith many new
words are exacerbated here by the problem of reconciling the terms w ith
depictions and extant harness. Greek harness terminology is often very
unspecific: Kripoq, for instance, can mean a muzzle, a nose-bag or a halter,
and xoXivo<; is attested as a bit, a thong, reins or the whole bridle. Much of
our evidence for harness at this period comes from m ilitary contexts in
the West: van D riel-M urray, op.cit., p.43, points out the problems of
analysing it. Evidence of harness in the East is more scarce. There were
apparently finds of leather at Dura Europos, which were never included in
the final excavation report, and substantial amounts aw ait publication
from the desert site of Mons Claudianus. van D riel-M urray, op.cit., p.44,
plausibly suggests that "the use of oiled and alum-tawed leather may he
responsible fo r the otherwise unaccountable lack o f horse-harness, straps ,
belts and sheaths on Roman sites." Some pieces of straps w ith incised and

punched decoration, excavated by Petrie at Hawara and now in the Petrie
Museum (UC 28331-28334) are probably fragments of harness straps, since
they are too large to be pieces of sandals. One of the pieces (UC 28334)
preserves the junction of two lengths of strap, covered w ith a decorative
rosette in finer leather. The grain side shows the pock-marking often
observed in hides treated w ith salt or alum prior to tanning: see van DrielMurray, op.cit., p.61.
References to harness are rather infrequent in the papyri. Other lists of
animal equipment and tack, from various contexts, may be found at
P.Cair.Zen.iv 59659, 59781 v., and 59782 (iii BC); P.Hibeh ii 211 (c.250 BC);
P.Tebt.iii.2,886 (probably 182 BC); P.Lond.ii 402 v (152 or 141 BC); P.Tebt. i
38 (ii BC); SB xvi 11017 (AD 12); ii 326 -SB x 10241 (i AD); iv 741 ( ii/iii A D ):
P.Mich xv 717, P.Mich.ix 576, xxxi 2598 (charioteer's equipment) (iii AD):
In this papyrus, I suggest that o k o u t Ai v in line 6 be interpreted as a contracted form of
cncoDTapiov, with a typically Fayyumic substitution of A, for p. This makes better sense in
context than the editor’s ctkodtsA/vIOV. The papyrus may then be seen as a list of military
equipment.

4

lv i 3869, l l f f (v i/v ii A D ). Although there were apparently guilds of strapm a k e rs ,5 which im plies that the craft was quite technical, specific
references to harness m anufacturers are scarcer: one of the men
perform ing

dike

w ork

at Ptolem ais

H orm ou

was

described

as

XaX.ivo(up7 oq) (SB i 5124, 684), a term which is glossed as lorarius in CGL.
SB vi 9410 v 64, one of the Heroninus archive accounts, has an entry 'for
the cost of harness ordered in town' among other entries of expenditure
on working animals, mostly donkeys.

SB iii 7181 b is probably also an

account from a leather worker's factory, which produced saddlebags, two
different types of padded cushion or mattress, and shoes. The (|>oppei07ccoXT|S
who worked in the Street of the Cobblers at Oxyrhynchus (v ii 1037, 4)
may be a seller of fodder rather than a tack-shop owner, though it is
tempting to see some connection between his profession and the location
of his shop.

5 C Singer and E.Holmyard, A History of Technology , vol.ii, p.168, but no references are
given.

1

X&poi <t>axviK(3v

E-

2

popped

A-

3

aXXai a e ip c o ra i

B-

4

ayaryd q

B-

5

d q X a (3 ia p io i X & p o i

•

6

a X X o i Xxopoi eiq x p ip o X o v

AA-

7

rcep iam v

A-

8

d q Kco8c6via Xcopoi

r-

9

o ^ aip c o p a ic o v ^euyCoq)

10

etq £covaq o v o iq e p y a x iK oiq

X&pox

11

v k o X e XXicl

12

K a i tm e^iTcn S e p jia

13

jcXaTouq 'n p ijrn x ^ v

14

priKouq

2 .1 . <t>opPeia

A-

IE B-

A-

11. 1. b jio x d X ia (?)

Translation
Straps fo r the nose-bags, 5; halier, 1; others, of plaited leather (?),
2;
leading-reins, 2; straps fo r the labtaria (?), 4; other cheek straps, 4; head
piece (?), 1; straps for the harness hung w ith bells, 3; pair of collars (?), 1;
straps fo r the girths of the working donkeys, 15; chin-straps (?), 2; and left
over, a skin of half-cubit w idth and four-cubit length.

Commentary
1. <}><xxviko<; - apparently addendum lexicis, derived from (jxxxveuco, 'to feed
at a manger,' though modem Greek has the adjective ((xxxviocKoq, defined
by D.Dim itriakou as b 6cvf|Kcov ff ava<|>ep6}ievo<; elq xa 0axvia. Here, in the
context of leather-working, it must mean a nose-bag, though the usual
word for this is xtkonfip: cf P.Grenf.ii 38, P.Lond.ii 402. See also no.30
below, line 8. A pack-animal about to have a nose-bag attached to its
harness w ith a strap appears on a mosaic from Istanbul, published by
D.Talbot Rice in The Great Palace of The Byzantine Emperors, Report 1
(1947), pl.30.
3. a X X a i (sc. <|>opPeai) aeipcoxai: Perhaps 'bound (w ith leather thongs)' or
'(made out of) plaited (leather) ?

5. Xapxapioi - I can offer no very convincing solution for this. A
derivation from XapPdEvco seems improbable. A Latin loan-word is likelier,
though matters are confused by the ambiguity of the letter following p,
w hich certainly resembles X, but could just as easily be x w ith an
exaggeratedly dipped horizontal stroke to join on to the a. I suggest
reading XaP<a>xapioi as a transcription of the plural of Latin labatorium, a
kind of metal ornament worn by women,6 which in this context could
mean some kind of pendent decoration like a horse-brass or phalera. It is
interesting that m o n ilia , the item before labatoria

in Cassiodorus' list of

booty, is also well-attested as an ornamented horse-collar.7
Asses as well as horses wore pendants on their breastbands, as is shown
by Apuleius Met. x 18 (quoted in no.28 introd.). The sacrificed horses and
asses from Ballana and Qustul had silver trappings attached to leather
breast-straps and breechings: see W.Emery, Nubian Treasure: A n Account
of the Discoveries at Ballana and Q ustul ,

plate 26. Bronze pendants from

harness are very common finds at m ilitary sites in the West. Their types
are classified by M.Bishop, Cavalry Equipment of the Roman A rm y in the
F irst Century A D ,

BAR(IS) 394, pp.142-156. V.M axfield discusses phalera

Only know n from Cassiodcrus, Historia Ecclesiastica X, 20,3: milites...praedam circa
m ulierum ornamenta faciebant zonas aureas, dextralia, m onilia, labatoria, anulos,
diademata. For som e reason the ed.pr. of Jacob-Hanelik (CSEL 71) has lavatoria here, in
preference to labatoria of the consensus codd.

6

7 see eg Verg.Aen.7.278: aurea ptctoribus demissa monilia pendent: Ovid, Met.10, 112-113:
demissaque in armisf pendebant tereti gemmata monilia collo.

generally in The M ilita ry Decorations of the Roman A rm y, pp.91-95, and
gives useful diagrams of the means of their attachment to leather
strapping on pp.93-4.
A perhaps less plausible idea is to assume dittography and read
kaP(A,}<xpioi, as an unattested diminutive of A,apapov, Latin labarum, a
m ilitary standard or ensign, usually of a cavalry ala. The word appears in
Eusebius,8 and is glossed in CGL v 655, 42 as labara forte signa sunt et
vexilla and CGL v 427, 48: vexilla et labarum idem sunt. I suppose it is

conceivable that a m ilitary standard, consisting of a piece of cloth
suspended from a cross-shaped piece atop a pole, could have utilised
leather thongs.
6.

Literally, 'other straps for the bits.’ xpipoXoq originally meant the

spiked rollers in the mouthpiece of the bit, but later came to signify the
entire bit. It has previously only occui^d in the papyri at P.Col.Zen. iv
59782 a, 9, in the first sense of the word: the bits being made by an
ironmonger are equipped with two xpipoXoi. For illustrations of such bits,
see J.Anderson, Ancient Greek Horsemanship, pl.34 a-d. Extant bits of the
third century A D from Egypt are not equipped w ith spiked rollers: see
M .Littauer and J.Crouwel, A New Type of B it from Iran ? Iranica Antiqua
xxiii (1988), p.324. However, if this papyrus comes from a m ilitary context
it is possible that such a bit might have been used: see M.Bishop, op.cit.,
p.108. References to them are common in Latin literature, eg Horaee,Carm.
i.8 ,6:
cur neque m ilitaris
inter aequales equitet, Gallica nec lup atis
temperet ora frenis ?

7. Accusative of Tiepicoxu;, or perhaps 7cepiwti<o>v. Here for the first time in
the papyri, the word is glossed in the Etymologicum Magnum as being the
same as 6cp<|>©Ti<;, a sort of ear-covering worn by boxers to prevent them
getting cauliflower ears: cf Plutarch, M o ralia 706 C9 and 69,38 B,10 who
mentions 'Xenocrates' ear-protectors’ as though they were proverbial. An
actual ear-protector seems unlikely here: I fail to see how an individual
piece could have been attached to the ear. Leather chamfrons
8 Eusebius^Vita Constantini, I, 31, l:'EK<}>paai<; araupoeiSow; ann-eiou, OTtep v w oi
'Pcapatoi kapapov icaXovotv.
9 Quaestiones Conviviales (I\)|i7 C o a ia K c o v T cp o p X T in a x to v )
10 De recta ratione audendi

(Ilepi toG axoveiv)

(7tpop.£xco7ti5ta) have an ear-covering, but as an integral part of the whole
head-piece: see J.Curle, A Roman Frontier Fort and its People, pi. xxi for an
illustration. More probably the jcepicoxiq was the head-piece part of the
bridle which went over the crest behind the ears, which Xenophon (Eq.vi,
7) calls the Kopa)<|><xiov.
8.

kcdScovkx -

see above, no.28, line 8 n.

9. a<|>aipc6paxa - cf. P.Cair.Zen. iv 59659, 12 and 17, P.Col.Zen. ii 115b. The
former papyrus apparently differentiated two types of this piece of tack, an
aiyoTcxiaKOV o<j)cdpco|ia and a regular sort (P.Lugd.Bat.xxi A, p.117). Edgar,

editing 59659, suggested that this item m ight have been a collar, on
analogy w ith o^aipcoxrjp, or a round chest pectoral. The item of equipment
abbreviated as a<|>aip- in P.Lond ii 402 (p .ll) is probably the same thing. For
information on the collars of draught-animals in the Roman world, see
J.Toynbee, Animals in Roman Life and A rt, p.187 and the Oxford H is to ry
of Technology , op.cit, i, p.720 and ii, p.552.

Another possibility would be some kind of breeching-strap,
assuming a derivation from the late meaning of ocjxxipcopa as rump: see
Sophocles, Lexicon, and Lampe, Patristic Greek Lexicon, sv.
10. The term fcpyaxiicoq may be used to distinguish a working girth from a
saddle girth. Harnessed draught animals had a broad girth band, which
took part of the weight of the vehicle,while a saddle girth would have
been narrower (and required less leather).
11. urcoxeAAia - or perhaps read U7toxe|iux. Whatever the reading, the word
is addendum lexicis. If it is urcoxeM ia, it could be derived from %eiXia
’lips' and thus be some kind of chin strap attached to each end of the bit:
compare Pollux, x 56, who mentions {moaxo|iia as parts of bridles, and
Xenophon, Eq. vii, 1, where a strap called the U7toxakivi8ta is attached to
either side of the bit. If it was a chin strap, its use would depend on the kid
of bit to which it was fastened. If the bit had no branches, no leverage
would come from pulling on it, so it would merely be there to keep the bit
in place and the mouthpiece from slipping.
A ltern atively, UTCOxeina could be a mis-spelling for U7i:oA,£|iia =
i)7coXa{pia 'straps under the throat, throtlatches' - see note on no.30 line 5
below.

zz/

13-14. The piece of leather would have been about 22 cm. wide and two
metres long.
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1. avayP pap.
7.1. aXkxx taopia ?

5.1. 'U7to^a<i>}iia ?
10. l.piKpa

Translation
List of ass equipment. Muzzles, 25: halters, 3 ( 12 straps ); leading-reins, 7
(14 straps); throtlatches (?), 12; pairs of collars, 6 ( 12 straps); other small (?)
straps, 4; pouches fo r the nose-bags,

4; hackamores, (?), 3. O ff cuts: large

skin, 1; other ones, small, 3; other offcuts, 6. Rejected skins, 4.

C om m entary
2.This entry is the only one on either list which has a check-mark beside it.
For leather a^iyKxfjpec;, cf Anth.Pal. vi 233,1-2:
y o |i(})io 5o o 7ia x c c X iv a , m i ap.(})ixpriTov r a e iK x a v
K T jp 6v, x a i yEvaxov o ^ v y K ro p 'E u p p a tjje a .

Compare also St.Basil of Caesarea, De renuntiatione saeculi, 8 (=M igne,
Patrologia Graeca 31, p.644) a^iyye to axojia oou. The term occurs here for

the first time in papyri. Muzzles made of leather straps were apparently
used on equids in the ancient N ear East (see M .Littauer, Bits and Pieces,
A ntiquity x liii (1969), pp.296-7),11 though the Roman fiscella seems often
to have been of basketwork: cf Varro, Rerum Rusticarum Il.ii, 14: fiscellas
e iunco aliave qua re quod alliga nt ad natura.. For the use of muzzles on

mules and pack-animals, see Ps.-Lucian, Lucius , or the Ass, 17:
q p ip a te q8q *qv, m i

tout ©

opq rcoAAa a v a P e p q K E ip e v , koci axojiaxa 8e qpcbv

8ea|i© ETceixexo, dbq p.q rcepipoaKopevoi xqv o8ov zq to

8cpiaxov

avaXioKoi|iev. As w ell as preventing browsing and biting, muzzles could
be used to control the beast, as described in Xenophon, Eq. v, 3.
3. The typical cursive p contrasts w ith the formal shape of the p in 29, and
is repeated in the next line and line 6.
4. Xenophon, Eq ., v ii, 1 seems to refer to a sim ilar strap attached to the
bridle but distinct from the reins, presumably to be used for leading as well
as mounting:
rcponov [lev xoivuv xov p u T a Y © y e a %pq ek xqq
urcoxaXiviSiaq q ek too yaX xov qpxqjLiEVov EuxpETtq eiq xqv (ScpiaxEpav xetpa
X.apeiv.
Horses on leading-reins consisting of two sets of straps may be seen
on many gravestones of Roman cavalrym en, particu larly from the
Rhineland: see M.Bishop, C avalry Equipment of the Roman A rm y in the
firs t century A D , BAR(IS) 394, figs.5, 6 and 10.

5. Is this the same piece of equipment as in 29,11 ? The traces of the fourth
and fifth letters certainly seem unsuitable for D TtoxeM ia. M aybe tw o
different pieces of tack w ere entered, i)7coxeiA.ia (chinstraps)
DTioXaijiia (throtlatches), which could easily be confused.
H I am indebted to Mr Mark Hassall for this reference.

and

6. o<t>aipco|iaxa - see above, no.29, line 6 n.
7. The interlinear to presumably alters Xcopoi in the line below into the
dim inutive Xtopiov, in which case ixXXa Xcopia should be read. A Xcopiov
can be any kind of small strap or thong, such as a shoe lace,
though the meaning 'reins’ is attested (Johannes Malalas, Chronographia
iv, 89).
8.

o a y o v i a <j>axviiccov

- perhaps read

o a Y (o } v ia ? o a y o v ta ,

if the correct

reading, is apparently addendum lexicis, or mabe a mistake for

o a y p ia ,

plural of accYjia - see LSJ sv), which generally means a pack-saddle or
horse-cloth in the papyri: see note on no.28, line 3. However, if <j)axviKoq
means a nosebag, it is difficult to see how oayft could have its usual
meaning here. Accordingly I suggest that this word is derived from the
original meaning of aayfj as a bag or pouch: see LSJ and Hesychius sv. The
latter has aayrjv:

x o v O utaxK ov:

&M .0 1 5e acticxav

A iy o u o iv o S o u c o p iK o v

0\&(xkov, which fits in w ell w ith the sense here.
9. ^UYXiaTTtpeq - also apparently new. CGL v 467, 32 has nasator glossed as
runcissator, ronchastis : the Greek index interprets the latter as f>'UYXia 'rnS»

but puYXiaiTip now seems more probable as the original Greek word. The
meaning is probably either noseband or,

if straps were attached,

hackamores, a sort of halter w ith nose-piece. Pack-animals are still
controlled by low nosebands today in Egypt and many parts of the Middle
East; used w ith or without a bit, they restrain the animal by putting
pressure on the soft tissue at the end of the nasal bones: see M.Littauer,
op.cit., p.293 and plate xli d. Leather hackamores have not been identified,
but the metal examples from m ilitary contexts were studied by A.
Taylor/Law son in Romische Hackamoren und Kappzaume aus M e ta ll,
Jahrbuch des Romisch-Germanischen Zentralmuseums M ainz 22. ii,
p.106, and its update, Studien zum romischen Pferdegeschirr, JRGZ 25
(1978), pp.141 and 144. Otherwise, nosebands can be fastened to the cheekstraps merely to keep the bit in place.
10-12. As in the previous list, these lines seem to refer to raw materials,
perhaps surplus leather which still had to be accounted for. aTtoicoppocxa
are probably offcuts: cf P H o lm .l, 40 ScrcoKoppa xSv xou x«^kou 7iexdcXcov.

KCciapoXaia or Ka x a PoXa x a are presumably 'rejects,' ie skins of
insufficiently good quality to be worked.
Such punctilious accounting is to be expected of a large institution,
like an army camp or big estate, operating in a closed economic system
where raw materials are distributed to dependent manufacturers without
intervention of markets or wage labour. Very similar accounts are found
in Mesopotamian temple archives, which have careful listings of surplus
raw m aterial and manufacturing losses, and N ew Kingdom bakery
accounts, where sub-standard flour and even weight loss during baking
are duly recorded.12 One would expect similar findings in analogous
economic papyri of the Roman period, such as the records of weavers
(who were usually supplied with raw materials by the customer),13 though
I have not been able to find any instance of the recording of surplus.14
The listing of left-overs would be especially interesting if these accounts
are of m ilitary origin, since it would provide an official accounting
procedure to explain the carefully-retained bundles of leather offcuts
which occur at m ilitary sites such as Castleford, Vindonissa and
Vindolanda. Old leather was also kept for recycling. At some point, these
stores of scrap surplus materials would be reviewed and the excess
discarded. Extant examples of offcuts from these sources show that they
could be quite substantial pieces of leather, which explains why it was
necessary to account for them accurately: see M.Rhodes, Inscriptions on
Leather Waste from Roman London, Britannia 18 (1987) pp.173, 179 and

pl.xix b for some sizeable leather offcuts from a shoemaker's shop.

12 For the bakery accounts of Seti I's palace at Memphis, see B.J.Kemp, Ancient Egypt:
Anatomy of a Civilization, p.223.

13 See E.Wipszycka, L'Industrie textile dans VEgypte romaine, p.75.
14 See eg BGU vii 1564, an account of vestis militaris. Similarly, contracts for the
manufacture of garments to the customer's specifications never mention the returning of
surplus yam or cloth(see Wipszycka, op.cit, p.75 notes 43 and 44), but maybe the practice
was so common that it went unmentioned.

A PP E N D IX 2
PR O O F OF P .L O N D .IV .3078 R E A P P R A IS E D
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BRIEF CO M M UNICATIO NS

from JE A 76

J E A 76

P .L o n d .In v .3 0 7 8 re ap p ra ised
It is suggested that P .Lond.Inv.3078, line 2, should be restored as a reference to a © epaJisvrrjpia, a festival
fo r g irls , ra th e r than to a pekkoxovpia, as suggested b y Skeat, J E A 61 (1975), 2 5 1 -4 .

In volume 61 (1975), 251-4 of this journal, the papyrologist T . C. Skeat published a fragment of a
second century a d dinner invitation which had come from the excavations of Sir Flinders Petrie at
Oxyrhynchus. His restoration of the scanty fragments must now be reappraised in the light of two
more papyri of this genre, P.Oxy.Inv. ioo~73(b) and ioo~77(a), which have since come to light.1
My transcription

Skeat’s restoration

kpwxq. oe ’A.[
deinvr)gq[i
p ia xrjg d[
kv oixiq [
and{

kpwxq. oe 'A[
]
dei 7iV 7}g q [i eig /uekkoxov-]
p i a Trig 8 [vyaxpdg kavxov]
kv oixi'q [
]
a n o \w p a g ]

Palaeographical details which Skeat omitted are the line at a 450 angle below the second alpha in
line 1 (probably a blot or offset rather than an accent) and a small detached fragment preserving
the curve of a descender ligatured to an upright ascendant (cf. pi. X X V III, 2). The writing of this
scrap runs along the fibres and it fits neatly next to the second alpha in line 1. This would
corroborate Skeat’s surmise that the name was originally 'Arzokkwviog or something similar.
The two Oxyrhynchus inedita lead me to disagree with SkeaMn one important instance. He
thought that the solution to the lacuna at the end of line 2 was to be found in P.Oxy. 1484, another
dinner invitation where Apollonius invited an unnamed individual to dine in the temple of Thoeris
on the occasion of the Mekkoxovpia of two persons whose names and genders are lost. The
Mellokouria is an elusive festival which was probably, as Skeat suggested,2 some kind of puberty
ritual. His restoration of P.Lond.Inv.3078 on analogy with P.Oxy. 1484 is suspect because (a) there
is no evidence that the Mellokouria was a festival for girls (in fact, there is fairly strong evidence
that it was not)3 and (b) there is no evidence that the Mellokouria could take place in a private
home, as line 4 of the present text indicates was the case here.
The two unpublished papyri 100-73(3) and ioo~77(b) are both invitations to dine in private
homes at the ©EpaiiEvxrjpia of the daughters of two Oxyrhynchites. The Therapeuteria is a
mysterious festival, so far only alluded to once in the papyri,4 and elsewhere only in a very general
sense.3 I w'ill not attempt to discuss here the possible significance of the word, but would note in
this connection that many of the Oxyrhynchite dinner invitations are for ‘rites de passage’ of
various kinds, such as comings of age,6 weddings,' and initiations to public office.8 Maybe the

1T h e tw o texts are quoted here b y perm ission o f the E.E.S. in advance o f th e ir p u b lic a tio n in a v o lu m e o f
the O x y rh y n c h u s papyri.
2 Skeat, op. cit. 252. See also G renfell and H u n t’s note on P.O xy. 1484. and B ro r O lsson’s note on this
p a p yru s in Aegyptus 7 (1926), 111 -1 2 .
-; See S. G. Coles, ZPE 55 (1980). 233 ff. She gives a detailed discussio n o f the koureotis cere m on y, and
w h e th e r it applied to girls.
4 A t.P .O x.H els.5 0. 16 -17 : -te pi de Tcov/ o iv a p ic u v v n e p e d e u E O a x a Q e p a n e v x r j p i a eig r o p e k k o v .
P re su m a b ly the festival fo r the T herapeuteria was postponed because the w ine supplies had n o t a rriv e d on
tim e.
•'T h e o n ly oth e r instance is in Nicetus, Historiae, 551 (van D ie te n ’s ed itio n ).
h P .O xy.92 6, 2792 and 3501 (the epicrisis fo r boys) and perhaps P.O xy. 1484 (n. 2 above).
' A lis t o f w e d d in g in vita tio n s is given b y M .V an don i, in Festepubbliche eprivate nei documentigreci (M ila n ,
1964), 125-7. A d d P.Oxy. 2678. the o n ly example o f an in v ita tio n to a so n ’s w e d d in g : the o th e rs are fo r
da ug hters (2), sisters (2) o r consanguineous marriages (2).
s P.O xy. 2147 and 3202 (to o fficia l investitures); P.Fouad U n iv. 1,76 ( = V a n d o n i, op. cit. no. 141), perhaps a
te m p le in itia tio n . Coles, op. cit. 234. discusses festivals o f age-transition.
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O e p a J iE V T T jp ia was just such a liminal event for girls. P.Lond.Inv. 3078 would, I believe, make
much more sense if O e p a T z e v r r j p i a was restored in the gap at the end of line 2. The Thera
peuteria was definitely a festival for girls and could take place in a private home, whereas there is
no evidence that either was true of the M e k h o K o v p i a .
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